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Introduction
The theory of abelian categories proved very useful, providing an axiomatic
framework for homology and cohomology of modules over a ring and, in particular,
of abelian groups [43, 95, 53, 110]. Out of it (and out of Algebraic Geometry) grew
Category Theory. But for many years, a similar categorical framework has been
lacking for non-abelian (co)homology, the subject of which includes the categories
of groups, rings, Lie algebras etc. The point of this dissertation is that semi-
abelian categories (in the sense of Janelidze, Ma´rki and Tholen [78]) provide a
suitable context for the study of non-abelian (co)homology and the corresponding
homotopy theory.
A semi-abelian category is pointed, Barr exact and Bourn protomodular with
binary coproducts [78, 14]. Pointed means that it has a zero object: an initial
object that is also terminal. An exact category is regular (finitely complete with
pullback-stable regular epimorphisms) and such that any internal equivalence re-
lation is a kernel pair [10]. A pointed and regular category is protomodular when
the Short Five Lemma holds: For any commutative diagram
K[p′]
 ,2ker p
′
,2
u

E′
p′ ,2,2
v

B′
w

K[p]  ,2
ker p
,2 E p
,2,2 B
such that p and p′ are regular epimorphisms, u and w being isomorphisms im-
plies that v is an isomorphism [18]. Examples include all abelian categories; all
varieties of Ω-groups (i.e., varieties of universal algebras with a unique constant
and an underlying group structure [68]), in particular the categories of groups,
non-unitary rings, Lie algebras, commutative algebras [14], crossed modules and
precrossed modules [74]; internal versions of such varieties in an exact category [78];
Heyting semilattices [85]; compact Hausdorff (profinite) groups (or semi-abelian al-
gebras) [15, 14], non-unital C∗ algebras [63] and Heyting algebras [19, 78]; the
dual of the category of pointed objects in any topos, in particular the dual of the
category of pointed sets [78].
In any semi-abelian category, the fundamental diagram lemmas, such as the
Short Five Lemma, the 3 × 3 Lemma, the Snake Lemma [21] and Noether’s Iso-
morphism Theorems [14] hold. Moreover, there is a satisfactory notion of homology
of chain complexes: Any short exact sequence of proper chain complexes induces a
long exact homology sequence [51].
It is hardly surprising that such a context would prove suitable for further de-
velopment of non-abelian (co)homology. With this dissertation we provide some
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additional evidence. We consider homology of simplicial objects and internal cat-
egories, and cotriple (co)homology in the sense of Barr and Beck [9]. Using tech-
niques from commutator theory [104, 72, 99, 75, 22, 28, 29] and the theory
of Baer invariants [54, 93, 55, 50], we obtain a general version of Hopf’s For-
mula [70] and the Stallings-Stammbach Sequence [105, 106] in homology—and
their cohomological counterparts, in particular the Hochschild-Serre sequence [65].
We recover results, well-known in the case of groups and Lie algebras: e.g., the fact
that the second cohomology group classifies central extensions. And although ho-
motopy theory of chain complexes seems to be problematic, Quillen model category
structures for simplicial objects and internal categories exist that are compatible
with these notions of homology [49, 109].
* * *
Chapter 1. Throughout the text, we shall attempt to formulate all results in their
“optimal” categorical context. Sometimes this optimal context is the most general
one; sometimes it is where most technical problems disappear. (It is, however,
always possible to replace the conditions on a category A by “semi-abelian with
enough projectives”, unless it is explicitly mentioned that we need “semi-abelian
and monadic over Set”, and most of the time “semi-abelian” is sufficient.)
In the first chapter we give an overview of the relevant categorical struc-
tures: quasi-pointed and pointed, unital and strongly unital, regular and Barr exact,
Mal’tsev, Bourn protomodular, sequentiable and homological, and semi-abelian cat-
egories. This is what we shall loosely refer to as the “semi-abelian” context. We
give examples and counterexamples, fix notations and conventions. We add those
(sometimes rather technical) properties that are essential to making the theory
work.
Chapter 2. In Chapter 2 we extend the notion of chain complex to the semi-abelian
context. As soon as the ambient category is quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular,
homology of proper chain complexes—those with boundary operators of which the
image is a kernel—is well-behaved: It characterizes exactness. Also, in this case,
the two dual definitions of homology (see Definition 2.1.4) coincide. A short exact
sequence of proper chain complexes induces a long exact homology sequence.
We show that the Moore complex of a simplicial object A in a quasi-pointed
exact Mal’tsev category A is always proper; this is the positively graded chain
complex N(A) ∈ PCh+A defined by N0A = A0,
NnA =
n−1⋂
i=0
K[∂i : An ,2 An−1]
and with boundary operators dn = ∂n◦
⋂
i ker ∂i : NnA
,2 Nn−1A, for n ≥ 1.
When, moreover, A is protomodular, the normalization functor
N : SA ,2 PCh+A
is exact; hence a short exact sequence of simplicial objects induces a long exact
homology sequence. To show this, we use the result that in a regular Mal’tsev
category, every simplicial object is Kan [38], and every regular epimorphism of
simplicial objects is a Kan fibration. These facts also lead to a proof of Dominique
Bourn’s conjecture that for n ≥ 1, the homology objects HnA of a simplicial object
A are abelian.
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Chapter 3. Extending the work of Fro¨hlich, Lue and Furtado-Coelho, in Chap-
ter 3, we study the theory of Baer invariants in the semi-abelian context. Briefly,
this theory concerns expressions in terms of a presentation of an object that are
independent of the chosen presentation. For instance, presenting a group G as a
quotient F/R of a free group F and a “group of relations” R,
[F, F ]
[R,F ]
and
R ∩ [F, F ]
[R,F ]
are such expressions.
Formally, a presentation p : A0 ,2,2 A of an object A in a category A is a
regular epimorphism. (In a sequentiable category, the kernel ker p : A1
 ,2 ,2 A0 of
p exists, and then A is equal to the quotient A0/A1.) The category PrA is the full
subcategory, determined by the presentations in A, of the category Fun(2,A) of
arrows in A. A Baer invariant is a functor B : PrA ,2 A that makes homotopic
morphisms of presentations equal: Such are (f0, f) and (g0, g) : p ,2 q
A0
p

g0
,2
f0 ,2 B0
q

A
g
,2
f ,2
B
satisfying f = g.
Baer invariants may be constructed from subfunctors of the identity functor
of A. For instance, under the right circumstances, a subfunctor V of 1A induces
functors PrA ,2 A that map a presentation p : A0 ,2 A to
K[p] ∩ V0p
V1p
or
V0p
K[p] ∩ V0p
.
Choosing, for every object A, a projective presentation p (i.e., with A0 projective),
these Baer invariants induce functors A ,2 A, which are respectively denoted by
∆V and ∇V .
Ideally, A is an exact and sequentiable category and V is a proper subfunctor
of 1A that preserves regular epimorphisms: i.e., V is a Birkhoff subfunctor of A.
Birkhoff subfunctors correspond bijectively to Birkhoff subcategories in the sense of
Janelidze and Kelly [75]: full and reflective, and closed in A under subobjects and
regular quotients. Given a Birkhoff subcategory B, the functor V is the kernel of
the unit of the adjunction. As a leading example, there is always the subcategory
AbA of all abelian objects of A. In this case, one interprets a value V (A) of V as
a commutator [A,A].
Baer invariants give rise to exact sequences. For instance, Theorem 3.3.10
states that, given an exact and sequentiable category with enough projectives A,
and a Birkhoff subfunctor V of A, any short exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1
in A induces, in a natural way, an exact sequence
∆V (A)
∆V f ,2 ∆V (B) ,2 KV1f
,2 U(A)
Uf  ,2 U(B) ,2 1.
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The symbol V1f that occurs in this sequence can be interpreted as a commutator
[K,A] of K with A, relative to V . We relate it to existing notions in the field of
categorical commutator theory and the theory of central extensions in the follow-
ing manner. In the case of abelianization, the commutator V1 may be described
entirely in terms of Smith’s commutator of equivalence relations [104], and the
corresponding notion of central extension coincides with the ones considered by
Smith [104] and Huq [72]. Relative to an arbitrary Birkhoff subcategory—not just
the full subcategory of all abelian objects—the central extensions are the same as
those introduced by Janelidze and Kelly [75].
Finally we propose a notion of nilpotency, relative to any Birkhoff subcategory
of a semi-abelian category. An object is nilpotent if and only if is lower central
series reaches zero (Corollary 3.5.6), and the objects of a given nilpotency class
form a Birkhoff subcategory (Proposition 3.5.8).
Chapter 4. In this chapter we establish a connection between the theory of Baer
invariants from Chapter 3 and the homology theory from Chapter 2. We do so by
considering the problem of deriving the reflector of a semi-abelian category A onto
a Birkhoff subcategory B of A.
We extend Barr and Beck’s definition of cotriple homology to the semi-abelian
context as follows: Let G be a comonad on a category A; let B be an exact
and sequentiable category and U : A ,2 B a functor. We say that the object
Hn(X,U)G = Hn−1NU(GX) is the n-th homology object of X with coefficients in
U relative to the comonad G. (Here GX ,2 X denotes the canonical simplicial
resolution of X , induced by G.) This defines a functor Hn(·, U)G : A ,2 B, for
any n ∈ N0.
We shall be interested mainly in the situation where U is the reflector of an
exact and sequentiable category A onto a Birkhoff subcategory B of A, and G is a
regular comonad (i.e., its counit induces projective presentations, and the functor
G preserves regular epis). (As an important special case, we may take A any
semi-abelian category, monadic over Set, G the induced comonad and B = AbA.)
Basing ourselves on Carrasco, Cegarra and Grandjea´n’s homology theory of
crossed modules [42], we show that, in general, the lower homology objects ad-
mit an interpretation in terms of commutators (Baer invariants). In particular,
this gives rise to a semi-abelian version of Hopf’s Formula, a result of which well-
known versions for groups and Lie algebras exist. We also obtain a version of the
Stallings-Stammbach Sequence [105, 106]: Theorem 4.2.5 states that any short
exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1
in A, in a natural way, induces an exact sequence
H2(A,U)G
H2(f,U)G ,2 H2(B,U)G ,2
K
V1f
,2 H1(A,U)G
H1(f,U)G ,2 H1(B,U)G ,2 1
in B.
Chapter 5. In Chapter 5 we develop some new aspects of cohomology in the
semi-abelian context. We simplify several recent investigations in this direction, in
the context of crossed modules [42] or precrossed modules [4], and unify them with
the classical theory that exists for groups and Lie algebras.
The definition of cohomology we use is an instance of Barr and Beck’s cotriple
cohomology: Hn(X,A) is the n-th cohomology group of X , with coefficients in the
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functor
Hom(·, A) : Aop ,2 Ab,
relative to the cotriple G. Explicitly, we demand that A is a semi-abelian category,
monadic over Set, and G is the induced comonad; if A is an abelian group object,
n ≥ 1 is a natural number, and X is an object of A, then
Hn(X,A) = Hn−1Hom(Ab(GX), A).
Note that we restrict ourselves to the case of abelianization.
We establish a Hochschild-Serre 5-term exact sequence extending the classical
one for groups and Lie algebras: Any short exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
in A induces, in a natural way, an exact sequence
0 ,2 H1(Y,A)  ,2
H1f ,2 H1(X,A) ,2 Hom
(
K
[K,X] , A
)
,2 H2(Y,A)
H2f ,2 H2(X,A)
in Ab (Theorem 5.3.7). Theorem 5.4.1 states that the second cohomology group
H2(Y,A) is isomorphic to the group Centr(Y,A) of isomorphism classes of central
extensions of Y by an abelian object A, equipped with (a generalization of) the Baer
sum. We prove Proposition 5.2.1 that an object Y is perfect (i.e., its abelianization
Ab(Y ) is zero) if and only if it admits a universal central extension (i.e., the category
Centr(Y ) of central extensions of Y has an initial object).
Finally, we consider a universal coefficient theorem to explain the relation be-
tween homology and cohomology (Theorem 5.5.2): If Y is an object of A and A is
abelian then the sequence
0 ,2 Ext(H1Y,A)
 ,2 ,2 H2(Y,A) ,2 Hom(H2Y,A)
is exact. (This gives an indication why one uses homology objects but cohomology
groups.)
Chapter 6. The aim of the sixth chapter is to describe Quillen model category
structures on the category CatC of internal categories and functors in a given finitely
complete category C. Several non-equivalent notions of internal equivalence exist;
to capture these notions, the model structures are defined relative to a given Groth-
endieck topology on C.
Under mild conditions on C, the regular epimorphism topology determines a
model structure where we is the class of weak equivalences of internal categories (in
the sense of Bunge and Pare´ [37]). For a Grothendieck topos C we get a structure
that, though different from Joyal and Tierney’s [86], has an equivalent homotopy
category. In case C is semi-abelian, these weak equivalences turn out to be homol-
ogy isomorphisms, and the model structure on CatC induces a notion of homotopy
of internal crossed modules. In case C is the category Gp of groups and homomor-
phisms, it reduces to the well-known case of crossed modules of groups [56].
The trivial topology on a category C determines a model structure on CatC
where we is the class of strong equivalences (homotopy equivalences), fib the class
of internal functors with the homotopy lifting property, and cof the class of functors
with the homotopy extension property. As a special case, the “folk” Quillen model
category structure on the category Cat = CatSet of small categories is recovered.
Chapter 7. In the final chapter 7 we study the relationship between homol-
ogy of simplicial objects and the model category structure on SA introduced by
vi INTRODUCTION
Quillen [101]. This model structure exists as soon as A is Mal’tsev and has enough
projectives. Then the fibrations are just the Kan fibrations of SA. When A is
moreover semi-abelian, a weak equivalence is nothing but a homology isomorphism:
Hence, this model structure is compatible with the notion of homology from Chap-
ter 2 and with the model structure on CatA (induced by the regular epimorphism
topology) from Chapter 6. We give a description of the trivial fibrations and of the
acyclic objects, and investigate the relation with simplicial homotopy.
* * *
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CHAPTER 1
The “semi-abelian” context
1.0. Introduction
In this chapter we give an overview of the categorical structures, relevant to
our work, as summarized in Fig. 1. We consider their most important properties
and examples, and the connections between them. We shall loosely refer to such
categories as belonging to the “semi-abelian” context.
This chapter is not meant to be self-contained. Borceux and Bourn’s book [14]
provides an excellent introduction into this matter (and much more), and there are
always the papers [13, 31, 78], besides the literature cited below. Our main works
of reference are [12, 96, 2] for categories, [82, 97, 84] for topoi, [110, 95] for
homology, [71, 101, 88] for homotopy, and [103] for group theory.
Throughout the next chapters, it is always possible to replace whatever condi-
tions on a category A by “semi-abelian with enough projectives”, except for some
results in Chapter 5, where “semi-abelian and monadic over Set” is needed. In fact,
almost always “semi-abelian” is sufficient. Hence the hasty reader may imagine
himself in such a nice situation and (against all advice) skim (or even skip) this
chapter, using it for reference only.
semi-abelian
1.7
ovfffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ffff

/
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(strongly) unital
1.2
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L

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1.5
 #+PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
exact
1.3

pointed
1.1

Mal’tsev
1.4

protomodular
1.5
regular
1.3
pwggggg
ggggg
ggggg
ggggg
ggggg
ggggg
g
#+PP
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P
finitely cocomplete

quasi-pointed
1.1
finitely complete
with coequalizers
of kernel pairs
Figure 1. The “semi-abelian” context
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1.1. Quasi-pointed and pointed categories
In an abelian category one frequently considers kernels and cokernels of mor-
phisms; but in an arbitrary category, no such concepts exist. Pointed and quasi-
pointed categories form the context where a categorical definition of kernels and
cokernels is possible. The former notion is apparently better known and certainly
less subtle: A pointed category has an initial object 0 that is also terminal (i.e.,
0 ∼= 1). A category is called quasi-pointed if it has an initial object 0 and a
terminal object 1, and is such that the unique arrow 0 ,2 1 is a monomorphism.
Virtually any book on category theory features pointed categories; but as a
reference on quasi-pointed categories, we only know of Bourn’s paper [21]. We
chose to incorporate them because we think the added generality is worth the
few additional technical difficulties. For instance, thus we show that some of the
constructions, carried out in the non-pointed context of the paper [48], actually
may be seen as a consequence of the theory presented in [50, 51]. Whoever finds
this benefit doubtful may always choose to ignore quasi-pointed categories, thinking
in terms of pointed categories instead.
Definition 1.1.1. Let A be a quasi-pointed category. Given a pullback square
K[f ]  ,2
ker f ,2

A
f

0 ,2 B
we call Ker f = (K[f ], ker f) a kernel of f . Given a pushout square
A
f ,2

B
coker f
_
0 ,2 Q[f ]
Coker f = (Q[f ], coker f) is called a cokernel of f .
Definition 1.1.2. A morphism A ,2 B that factors over 0 is denoted
0: A ,2 B and called a zero morphism. At most one such morphism exists.
Notation 1.1.3. Most of the time we shall refer to a kernel Ker f or a cokernel
Coker f by just naming the object part K[f ], Q[f ] or the morphism part ker f ,
coker f .
In a diagram, the forms A ,2 ,2 B, A  ,2 ,2 B, A ,2,2 B and A  ,2 B
signify that the arrow is, respectively, a monomorphism, a kernel, a regular
epimorphism (i.e., a coequalizer of some parallel pair of morphisms) and a cokernel
(or normal epimorphism).
Remark 1.1.4. Note that a kernel is always a monomorphism, being a pullback
of a monomorphism; as a coequalizer of f : A ,2 B and 0: A ,2 B, coker f is a
regular epimorphism.
We recall the following important definition due to Lawvere [91], which will
allow us to describe many examples (namely, varieties in the sense of Universal
Algebra) in a straightforward manner (see also [12, 14]).
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Definition 1.1.5. An (algebraic) theory is a category T with objects
T 0, T 1, . . . , T n, . . . for n ∈ N, such that T n is the n-th power of T = T 1. (In
particular, T 0 is a terminal object 1.)
A T-algebra X in a category A (or model X of T in A) is a functor
X : T ,2 A that preserves finite products, and a morphism of T-algebras is a
natural transformation between two such functors. The category of T-algebras in
A is denoted by AlgTA or ModTA; if Set denotes the category of sets and functions
between them, we write Alg(T) for AlgTSet.
A variety (of universal algebras) is a category V that is equivalent to
Alg(T) for some theory T.
Examples 1.1.6. The category Mag of magmas is a variety: Here, T is gen-
erated by a binary operation m : T × T ,2 T and a constant e : 1 ,2 T , left
and right unit for this operation. Such is also the category Gp of groups and, more
generally, any variety of Ω-groups [68]: Here T contains a group operation and
a unique constant (the unit of the group operation). In particular, the category
LieK of Lie algebras over a field K is a variety of Ω-groups.
Examples 1.1.7. A variety of universal algebras V ≃ Alg(T) is pointed if and
only if its theory T contains a unique constant e : 1 ,2 T . Hence Mag, Gp, any
variety of Ω-groups etc. are examples, but not the category of unitary rings with
unit-preserving morphisms (its theory contains two constants). In this text, Rng
will denote the pointed variety of non-unitary rings and ring homomorphisms.
There are two dual ways of turning a category A into a pointed category. If it
has a terminal object 1, the coslice category 1/A is pointed; it is usually called the
category of pointed objects in A. For instance, the category of pointed sets
Set∗ arises this way: If 1 = ∗ is a one-point set then a function 1 ,2 X chooses a
basepoint inX , and a morphism in 1/Set is a basepoint-preserving function. Dually,
if A has an initial object 0, we shall call category of copointed objects in A
the slice category A/0.
Examples 1.1.8. Set is quasi-pointed. This example shows that a quasi-
pointed category need not have non-trivial kernels or cokernels: The only kernels
are of the form ∅ ,2 A, and only these morphisms have a cokernel, namely
1A : A ,2 A.
For us, an interesting class of non-trivial examples is formed by categories of
internal groupoids over a fixed base object [21, 48]. Let A be a finitely complete
category and GrpdA the category of internal groupoids in A. Consider the forgetful
functor (·)0 : GrpdA ,2 A, which maps a groupoid in A to is object of objects.
This functor has a left adjoint L and a right adjoint R. Its fibre GrpdXA over an
object X of A is the category of all groupoids in A with X as object of objects. Any
category GrpdXA is quasi-pointed: Its initial object is the discrete groupoid L(X)
on X , its terminal object the indiscrete groupoid R(X) on X (see Section 6.1).
Remark 1.1.9. The example of Set also shows that in a quasi-pointed cate-
gory, not every object occurs as a kernel. Only those objects occur that admit
a (necessarily unique) morphism to the initial object. Indeed, for an object A, a
morphism A ,2 0 exists, exactly when 1A : A ,2 A is a kernel. We call such an
object copointed. This name is well-chosen, because in a quasi-pointed category
A, the category of copointed objects A/0 may be considered as a subcategory of
A. Thus every quasi-pointed category canonically contains a pointed subcategory.
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(Note that its zero is 0.) Hence if, in a quasi-pointed category, every object occurs
as a kernel, then the category is pointed. (One may of course also see this directly
by noting that the existence of a morphism 1 ,2 0 implies that 0 ∼= 1.)
Remark 1.1.10. A finitely complete quasi-pointed category has kernels, be-
cause it has pullbacks. But, in view of 1.1.9, only those morphisms can have a
cokernel whose domain is copointed. In particular, a quasi-pointed category with
cokernels is pointed. Nevertheless, a finitely cocomplete quasi-pointed category has
all cokernels of kernels. (There is nothing contradictory about being cocomplete
while not having cokernels of all morphisms: A cocomplete category has all colimits
of diagrams that exist; when a morphism f : A ,2 B has no cokernel, this is not
because the diagram f, 0 : A ,2 B has no coequalizer, but because there is no
such diagram.)
Remark 1.1.11. Recall that a morphism p : E ,2 B in a finitely complete
category is a strong epimorphism when for every commutative square on the left
E
p

,2 A

i

B
9D
,2 X
E
p

,2 0


B
:D
,2 1
with i mono there exists a (unique) diagonal making the whole diagram commute.
If A is finitely complete and quasi-pointed then A/0 is closed under strong
epimorphisms: Suppose that p : E ,2 B is a strong epimorphism and E is in
A/0. Then a lifting exists in the right hand side diagram above, showing that B is
in A/0.
1.2. Unital and strongly unital categories
A well-known result due to Eckmann and Hilton [46] states that any two inter-
nal group structures on a given group G coincide, and that moreover the existence
of such a structure implies that G is abelian. In the context of (strongly) unital cat-
egories a general categorical version of this Eckmann-Hilton Theorem holds, giving
rise to an intrinsic notion of abelian object.
Definition 1.2.1. [19, 14] A pointed finitely complete category A is called
unital when for all objects K,K ′, the pair (lK , rK′), where
lK = (1K , 0): K ,2 K ×K
′
and rK′ = (0, 1K′) : K
′ ,2 K ×K ′, is strongly epimorphic. A is called strongly
unital when for every object K, the pair (∆K , rK), where
∆K = (1K , 1K) : K ,2 K ×K,
is a strong epimorphism.
We say that two coterminal morphisms k : K ,2 X and k′ : K ′ ,2 X in a
unital category cooperate when a morphism ϕk,k′ : K×K
′ ,2 X exists satisfy-
ing ϕk,k′◦lK = k and ϕk,k′◦rK′ = k
′. The morphism ϕk,k′ is called a cooperator
of k and k′.
An object A in a strongly unital category A is called abelian when 1A coop-
erates with 1A.
Every strongly unital category is unital [14]. It is easily seen that, if two
morphisms cooperate, their cooperator is necessarily unique.
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Examples 1.2.2. Two examples of unital categories are Mag magmas and Mon
monoids; but neither is strongly unital [14].
Strongly unital varieties may be characterized as categories Alg(T) of algebras
over a theory T that contains a unique constant 0 : 1 ,2 T and a ternary operation
p : T × T × T ,2 T : (x, y, z)  ,2 p(x, y, z)
satisfying the axioms p(x, x, z) = z and p(x, 0, 0) = x (cf. the case of Mal’tsev
varieties, Examples 1.4.2). Thus we see that groups, Heyting algebras etc. are
strongly unital. Other examples include the category of internal (abelian) groups
in a strongly unital category and finitely complete additive categories [14]. It is
quite easily shown that also Setop∗ , the dual of the category of pointed sets, is
strongly unital; on the other hand, Set∗ is not even unital.
Theorem 1.2.3 (Eckmann-Hilton Theorem). [14] Let A be an object in a
strongly unital category A. The following are equivalent:
1. A is abelian;
2. A admits a structure of internal magma;
3. A admits a structure of internal abelian group.
Moreover, A admits at most one structure of internal magma. 
The equivalence of 1. with 2. should be fairly clear from the definitions. Using
Theorem 1.2.3, it may be shown that every morphism between abelian objects
induces a unique morphism of internal groups between the corresponding abelian
group objects. In view of this fact, we use AbA to denote both the full subcategory
of A determined by the abelian objects and the category of abelian groups in A. It
is closed in A under subobjects and quotients; moreover, it is reflective. (As soon as
A is exact—see below—such a subcategory is called a Birkhoff subcategory of
A [75].) This is an application of the following construction (due to Bourn [24]) of
the universal pair of cooperating morphisms associated with an arbitrary coterminal
pair.
Proposition 1.2.4. [24, 13] In a finitely cocomplete unital category A, let
k : K ,2 X and k′ : K ′ ,2 X be two morphisms with the same codomain. Then
the arrow ψ, obtained by taking the colimit of the diagram of solid arrows
K ×K ′ Y X,
K
lK
z






k
$?
??
??
??
??
??
ϕ ,2
K ′
dZ
rK′
??
??
??
??
??
?
rl ψ
RL D:
k′





(..)
is a strong epimorphism. ψ is the universal morphism that, by composition, makes
the pair (k, k′) cooperate.
If A is strongly unital and X is an object of A, then the object Y induced by
the pair (1X , 1X) is the reflection of X into AbA. 
Examples 1.2.5. A group is abelian if and only if it is an abelian group; a
ring is abelian if and only if it is degenerate: Its multiplication is zero (here, more
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means less) [14]. A crossed module (T,G, ∂) is abelian if and only if both T and
G are abelian groups and G acts trivially on T (see [42] and Example 4.2.6).
Recall that a Lie algebra g is a vector space over a field K equipped with
a bilinear operation [·, ·] : g× g ,2 g (the Lie bracket) that satisfies [x, x] = 0
and [x, [y, z]] + [y, [z, x]] + [z, [x, y]] = 0 (the Jacobi identity) for all x, y, z ∈ g.
LieK denotes the category of all Lie algebras over K; morphisms are linear maps
that preserve the bracket [·, ·]. A Lie algebra is called abelian when its bracket is
zero. This is the case, exactly when it is abelian: Suppose indeed that g admits a
structure of internal magma, m : g× g ,2 g, e : 1 ,2 g : 0  ,2 0. Then, for all
x, y ∈ g,
[x, y] = [m(0, x),m(y, 0)] = m([0, y], [x, 0]) = m(0, 0) = 0.
In an abelian category, every object is abelian; in Setop∗ , the only abelian object
is zero [14].
1.3. Regular and Barr exact categories
Another useful feature of abelian categories is the existence of image factoriza-
tions: Any morphism may be factored as a cokernel followed by a kernel. But in
the category Gp this is no longer possible, as shows the example of the injection
H ,2 G of a subgroup H that is not normal in the group G. However, every
group homomorphism has, up to isomorphism, a unique factorization as a regular
epimorphism (a coequalizer of some parallel pair) followed by a monomorphism. A
category where such a factorization always exists is called regular:
Definition 1.3.1. Given a pullback diagram
R[f ]
k1 ,2
k0

A
f

A
f
,2 B
(R[f ], k0, k1) is called a kernel pair of f .
A finitely complete category A with coequalizers of kernel pairs is said to be
regular when in A, pullbacks preserve regular epimorphisms.
In a regular category, the image factorization im f◦p of a map f : A ,2 B
is obtained as follows: p is a coequalizer of a kernel pair k0, k1 : R[f ] ,2 A and
the image im f : I[f ] ,2 B the universally induced arrow [10, 12, 14]. Image
factorizations are unique up to isomorphism, and may be chosen in a functorial way.
Using the image factorization it is easily seen that in a regular category, regular and
strong epimorphisms coincide. (We may now forget about strong epimorphisms.)
A related concept is that of direct images.
Definition 1.3.2. In a regular category A, consider a mono m : D ,2 E and
a regular epimorphism p : E ,2 B. Taking the image factorization
D

m

,2,2 pD

p(m)=im (p◦m)

E p
,2,2 B
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of p◦m yields a monomorphism p(m) : pD ,2 B called the direct image of m
along p.
We mentioned before that, even in a pointed and regular category like Gp, not
every morphism factors as a regular epimorphism followed by a kernel. But some
do:
Definition 1.3.3. [21] A morphism f in a quasi-pointed and regular category
is called proper when its image im f is a kernel. We call a subobject proper when
any representing monomorphism is proper (i.e., a kernel).
Remark 1.3.4. Following Remark 1.1.10, in a quasi-pointed finitely cocomplete
regular category, the image im f of a proper morphism f has a cokernel. It is easily
seen that this cokernel is also a cokernel of f . Moreover, im f is a kernel of coker f .
A regular epimorphism is proper if and only if its codomain is copointed. For
this to be the case, by Remark 1.1.11, it suffices that such is its domain.
Sometimes, only when this makes things easier, we shall give definitions of
objects or morphisms in a regular category in terms of “elements” satisfying certain
relations. We will only do so when it is clear how such a definition may be rewritten
in terms of limits and images. It is, however, interesting to note that under the
right circumstances, using elements in categories poses no problems at all, and
may be justified via a Yoneda Lemma argument. A very nice account on such
considerations is given in [14].
Another important aspect of regular categories is the behaviour of internal
relations: They compose associatively. Recall that in a category with finite limits,
a relation
R = (R, r0, r1) : A ◦ ,2 B
from A to B is a subobject (r0, r1) : R ,2 A×B. For instance, a kernel pair of
some morphism f : A ,2 B may be construed as a relation (R[f ], k0, k1) from A
to A (on A) called the kernel relation of f . (Most of the time, we shall sim-
ply ignore the difference between a relation as subobject of a product (a class
of equivalent monomorphisms) or as jointly monic pair of arrows.) If a map
(x0, x1) : X ,2 A×B factors through (r0, r1), then the map h : X ,2 R with
(x0, x1) = (r0, r1)◦h is necessarily unique; we will denote the situation by x0(R)x1.
In a regular category, SR : A ◦ ,2 C denotes the composition of R : A ◦ ,2 B with
S : B ◦ ,2 C. We recall from [38] the following proposition; it follows from 2. that
in a regular category, the composition of relations is associative.
Proposition 1.3.5. Let A be a regular category.
1. A map b : X ,2 B factorizes through the image of a map f : A ,2 B
if and only if there is a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a map
a : Y ,2 A with b◦p = f◦a;
2. given relations R : A ◦ ,2 B and S : B ◦ ,2 C and maps a : X ,2 A and
c : X ,2 C, c(SR)a iff is a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a map
b : Y ,2 B with b(R)a◦p and c◦p(S)b. 
Recall that an object P in a category A is called (regular) projective when
for every regular epimorphism p : E ,2 B in A, the function
p◦(·) = Hom(P, p) : Hom(P,E) ,2 Hom(P,B)
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is a surjection. A category A is said to have enough (regular) projectives
when for every object A in A there exists a projective object P and a regular
epimorphism p : P ,2 A. For some categorical arguments we shall need that the
category under consideration has enough projectives (see e.g., Theorem 3.2.19 or
Chapter 6 for a number of examples).
Remark 1.3.6. In a regular category some arguments, which would otherwise
involve projectives, may be avoided, and thus the requirement that sufficiently
many projective objects exist. This is how the first statement of Proposition 1.3.5
is used. (See also Section 2.3, in particular Remark 2.3.4, and Example 7.2.13.
Using Grothendieck topologies, even the regularity requirement may sometimes be
avoided: One works e.g., with the topology of pullback-stable regular epimorphisms.
This is one of the possible interpretations of Proposition 6.1.8.)
For instance, given the assumptions of 2. in 1.3.5, in case X is a projective
object, one easily sees that a map b : X ,2 B exists such that b(R)a and c(S)b. If
now X is arbitrary, but A has enough projectives, one may take a projective object
Y and a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X to get the conclusion of 2. in 1.3.5. In
case A lacks projectives, this property needs an alternative proof; the regularity of
A allows us to prove it using the first statement of Proposition 1.3.5.
As for ordinary relations, the notion of equivalence relation has an internal
categorical counterpart. Note that for every objectX in a finitely complete category
A, the Hom functor Hom(X, ·) : A ,2 Set maps internal relations in A to relations
in Set.
Definition 1.3.7. A relation R on an object A of a finitely complete category
A is called an equivalence relation if, for every X in A, its image through
Hom(X, ·) is an equivalence relation on the set Hom(X,A). EqA denotes the cat-
egory of internal equivalence relations in A, considered as a full subcategory of
the category RGA of internal reflexive graphs in A, the functor category Fun(5,A).
Here 5 is the Platonic Idea of a reflexive graph, the category generated by the
arrows
111 7A
̟0
,2
̟1 ,2
0ςlr 10
w
satisfying ̟0◦ς = ̟1◦ς = 10 and 10◦10 = 10, 11◦11 = 11.
Modifying this definition in the obvious way, one acquires internal notions of
reflexive, symmetric, etc. relations. It is easily seen that a kernel relation is always
an equivalence relation. Such an equivalence relation is called effective. But in
general, the converse is not necessarily true, whence the following definition.
Definition 1.3.8. [7] A regular category A is called (Barr) exact when in
A, every equivalence relation is a kernel pair.
Examples 1.3.9. Any variety of universal algebras is exact [7], as is (the dual
of) any topos [82, 12, 97, 84] (in particular, Set). In a variety, the regular epimor-
phisms are just surjective algebra homomorphisms. (The inclusion Z ,2 Q in the
variety of unitary rings is an example of an epimorphism that is not regular.) Also
any category of algebras and any category of slices or coslices in an exact category
is again exact (in particular, Setop∗ = Set
op/∗).
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The category Cat of small categories and functors between them is not regular:
Regular epimorphisms are not pullback-stable. (The different notions of epimor-
phism in Cat were first explored by Giraud [58], see e.g., [81].) This is also the
case for the category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps [12]. However,
both the category CompHaus of compact Hausdorff spaces and its dual (the cate-
gory of commutative C∗ algebras) are exact [7]. The category CGHaus of compactly
generated Hausdorff spaces (or Kelley spaces) is regular [67].
Two examples of categories that are regular but not exact are torsion-free
abelian groups [31] and GpTop, groups in Top or “topological groups” [38].
1.4. Mal’tsev categories
As regular categories constitute a natural context to work with relations, reg-
ular Mal’tsev categories constitute a natural context to work with equivalence re-
lations.
Definition 1.4.1. [39] A finitely complete category A is called Mal’tsev
when in A, every reflexive relation is an equivalence relation.
Examples 1.4.2. A variety is Mal’tsev if and only if it is a Mal’tsev vari-
ety [104]. Such is the category Alg(T) of algebras over a theory T that contains a
Mal’tsev operation, i.e., a ternary operation
p : T × T × T ,2 T : (x, y, z)  ,2 p(x, y, z)
that satisfies the axioms p(x, x, z) = z and p(x, z, z) = x. Examples include the
category of groups, where p(x, y, z) = xy−1z, hence any variety of Ω-groups, and
Heyting algebras, where [14]
p(x, y, z) = ((x⇒ y)⇒ z) ∧ ((z ⇒ y)⇒ x)
or
p(x, y, z) = (y ⇒ (x ∧ z)) ∧ (x ∨ z).
A non-varietal example is the dual of any elementary topos (or, more generally,
of any finitely complete pre-topos, which, in the case of compact Hausdorff spaces,
yields the category of commutative C∗ algebras as an example [38]). The Mal’tsev
property is inherited by e.g., slice categories A/X and coslice categories X/A (e.g.,
Setop∗ is Mal’tsev), and the domain B of any pullback-preserving and conservative
(i.e., isomorphism-reflecting) functor B ,2 A with a Mal’tsev codomain A is a
Mal’tsev category. As shown by M. Gran in [60], the case for CatA, categories in a
regular Mal’tsev category A, is entirely different from Cat (Examples 1.3.9): CatA
is again regular Mal’tsev, and if A is exact, so is CatA.
A regular category is Mal’tsev if and only if the composition of equivalence
relations is commutative [38], i.e., when for any two equivalence relations S and
R on an object A the equality SR = RS holds. In a regular Mal’tsev category,
the equivalence relations on a given object A constitute a lattice, the join of two
equivalence relations being their composition.
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It is well known that when, in a regular category, a commutative square of
regular epimorphisms
A′
f ′ ,2,2
v

B′
w

A
f
,2,2 B
is a pullback, it is a pushout. In a regular category, a commutative square of
regular epimorphisms is said to be a regular pushout when the comparison map
r : A′ ,2 P to a pullback of f along w is a regular epimorphism (see Carboni,
Kelly and Pedicchio [38]).
A′
f ′
#+#+P
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
v

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
r
%
P ,2,2

B′
w

A
f
,2,2 B
(..)
Proposition 1.4.3. [23] Consider, in a regular Mal’tsev category, a commu-
tative diagram of augmented kernel pairs, such that p, p′, q and r are regular epi-
morphisms:
R[p′]
s

k′1
,2
k′0 ,2
A′
q

p′ ,2,2 B′
r

R[p]
k1
,2
k0 ,2
A p
,2,2 B.
The right hand square is a regular pushout if and only if s is a regular epimorphism.

The following characterizes exact Mal’tsev categories among the regular ones.
Proposition 1.4.4. [38] A regular category is exact Mal’tsev if and only if,
given regular epimorphisms v : A′ ,2 A and f ′ : A′ ,2 B′ such as in .., their
pushout (the diagram of solid arrows in ..) exists, and moreover the comparison
map r—where the square is a pullback—is a regular epimorphism. 
It follows that in any exact Mal’tsev category, a square of regular epimorphisms
is a regular pushout if and only if it is a pushout. As explained to me by Marino
Gran, as a consequence, we get the following very useful result. It is well-known to
hold in the pointed exact protomodular case—see below.
Proposition 1.4.5. In a quasi-pointed exact Mal’tsev category, the direct im-
age of a kernel along a regular epimorphism is a kernel.
Proof. Suppose that k = kerf : K ,2 A is a kernel of f : A ,2 C, and
that p : A ,2 B is a regular epimorphism. Let m◦r be the image factorization
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of f (r : A ,2 I regular epi, m : I ,2 C mono). Then k is still a kernel of r.
Consider pushing out r along p, then taking kernels:
K
p ,2
_
k

K[ρ]
_

A
p ,2,2
r

B
ρ

I π
,2,2 J.
We are to show that the induced arrow p is a regular epimorphism. Now according
to Proposition 1.4.4, in an exact Mal’tsev category, a pushout of a regular epimor-
phism along a regular epimorphism is always a regular pushout. Hence the diagram
above has the following factorization.
K ,2
(i)
_
k

K[ρ]
_

π˜ ,2 K[ρ]
_

A ,2,2
r

P
ρ

π ,2 B
ρ

I I π
,2,2 J
The morphism π˜ is an isomorphism, because in the cube
K[ρ]
????
π˜ ,2

 &
&C
CC
CC
CC
K[ρ]
????

 &
&C
CC
CC
CC
P
π ,2
ρ

B
ρ

0
&D
DD
DD
DD
DD 0
&D
DD
DD
DD
DD
I π
,2 J
the front, left and right squares are pullbacks, hence so is the back square.
For p to be regular epi, it now suffices that the upper left square (i) is a
pullback; and it is easily seen that this is indeed the case. 
The notion of abelian object may be extended to the context of Mal’tsev cat-
egories as follows [40, 14]. An object of a Mal’tsev category admits at most one
internal Mal’tsev operation; if it does, we say that the object is abelian. Every
pointed Mal’tsev category is strongly unital [14]. Moreover, in a pointed Mal’tsev
category, an object admits an internal Mal’tsev operation if and only if it admits
an internal abelian group structure; hence this notion of abelian object coincides
with the one from Definition 1.2.1. In an exact Mal’tsev category with coequaliz-
ers, abelian objects may be characterized using Smith’s commutator of equivalence
relations [104, 99, 61]; see Section 3.4.
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Another important aspect of Mal’tsev categories concerns the Kan property;
this will be the subject of Section 2.3 and parts of Chapter 7.
1.5. Bourn protomodular categories
The last important ingredient for the semi-abelian context is protomodularity.
This crucial notion due to Dominique Bourn is perhaps the most difficult and
elusive ingredient. It is stronger than the Mal’tsev axiom; for a quasi-pointed
category, it implies that every regular epimorphism is a cokernel; for a quasi-pointed
regular category, it is equivalent to the validity of the Short Five Lemma. In this
context, the notion of protomodularity is strong enough to imply the basic lemma’s
of homological algebra, such as the 3×3 Lemma and the Snake Lemma. In a quasi-
pointed, exact and protomodular category also Noether’s Isomorphism Theorems
hold.
Definition 1.5.1. [18] Recall that a split epimorphism or retraction is a
morphism p : A ,2 B such that there is a morphism s : B ,2 A (called a split-
ting of p) satisfying p◦s = 1B. Dually, then s is a split monomorphism or
section.
A category is called (Bourn) protomodular when, given a commutative
diagram
·
(i)
,2

·
(ii)

,2 ·

· ,2 · ,2 ·
with the dotted vertical arrow a split epimorphism, if the outer rectangle (i) +
(ii) and the left hand side square (i) are pullbacks, then so is the right hand side
square (ii).
A split epimorphism is always a regular; hence one implication of the next
statement is clear.
Proposition 1.5.2. A regular category is protomodular if and only if given the
commutative diagram above, where the dotted arrow is a regular epimorphism, the
left hand square and the whole rectangle are pullbacks, the right hand square is also
a pullback. 
Proposition 1.5.3. A quasi-pointed and regular category is protomodular if
and only if the Short Five Lemma holds: This means that for any commutative
diagram
K[p′]
 ,2ker p
′
,2
u

E′
p′ ,2,2
v

B′
w

K[p]
 ,2
ker p
,2 E p
,2,2 B
such that p and p′ are regular epimorphisms, u and w being isomorphisms implies
that v is an isomorphism. 
Examples 1.5.4. A first large class of examples is characterized by the follow-
ing theorem due to Bourn and Janelidze:
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Theorem 1.5.5. [34] A variety of universal algebras V is protomodular if
and only if its theory T has nullary terms e1, . . . , en, binary terms t1, . . . , tn and
one (n+ 1)-ary term τ satisfying the identities τ(x, t1(x, y), . . . , tn(x, y)) = y and
ti(x, x) = ei for each i = 1, . . . , n. 
Thus we see that e.g., all varieties of Ω-groups, in particular (abelian) groups,
non-unitary rings, Lie algebras, crossed modules are examples of protomodular
categories.
Next, internal versions of these varieties: Given a finitely complete category A,
one may consider groups, rings etc. inA, and thus construct new protomodular cate-
gories. Other constructions also inherit protomodularity: e.g., slice categories A/X
and the domain B of any pullback-preserving and conservative functor B ,2 A
with a protomodular codomain A.
Finally, the category of Heyting algebras [19] and the dual of any elementary
topos [26] are protomodular (hence so is Setop∗ = Set
op/∗), as is any additive
category.
Proposition 1.5.6. [19] Every finitely complete protomodular category is a
Mal’tsev category. 
Remark 1.5.7. In a finitely complete and quasi-pointed protomodular cate-
gory, every regular epimorphism is a cokernel (of its kernel). A slight modification
of Remark 1.1.10 and Remark 1.3.4 shows that a quasi-pointed regular protomodu-
lar category has cokernels of proper morphisms; moreover, a proper morphism may
be factored as a cokernel followed by a kernel. The only difference with the abelian
case is that not every morphism has such a factorization.
In a protomodular category A, an intrinsic notion of normal monomorphism
exists.
Definition 1.5.8. [20] An arrow k : K ,2 A in a finitely complete category
A is normal to an equivalence relation R on A when: 1. k−1(R) is the largest
equivalence relation ∇K = (K ×K, pr1, pr2) on K; 2. the induced map ∇K ,2 R
in the category EqA of internal equivalence relations in A is a discrete fibration.
This means that
1. there is a map k˜ : K ×K ,2 R in A such that the diagram
K ×K
k˜ ,2
pr2

pr1

R
d1

d0

K
k
,2 A
commutes;
2. any of the commutative squares in the diagram above is a pullback.
One may prove that the arrow k is then necessarily a monomorphism; further-
more, when the category A is protomodular, a monomorphism can be normal to
at most one equivalence relation, so that the fact of being normal becomes a prop-
erty [20]. The notion of normal monomorphism gives an intrinsic way to express
the fact that K is an equivalence class of R.
In a quasi-pointed finitely complete category every kernel is normal. (In par-
ticular, ker f is normal with respect to R[f ]. The converse is not true: If B is not
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copointed then the morphism 1B is not a kernel, although it is normal w.r.t. ∇B.
[14, Counterexample 3.2.19] gives an example in the pointed and protomodular
category TopGp.) In the pointed exact protomodular case, normal monomorphisms
and kernels coincide.
There is a natural way to associate, with any equivalence relation (R, d0, d1)
in a quasi-pointed finitely complete category, a normal monomorphism kR, called
the normalization of R, or the normal subobject associated with R: It is
defined as the composite kR = d1◦ker d0
K[d0]
 ,2 ker d0 ,2 R
d1 ,2 A.
In the exact Mal’tsev case, by Proposition 1.4.5, this normal monomorphism is a
kernel. In the exact protomodular case, this construction determines a bijection
between the (effective) equivalence relations on A and the proper subobjects of
A (a proper monomorphism corresponds to the kernel pair of its cokernel). In
the pointed protomodular case, it determines a bijection between the equivalence
relations on A and the normal subobjects of A [20].
The following important result (the Non-Effective Track of the 3 × 3 Lemma,
Theorem 4.1 in [23]) is a non-pointed version of Proposition 1.4.5.
Proposition 1.5.9. Consider, in a regular and protomodular category, a com-
mutative square with horizontal regular epimorphisms
A′
v

f ′ ,2,2 B′
w

A
f
,2,2 B.
When w is a monomorphism and v a normal monomorphism, w is normal. 
In the pointed and exact case, it implies that the direct image of a kernel is a
kernel (cf. Proposition 1.4.5).
1.6. Sequentiable and homological categories
This is the context where exact sequences are well-behaved and the major homo-
logical lemma’s hold. Sequentiable categories [21] are quasi-pointed, regular and
protomodular; a pointed and sequentiable category is called homological [14].
Definition 1.6.1. We shall call a sequence
K
k ,2 A
f ,2 B (..)
in a quasi-pointed category a short exact sequence if k = ker f and f = cokerk.
We denote this situation
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1. (..)
If we wish to emphasize the object K instead of the arrow k, we denote the cokernel
f by ηK : A ,2 A/K. In a sequentiable category the exactness of Sequence ..
is equivalent to demanding that k = ker f and f is a regular epimorphism.
A sequence of morphisms (fi)i∈I
. . . ,2 Ai+1
fi+1 ,2 Ai
fi ,2 Ai−1 ,2 . . .
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in a sequentiable category is called exact at Ai if im fi+1 = ker fi. It is called
exact when it is exact at Ai, for all i ∈ I. (Here I is not supposed to be infinite.)
A functor between sequentiable categories is called exact if it preserves exact
sequences.
Remark 1.6.2. One would imagine that Sequence .. is exact if and only if
it represents .. as a short exact sequence. If A is homological then this is indeed
the case; moreover the notation becomes less awkward, as we may then (according
to our taste) replace the 0 and 1 by two 0s or two 1s. But if A is only quasi-pointed
this is, in general, not true.
In a sequentiable category, a morphism k : K ,2 A is mono if and only if
its kernel is 0 ,2 K; hence k = ker f if and only if .. is exact at K and at
A. A morphism f : A ,2 B is a cokernel (of its kernel k) if and only if it is a
regular epimorphism if and only if its image is 1B : B ,2 B. But 1B is a kernel of
B ,2 1 only when B is copointed. (A regular epimorphism is proper if and only
if its codomain is copointed.) Hence, in general, asking that .. is exact at B is
stronger than asking that f is a cokernel. At least, we can say that the notation
used in .. sometimes makes sense; and this is the best we can do. Note that,
when B is copointed, we can also write a 0 at the end of the sequence; but otherwise
this would be wrong.
To “solve” this problem, we adopt the following inconsequent convention: If
we say that a sequence
. . . ,2 A2
f2 ,2 A1
f1 ,2 A0 ,2 1
is exact, we mean that it is exact at all Ai for i > 0, and moreover f1 is a regular
epimorphism. It need not be exact at A0.
Using these notations, we can write the Short Five Lemma in a slightly more
familiar way.
Proposition 1.6.3 (Short Five Lemma). Given a commutative diagram with
exact rows
0 ,2 K ′
 ,2 k
′
,2
u

X ′
f ′  ,2
v

Y ′
w

,2 1
0 ,2 K
 ,2
k
,2 X
f
 ,2 Y ,2 1
in a sequentiable category, u and w being isomorphisms implies that v is an iso-
morphism. 
Proposition 1.6.4 (Snake Lemma). [21, 14] Let A be a sequentiable category.
Any commutative diagram with exact rows as below such that u, v and w are proper,
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can be completed to the following diagram, where all squares commute,
K[u] ,2
_
ker u

K[v] ,2
_
ker v

K[w]
_
kerw

δ
{
K ′
k′
,2
u

X ′
f ′
 ,2
v

Y ′
w

,2 1
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2
coker u
_
X
f ,2
coker v
_
Y
cokerw
_
Q[u] ,2 Q[v] ,2 Q[w]
in such a way that
K[u] ,2 K[v] ,2 K[w]
δ ,2 Q[u] ,2 Q[v] ,2 Q[w]
is exact. Moreover, this can be done in a natural way, i.e., defining a functor
pArA ,2 6tEA, where pArA is the category of proper arrows of A and 6tEA the
category of six-term exact sequences in A. 
In fact, in [21] only the exactness of the sequence is proven. However, it is
quite clear from the construction of the connecting morphism δ that the sequence
is, moreover, natural.
Proposition 1.6.5. [18, 21] In a sequentiable category A, let us consider the
commutative diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 K ′
u

 ,2 k
′
,2 X ′
v

f ′  ,2 Y ′
w

,2 1
0 ,2 K
 ,2
k
,2 X
f
 ,2 Y ,2 1.
(..)
Then:
1. u is an isomorphism if and only if the right-hand square is a pullback;
2. w is a monomorphism if and only if the left-hand square is a pullback. 
This may almost be dualized:
Proposition 1.6.6. [65, 28] In a sequentiable category A, let us consider
Diagram ... Then:
1. if the left-hand square is a pushout, then w is an isomorphism; conversely,
when A is exact and u is a regular epimorphism, if w is an isomorphism,
then the left-hand square is a pushout;
2. if u is an epimorphism then the right hand square is a pushout; conversely,
when A is exact and v and w are regular epi, if the right-hand square is a
pushout, then u is a regular epimorphism.
Proof. 1. If the left hand side square is a pushout then f ′ and 0: K ,2 Y ′
induce an arrow f ′′ : X ,2 Y ′ satisfying f ′′◦v = f ′ and f ′′◦k = 0. Then also
w◦f ′′ = f . Moreover, like f , f ′′ is a cokernel of k; hence the unique comparison
map w is an isomorphism.
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Now again consider the diagram above; pushing out u along k′, then taking a
cokernel of k′ induces the dotted arrows in the diagram below.
0 ,2 K ′
u

 ,2 k
′
,2 X ′
u

f ′  ,2 Y ′ ,2 1
0 ,2 K
k′ ,2 P
v′

f ′′  ,2 Y ′
w

,2 1
0 ,2 K
 ,2
k
,2 X
f
 ,2 Y ,2 1
Note that k′ is a monomorphism because k is one; being the regular image of the
kernel k′, by Proposition 1.4.5, k′ is a kernel as well. The Short Five Lemma 1.6.3
implies that if w is an isomorphism then so is v′.
2. For a proof, see Lemma 1.1 in [28]. 
Proposition 1.6.7 (Noether’s First Isomorphism Theorem). [14] Let A ⊆ B ⊆
C be objects of a sequentiable category A, such that A and B are proper subobjects
of C (i.e., the inclusions are kernels). Then
0 ,2 BA
 ,2 ,2 C
A
 ,2 C
B
,2 1
is a short exact sequence in A. 
1.7. Semi-abelian categories
For the results in this thesis, the ideal context is that of semi-abelian cate-
gories [78]: pointed, exact, protomodular with binary coproducts. Not only does
it encompass all the mentioned categorical environments, so that all results in the
foregoing sections are valid in a semi-abelian category; there is also a historical
reason for the importance of this notion. Indeed, introducing semi-abelian cate-
gories, Janelidze, Ma´rki and Tholen solved MacLane’s long standing problem [94]
of finding a framework that reflects the categorical properties of non-abelian groups
as nicely as abelian categories do for abelian groups. But over the years, many dif-
ferent people came up with partial solutions to this problem, proving theorems
starting from various sets of axioms, which all require “good behaviour” of normal
mono- and epimorphisms. In the paper [78], the relationship between these “old-
style” axioms and the semi-abelian context is explained, and thus the old results
are incorporated into the new theory.
Next to being suitable for homological algebra of non-abelian structures, semi-
abelian categories provide a good foundation for the treatment of isomorphism and
decomposition theorems (e.g., Proposition 1.6.7 and Borceux and Grandis [16]),
radical theory [32] and commutator theory. There is also an intrinsic notion of
semi-direct product [33], internal action [17] and internal crossed module [74]; cf.
Section 6.5.
The following theorem due to Bourn and Janelidze characterizes semi-abelian
varieties.
Theorem 1.7.1. [34] A variety of universal algebras V ≃ Alg(T) is semi-abelian
if and only if its theory T has a unique constant 0, binary terms t1, . . . , tn and a
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(n+ 1)-ary term τ satisfying the identities
τ(x, t1(x, y), . . . , tn(x, y)) = y
and ti(x, x) = 0 for each i = 1, . . . , n. 
Since any semi-abelian category is strongly unital with finite colimits, we may
revisit the results from Section 1.2 and use them as a starting point to commutator
theory. Here we briefly introduce one approach, due to Huq [72], generalized by
Borceux and Bourn to semi-abelian categories [14, 13]. Different approaches, e.g.,
using equivalence relations, valid in more general situations, exist and are treated
throughout the text; see Section 3.4.
Definition 1.7.2. In a semi-abelian category, consider coterminal morphisms
k : K ,2 X and k′ : K ′ ,2 X and the resulting colimit diagram ... The
kernel of ψ is denoted [k, k′] : [k, k′] ,2 X and called the commutator of k and
k′ (in the sense of Huq).
A morphism k : K ,2 X is called central when [k, 1X ] = 0.
Remark 1.7.3. Recall that, in a semi-abelian category, all regular epimor-
phisms are cokernels of their kernels, hence Y = X/[k, k′]. It follows that k and
k′ cooperate if and only if [k, k′] = 0. In particular, an object A of A is abelian
exactly when [1A, 1A] = 0.
Examples 1.7.4. For groups N,N ′ ⊳ G we denote by [N,N ′] the (normal)
subgroup of G generated by the elements nn′n−1n′
−1
, with n ∈ N and n′ ∈ N ′.
It is well-known that a group G is abelian exactly when [G,G] = 0; moreover,
[G,G] = [1G, 1G]. More generally, if iN and iN ′ denote the inclusions of N and N
′
into G, then [N,N ′] = [iN , iN ′]. An inclusion iN is central if and only if N lies in
the centre
ζG = {x ∈ G | ∀g ∈ G : xg = gx}
of G.
For Lie algebras, the situation is very similar. First recall that a kernel (normal
monomorphism) in LieK is an inclusion in : n ,2 g of an ideal n; such is a subspace
n of a Lie algebra g that satisfies [g, n] ∈ n for all g ∈ g, n ∈ n. Clearly, for any
two ideals n and n′ of g, the subspace [n, n′] of g generated by [n, n′] for n ∈ n and
n′ ∈ n′ is an ideal. It is almost tautological that a Lie algebra g is abelianized by
dividing out the ideal [g, g] = [1g, 1g]. Again, [n, n
′] = [1n, 1n′ ], and an inclusion in
is central if and only if n lies in the centre
ζg = {x ∈ g | ∀g ∈ g : [g, x] = 0}
of g.
We shall need the following properties of the commutator [k, k′].
Proposition 1.7.5. [50] In a semi-abelian category A, let k : K ,2 X and
k′ : K ′ ,2 X be coterminal morphisms.
1. If k or k′ is zero then [k, k′] = 0.
2. For any regular epimorphism p : X ,2 X ′, p[k, k′] = [p◦k, p◦k′]. (See
Definition 1.3.2; this means that there exists a regular epimorphism p such
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that the square
[k, k′]
_

p  ,2 [p◦k, p◦k′]
_

X p
 ,2 X ′
commutes.)
3. If k : K ,2 X is a kernel, then [k, k] factors over K, and K/[k, k] is
abelian in A.
Proof. 1. is obvious. The rest of the proof is based on Huq [72, Proposition
4.1.4]. As in Proposition 1.2.4, let ψ : X ,2 Y and ϕ : K × K ′ ,2 Y , resp.
ψ′ : X ′ ,2 Y ′ and ϕ′ : K ×K ′ ,2 Y ′, denote the couniversal arrows obtained
from the construction of [k, k′] and [p◦k, p◦k′]. Then
K ×K ′ Y ′ X,
K
lK
z





ψ′◦p◦k

k
$?
??
??
??
??
??
ϕ′ ,2
K ′
dZ
rK′
??
??
??
??
??
?
rl ψ
′◦p
RL
ψ′◦p◦k′
D:
k′





is a cocone on the diagram of solid arrows ... The couniversal property of
colimits yields a unique map y : Y ,2 Y ′. In the commutative diagram of solid
arrows
0 Ylr
y

X
ψlr
p

[k, k′]
p

lrkerψlr 0lr
0 Y ′lr X ′
ψ′
lr [p◦k, p◦k′]lr
kerψ′
lr 0,lr
there exits a unique map p : [k, k′] ,2 [p◦k, p◦k′] such that the right hand square
commutes.
For 2. we must show that if p is a regular epimorphism, then so is p. To do so,
we prove that κ = kerψ′◦im p is a kernel of ψ′. By Proposition 1.4.5, κ is a kernel;
hence, it is sufficient that ψ′ be a cokernel of κ.
Let z : X ′ ,2 Z be a map such that z◦κ = 0. Then z◦p◦kerψ = 0, which
yields a map y : Y ,2 Z with y◦ψ = z◦p. We get the following cocone.
K ×K ′ Z X ′
K
lK
z





z◦p◦k

p◦k
$?
??
??
??
??
??
y◦ϕ ,2
K ′
dZ
rK′
??
??
??
??
??
?
rl z
RL
z◦p◦k′
D:
p◦k′






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Thus we acquire a unique arrow x : Y ′ ,2 Z such that x◦ψ′ = z.
[1K , 1K ] is a subobject of [k, k]: Take p = k and k = k
′ = 1K in the discussion
above. Hence, using that K/[1K , 1K ] is abelian and that AbA is closed under
quotients, the first statement of 3. implies the second one. This first statement
follows from the fact that
K ×K Q[k] X,
K
lK
z





0

k
$?
??
??
??
??
??
0 ,2
K
dZ
rK
??
??
??
??
??
?
rl coker k
RL
0
D:
k





is a cocone. Thus a map may be found such that the right hand square in
0 ,2 [k, k]
i

 ,2 ,2 X
ψ  ,2 X
[k,k]

,2 0
0 ,2 K
 ,2
k
,2 X
coker k
 ,2 Q[k] ,2 0
commutes; this yields the needed map i. 
1.8. Abelian categories
Of course, abelian categories do not really belong to the semi-abelian context.
But, as it is important to know what not to do, this section gives a quick overview of
those techniques (one uses in the abelian context) that, when valid in a semi-abelian
category, make it abelian. For a more profound account on such considerations,
see [78, 31, 14, 13].
Recall that a category is abelian [53] when it is pointed, has binary products
and coproducts, has kernels and cokernels, and is such that every monomorphism
is a kernel and every epimorphism is a cokernel. Examples of abelian categories
include all categories of modules over a ring and (pre)sheaves of modules. The
category AbA of abelian group objects in an exact category A is always abelian.
This definition is clearly self-dual, whereas a semi-abelian category with a semi-
abelian dual is an abelian category.
A category is additive when it is finitely complete and enriched in Ab. The
Tierney equation “abelian = additive + exact” states that a category is abelian if
and only if it is additive and Barr exact. The category AbTop of abelian topological
groups is an example of a category that is additive and regular, though not exact.
A category is additive if and only if it is pointed and protomodular, and such
that every monomorphism is normal. Hence, a semi-abelian category where every
monomorphism is a kernel is abelian.
A pointed category with finite limits is linear when its binary products are
binary coproducts (i.e., it has biproducts). Any additive category is linear. A
semi-abelian and linear category is abelian, because all its objects are.
CHAPTER 2
Homology
2.0. Introduction
In this chapter we study homology in the semi-abelian context. We start by
considering the concept of chain complex, the basic building block of any homology
theory. As soon as the ambient category is quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular,
homology of proper chain complexes—those with boundary operators of which the
image is a kernel—is well-behaved: It characterizes exactness. As in the abelian
case, the n-th homology object of a proper chain complex C with boundary oper-
ators dn is said to be
HnC = Q[Cn+1 ,2 K[dn]].
We prove that this equals the dual KnC = K[Q[dn+1] ,2 Cn−1]. Moreover, any
short exact sequence of proper chain complexes gives rise to a long exact sequence
of homology objects.
In Section 2.2 we extend the homology theory of Section 2.1 to simplicial ob-
jects. To do so, we consider the normalization functor N : SA ,2 Ch+A. Suppose
that A is a pointed category with pullbacks. Let us write ∂i for the face operators
of a simplicial object A in A. The Moore complex N(A) of A is the chain complex
with N0A = A0,
NnA =
n−1⋂
i=0
K[∂i : An ,2 An−1]
and boundary operators dn = ∂n◦
⋂
i ker ∂i : NnA
,2 Nn−1A, for n ≥ 1. We show
that the Moore complex N(A) of a simplicial object A in a quasi-pointed exact
Mal’tsev category A is always proper. This allows us to define the n-th homology
object of an object A in an exact and sequentiable category A as HnA = HnN(A).
We prove that, if ǫ : A ,2 A−1 is a contractible augmented simplicial object, then
H0A = A−1 and, for n ≥ 1, HnA = 0.
The validity of the generalized Hopf Formula studied in Chapter 4 strongly de-
pends on the normalization functor N : SA ,2 Ch+A being exact. This essentially
amounts to the fact that, in a regular Mal’tsev category, any regular epimorphism
of simplicial objects is a Kan fibration. We prove this in Section 2.3, thus general-
izing Carboni, Kelly and Pedicchio’s result [38] that in a regular Mal’tsev category,
every simplicial object is Kan. The exactness of N is proved in Section 2.4. We get
that any short exact sequence of simplicial objects induces a long exact sequence of
homology objects. These facts also lead to a proof of Dominique Bourn’s conjecture
that for n ≥ 1, the homology objects HnA of a simplicial object A are abelian.
* * *
Some of the results in this chapter may be found in Borceux and Bourn’s book [14];
they were first proved in my paper with Tomas Everaert [51]. Of course, the
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possibility of considering homology of chain complexes was implicit in the very
definition of semi-abelian categories, and it was known for long that chain complexes
of (non-abelian) groups are well-behaved. On the other hand, the fact that the
Moore complex of a simplicial object is proper (Theorem 2.2.7) seems to be new,
and this is a crucial ingredient for the further development of homology theory
along semi-abelian lines.
Around the time we proved his conjecture, Dominique Bourn found an alterna-
tive proof [27]. His proof is more conceptual and less technical, because it avoids
the use of the Kan property; and as it does not need the existence of coproducts,
it is also slightly more general.
2.1. Chain complexes
Although usually considered in an abelian context, chain complexes of course
make sense in any pointed or even quasi-pointed category A:
Definition 2.1.1. Let A be a quasi-pointed category. An unbounded chain
complex C is a collection of morphisms (dn : Cn ,2 Cn−1)n∈Z in A such that
dn◦dn+1 = 0, for all n ∈ Z. The category of unbounded chain complexes in A
(with, as morphisms, commutative ladders) is denoted by ChA.
A bounded chain complex or a positively graded chain complex C is
a collection (dn : Cn ,2 Cn−1)n∈N0 satisfying dn◦dn+1 = 0, for all n ∈ N0. The
category of positively graded chain complexes in A is denoted by Ch+A.
When we use the term chain complex, we mean the chain complexes of either
one variety or of both, depending on the context.
Remark 2.1.2. In the pointed case, as usual, the category Ch+A can be consid-
ered as a full subcategory of ChA by extending a positively graded chain complex
with 0s in the negative degrees. Note however that, in a quasi-pointed category,
this is in general not possible: A complex C has such an extension if and only if
C0 is copointed. Also, extending a chain complex with 1s instead of 0s would not
work, because then d−2◦d−1 is not zero.
Nevertheless, obtaining a good notion of homology object HnC of a chain
complex C demands stronger assumptions on A and on C. When A is an abelian
category, HnC is K[dn]/I[dn+1] (see e.g., [110]). Since (in the abelian case) this is
just Q[Cn+1 ,2 K[dn]], it seems reasonable to define HnC this way, provided that
the considered kernels and cokernels exist in A. Yet, one could also suggest the dual
KnC = K[Q[dn+1] ,2 Cn−1], because, in the abelian case, this equals HnC. This
is not true in general (see Example 2.1.9). Now in principle, the existence of two
distinct notions of homology poses no problems. But it is a problem that, as the
next example shows, neither of these two notions characterizes the exactness of the
sequence under consideration, not even when the ambient category is semi-abelian.
(Needless to say, detecting exactness is the main point of homology.)
Example 2.1.3. Consider, in the category Gp, the chain complex C defined
by choosing d1 the inclusion of A4 into A5, and Cn = 0 for all n 6∈ {0, 1}. (Any
other example of an inclusion of a subgroup, maximal while not normal, would do.)
Recall that for n = 3 or n ≥ 5, the alternating group An—the group of all even
permutations of the set {0, . . . , n − 1}—is simple, i.e., its only normal subgroups
are 0 and itself [103]. Hence all HnC and KnC are zero, but of course C is not
exact at C0.
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To cope with this problem, we shall only consider those chain complexes that
allow their exactness properties to be detected using homology. Luckily, the class
of such complexes is easy to describe, because we know that a morphism can only
occur in an exact sequence when it is proper (or occurs at the end of the sequence).
Moreover, as we shall see later—this is what makes Theorem 2.2.7 important—such
a requirement is not too restrictive.
Definition 2.1.4. Let A be quasi-pointed and regular. A chain complex C in
A is called proper when all its boundary operators dn : Cn ,2 Cn−1 are proper
morphisms. PChA (resp. PCh+A) denotes the full subcategory of ChA (resp. Ch+A)
determined by the proper complexes.
Now suppose that A is, moreover, protomodular. Consider a proper complex
C ∈ PChA and n ∈ Z (or C ∈ PCh+A and n ∈ N0). HnC is the n-th homology
object of C, and KnC its dual, defined as follows:
Cn+1
d′n+1 (H
HH
HH
HH
HH
dn+1 ,2 Cn
dn ,2
coker dn+1
 '
GG
GG
GG
GG
Cn−1
K[dn]
9 7B
ker dn
7Byyyyyyy
coker d′n+1_
pn
%,
Q[dn+1]
d′′n
6?uuuuuuuuu
HnC
jn 29
(λn)C
,2 KnC.
_LR
ker d′′n
LR
(..)
HnC is a cokernel of the induced morphism d
′
n+1 and KnC is a kernel of d
′′
n. Thus
we get functorsHn,Kn : PChA ,2 A, for any n ∈ Z, andHn,Kn : PCh
+A ,2 A,
for any n ∈ N0.
Remark 2.1.5. HnC andKnC exist, asA, being sequentiable, has all cokernels
of proper morphisms (see Remark 1.5.7).
Proposition 2.1.6. Let A be a sequentiable category. A proper chain complex
C in A is exact at Cn if and only if HnC = 0.
Proof. The proper morphism d′n+1 is regular epi if and only if its cokernel
HnC is 0. 
Remark 2.1.7. In the quasi-pointed case, the definition of homology (Defi-
nition 2.1.4) is not complete: A definition of H0 (and K0) must be added. For
C ∈ PCh+A, we put
H0C = K0C = Q[d1 : C1 ,2 C0],
i.e., a cokernel of d1, because this is what these homology objects are equal to in
case C0 is copointed (and hence C may be extended to an unbounded proper chain
complex).
To be entirely honest, this is in fact the very reason for introducing positively
graded chain complexes. In the next section, we shall have to turn a simplicial
object into a proper chain complex; but in the quasi-pointed case, such a chain
complex hardly ever is unbounded.
Examples 2.1.8. Of course, any chain complex in an abelian category is proper,
and using the fact that a subgroup need not be normal, as in Example 2.1.3, one
easily constructs chain complexes of groups that are not proper.
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A proper morphism can always be considered as a positively graded proper
chain complex (just add zeros). It is, for instance, well-known that a morphism
∂ : T ,2 G, part of a crossed module of groups (T,G, ∂), is proper. This leads to
homology of (internal) crossed modules and internal categories: See Chapter 6, in
particular Section 6.5.
In the next section we shall see that the Moore complex of a simplicial object is
always proper, which provides us with an additional class of examples. This insight
forms the basis for our study of cotriple homology in Chapter 4. In Chapter 7 we
show that homology of simplicial objects admits a compatible homotopy theory.
Example 2.1.9. Now the promised example of a chain complex where the two
notions of homology do not coincide. As the next proposition shows, such a complex
C can not be proper; but it can be a chain complex of groups:
· · · ,2 0 ,2 〈x〉 ,2
d2 ,2 〈x, y〉
d1  ,2 〈y〉 ,2 0 ,2 · · · .
Here the inclusion d2 maps x to x, and the quotient d1 maps x to 1 and y to y. It
is easily checked that K1C = 0, but
H1C ∼= 〈y
nxy−n, n ∈ Z0〉.
(Incidentally, this gives an example of a free group with an infinite number of
generators as a normal subgroup of a group with just two generators, cf. [17]. These
kinds of subobjects are also crucial in the definition of internal object action [17]:
In the notation of Section 6.5, K[d1] = 〈y〉♭〈x〉.)
Proposition 2.1.10. Let A be a sequentiable category. For any n, Hn and Kn
are naturally isomorphic functors.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of solid arrows ... Since HnC
is a cokernel and KnC is a kernel, unique morphisms jn and pn exist that keep the
diagram commutative. A natural transformation λ : Hn +3 Kn is defined by the
resulting unique (λn)C . To prove it an isomorphism, first consider the following
diagram with exact rows.
0 ,2 K[dn]
 ,2 ,2
pn

Cn
dn ,2
coker dn+1
_
Cn−1
0 ,2 KnC
 ,2
ker d′′n
,2 Q[dn+1]
d′′n
,2 Cn−1
1Cn−1 being a monomorphism, the left hand square is a pullback, and pn is a regular
epimorphism.
Considering the image factorizations of d′n+1 and dn+1, there is a morphism i
such that the diagram
Cn+1 I[dn+1]
 ,2
Cn+1 I[d
′
n+1]
 ,2
Cn
 ,2 im dn+1 ,2
i

K[dn],2
im d′n+1
,2
_
ker dn

Q[dn+1]
coker dn+1
 ,2
HnC
coker d′n+1  ,2
jn

d′n+1
'.
dn+1
18
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commutes. Clearly, it is both a monomorphism and a regular epimorphism, hence
an isomorphism. Because dn+1 is proper, im dn+1 is a kernel. We get that also
im d′n+1 is a kernel. Now the middle square is a pullback, so Proposition 1.6.5
implies that jn is a monomorphism.
Accordingly, since Diagram .. commutes, (λn)C is both regular epi and
mono, hence it is an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.1.11. Note that, like A, the categories ChA and Ch+A are sequen-
tiable. This is not the case for PChA or PCh+A since, as the next example shows,
these categories need not have kernels. By an exact sequence of proper chain
complexes, we mean an exact sequence in ChA or in Ch+A such that the objects
are proper chain complexes.
Example 2.1.12. The dihedral group D2n of order 2n may be presented as
〈x, a |x2 = an = 1, x−1ax = a−1〉.
An interesting feature of these groups is that, although both inclusions D4 ,2 D8
and D8 ,2 D16 that send a to a2 and x to x are proper (as embeddings of a
subgroup of index 2), their composition is not, because e.g., axa−1 = a2x is not in
its image. Hence considering the vertical arrows in the diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 D4


 ,2 ,2 D8_

 ,2 Z2
_
,2 0
0 ,2 D16 D16
 ,2 0
as chain complexes in Gp shows that a kernel in ChGp of a morphism in PChGp is
not necessarily proper. It remains to show that no other chain complex can play
the roˆle of kernel in PChGp.
Let us denote the above morphism of proper chain complexes as D ,2 Z.
Suppose that k : K ,2 D is its kernel in PChGp. Then certainly all ki are in-
jections (a kernel is always mono, and monomorphisms between bounded below
proper chain complexes are degreewise). k0 : K0 ,2 D0 = D16 is also a split epi-
morphism, because by the universal property of kernels, the morphism of proper
chain complexes induced by the left hand side square
0_

 ,2 ,2 D8_

D16 D16
D4_

 ,2 ,2 D8_

D8
 ,2 ,2 D16
factors over k. Now consider the morphism in PChGp induced by the right hand
side square. Using that it factors over k, one shows that d1 : K1 ,2 K0 is not
proper.
Notation 2.1.13. For any n, let dn denote the unique map such that the
diagram
Cn
coker dn+1
_
dn ,2 Cn−1
Q[dn+1]
dn
,2 K[dn−1]
_LR
ker dn−1
LR
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commutes. Since dn is proper, so is dn.
The following is a straightforward generalization of the abelian case—see, for in-
stance, Theorem 1.3.1 in Weibel [110] or Theorem 4.5.7 in Borceux and Bourn [14].
Proposition 2.1.14. Let A be a sequentiable category. Any short exact se-
quence of proper chain complexes
0 ,2 C′′
 ,2 ,2 C′
 ,2 C ,2 1
gives rise to a long exact sequence of homology objects
. . . ,2 Hn+1C
δn+1 ,2 HnC′′ ,2 HnC′ ,2 HnC
δn ,2 Hn−1C′′ ,2 . . . ,
(..)
which depends naturally on the given short exact sequence. (When the chain com-
plexes are positively graded, this sequence is bounded on the right.)
Proof. Since the dn and dn are proper, mimicking the abelian proof—using
the Snake Lemma 1.6.4 twice—we get an exact sequence
KnC
′′ ,2 KnC′ ,2 KnC ,2 Hn−1C
′′ ,2 Hn−1C′ ,2 Hn−1C
for every n. By Proposition 2.1.10 we can paste these together to Sequence ...
The naturality follows from the naturality of the Snake Lemma. 
2.2. Simplicial objects
In this section we extend the homology theory of Section 2.1 to simplicial
objects. We start by considering the normalization functor N : SA ,2 Ch+A,
which maps a simplicial object A in a quasi-pointed category with pullbacks A to
the Moore complex N(A). We prove that, when A is, moreover, exact Mal’tsev,
N(A) is always proper; hence if A is quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular, we
may define the n-th homology object of A as HnA = HnN(A). Furthermore, if
ǫ : A ,2 A−1 is a contractible augmented simplicial object, then H0A = A−1 and,
for n ≥ 1, HnA = 0.
When working with simplicial objects in a category A, we shall use the nota-
tions of [110]; see also [98, 95, 88, 101]. The simplicial category ∆ has, as
objects, finite ordinals [n] = {0, . . . , n}, for n ∈ N and, as morphisms, monotone
functions. The category SA of simplicial objects and simplicial morphisms
of A is the functor category Fun(∆op,A). Thus a simplicial object A : ∆op ,2 A
corresponds to the following data: a sequence of objects (An)n∈N, face opera-
tors ∂i : An ,2 An−1 for i ∈ [n] and n ∈ N0, and degeneracy operators
σi : An ,2 An+1, for i ∈ [n] and n ∈ N, subject to the simplicial identities
∂i◦∂j = ∂j−1◦∂i if i < j
σi◦σj = σj+1◦σi if i ≤ j
∂i◦σj =

σj−1◦∂i if i < j
1 if i = j or i = j + 1
σj◦∂i−1 if i > j + 1.
Dually, a cosimplicial object in A is a functor ∆ ,2 A. An augmented
simplicial object ǫ : A ,2 A−1 consists of a simplicial object A and a map
ǫ : A0 ,2 A−1 with ǫ◦∂0 = ǫ◦∂1. It is contractible when there exist morphisms
fn : An ,2 An+1, n ≥ −1, with ǫ◦f−1 = 1A−1 , ∂0◦f0 = f−1◦ǫ, ∂n+1◦fn = 1An and
∂i◦fn = fn−1◦∂i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n and n ∈ N.
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a0 a1
∂0a1 ∂1a1
∂1a2
∂0a2 ∂2a2
a2
∂1a3
∂2a3
∂0a3 ∂3a3
Figure 1. A 0-simplex a0, a 1-simplex a1, a 2-simplex a2 and a
3-simplex a3.
Remark 2.2.1. When working with simplicial objects the following mental
picture of a simplicial set A might be helpful. A 0-simplex a0 in A is a point,
a 1-simplex a1 a segment between two points ∂0a1 and ∂1a1, a 2-simplex a2 is a
triangle with three faces ∂0a2, ∂1a2 and ∂2a2, a 3-simplex is a tetrahedron, etc.
(see Fig. 1). The degeneracies turn a simplex into a degenerate simplex of a higher
degree (see Fig. 2).
Examples 2.2.2. A first classical example of a simplicial set is the total
singular complex S(X) of a topological space X . For n ∈ N, let ∆n denote the
subspace
{(x0, . . . , xn) |xi ∈ [0, 1], x0 + · · ·+ xn = 1}
of Rn+1. If X is a topological space, S(X)n consists of all continuous functions
f : ∆n ,2 X. The faces and degeneracies of S(X) are defined by
(∂if)(x0, . . . , xn−1) = f(x0, . . . , xi−1, 0, xi, . . . , xn−1)
and (σif)(x0, . . . , xn+1) = f(x0, . . . , xi−1, xi + xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xn+1). A topological
space gives rise to a simplicial abelian group (or module over a ring R) by applying
the free abelian group functor (or the free R-module functor) to S(X). One then
associates a chain complex to this simplicial object, and defines the homology of
the space X as the homology of this complex (cf. Definition 2.2.3, Definition 2.2.8
and Remark 2.2.10).
Any small category A determines a simplicial set nerA called its nerve, by
putting nerAn = Cat([n],A), for n ∈ N (here we consider an ordinal [n] as a small
category). A 0-simplex of nerA is an object of A, a 1-simplex is a morphism of A
(with its codomain and domain as faces), a 2-simplex is a pair of composable arrows,
an n-simplex a string of n composable arrows. The faces are given by composition of
two consecutive arrows in a string, and the degeneracies by insertion of an identity
(see Section 6.5 for an internal version of this construction).
σ0a0
a0 a0
a1
a1 σ0∂1a1
σ0a1
a1
σ0∂0a1 a1
σ1a1
Figure 2. A degenerate 1-simplex and two degenerate 2-simplices.
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Definition 2.2.3. Let A be a simplicial object in a quasi-pointed category A
with pullbacks. The Moore complex N(A) is the chain complex with N0A = A0,
NnA =
n−1⋂
i=0
K[∂i : An ,2 An−1] = K[(∂i)i∈[n−1] : An ,2 A
n
n−1]
and boundary operators dn = ∂n◦
⋂
i ker ∂i : NnA
,2 Nn−1A, for n ≥ 1. This
gives rise to the normalization functor N : SA ,2 Ch+A.
Remark 2.2.4. Note that, in the above definition,
∂n◦
⋂
i
ker ∂i : NnA ,2 An−1
may indeed be considered as an arrow dn : NnA ,2 Nn−1A: The map clearly
factors over ⋂
i
ker ∂i : Nn−1A ,2 An−1.
Remark 2.2.5. Obviously, for n ≥ 1, the object of n-cycles ZnA = K[dn] of
a simplicial object A of A is equal to
⋂n
i=0K[∂i : An
,2 An−1]. Write Z0A = A0.
Remark 2.2.6. The functor N : SA ,2 Ch+A preserves limits. Indeed, limits
in SA and Ch+A are computed degreewise, and taking kernels and intersections
(pulling back), as occurs in the construction of N , commutes with taking arbitrary
limits in A. In Section 2.4 we shall prove that N , moreover, preserves regular
epimorphism, and hence is exact.
If we recall from Section 1.5 how to normalize an equivalence relation, the
following comes as no surprise.
Theorem 2.2.7. Let A be a quasi-pointed exact Mal’tsev category and A a
simplicial object in A. Then N(A) is a proper chain complex of A.
Proof. Any boundary operator dn, when viewed as an arrow to An−1, is a
composition of a proper monomorphism (an intersection of kernels), and a regular
epimorphism (a split epimorphism, by the simplicial identities). Hence Proposi-
tion 1.4.5 implies that dn : NnA ,2 An−1 is proper. This clearly remains true
when, following Remark 2.2.4, we consider dn as an arrow to Nn−1A. 
Definition 2.2.8. Suppose that A is quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular,
and A is a simplicial object in A. The object HnA = HnN(A) will be called the
n-th homology object of A, and the resulting functor
Hn : SA ,2 A
the n-th homology functor, for n ∈ N.
Remark 2.2.9. A homology object HnA is zero if and only if the morphism
dn+1 : Nn+1A ,2 ZnA is a regular epimorphism. For a simplicial group A and
n = 1, this may be pictured as in Fig. 3: An element y of N2A is mapped by its
face operators on 0, 0 and x = ∂2y, respectively. Hence ∂0x = ∂1x = 0, which
means that x ∈ Z1A. If now H1A = 0 then for every x in Z1A there exists a
y ∈ N2A such that ∂2y = x. Thus one may think of H1A as an obstruction to
certain triangles being filled. (See also Section 7.1.)
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0
0 x
y
0
0 x
0 0
x
Figure 3. An element y of N2A, its boundary (∂0y, ∂1y, ∂2y),
and a 1-cycle x = ∂2y.
Remark 2.2.10. In the abelian case there is an other way of constructing a
chain complex out of a simplicial object. Given a simplicial object A, the un-
normalized chain complex C(A) of A is defined by C(A)n = An and dn =
∂0 − ∂1 + · · · + (−1)
n∂n. In general, C(A) and N(A) do not coincide, but their
homology objects are isomorphic (see e.g., [110]).
In order to compute, in Proposition 2.2.15, the homology of a contractible
augmented simplicial object, we first make the following, purely categorical, obser-
vations. We start by recalling a result due to Dominique Bourn.
Lemma 2.2.11. [18] If, in a protomodular category, a square with vertical reg-
ular epimorphisms
· ,2

·

· ,2 ·
is a pullback, it is also a pushout. 
A fork is a diagram such as .. below where e◦∂0 = e◦∂1.
Proposition 2.2.12. In a quasi-pointed and protomodular category A, let
A
∂1 ,2
∂0
,2 B
e ,2 C (..)
be a fork and t : B ,2 A a map with ∂0◦t = ∂1◦t = 1B. Then the following are
equivalent:
1. e is a coequalizer of ∂0 and ∂1;
2. the square
A
∂0

∂1 ,2 B
e

B e
,2 C
is a pushout;
3. e is a cokernel of ∂1◦ker ∂0.
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Proof. The equivalence of 1. and 2. is obvious. In the diagram
K[∂0]

 ,2ker ∂0 ,2 A
∂0
_
∂1 ,2 B
e

0 ,2 B e
,2 C,
the left hand side square is a pushout: Indeed, Lemma 2.2.11 applies, since it is a
pullback along the split, hence regular, epimorphism ∂0. Consequently, the outer
rectangle is a pushout if and only if the right square is, which means that 2. and 3.
are equivalent. 
Corollary 2.2.13. If A is a quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular category
and A a simplicial object of A (with face operators ∂0, ∂1 : A1 ,2 A0), then H0A =
Coeq[∂0, ∂1]. 
Remark 2.2.14. This is related to the process of normalizing an equivalence
relation in the following way. If A is exact and (∂0, ∂1) is an equivalence relation,
∂1◦ker ∂0 is its normalization, and Proposition 2.2.12 just shows that a coequalizer
of an equivalence relation is a cokernel of the normalization. Conversely, ∂1◦ker ∂0
is a kernel (of its cokernel e) if and only if it is a monomorphism (Proposition 1.4.5),
but by Proposition 1.5.2 this is the case exactly when (∂0, ∂1) is a kernel pair (of e).
A fork is split when there are two more arrows s : C ,2 B, t : B ,2 A such
that e◦s = 1C , ∂1◦t = 1B and ∂0◦t = s◦e. Every split fork is a coequalizer diagram.
Proposition 2.2.15. If ǫ : A ,2 A−1 is a contractible augmented simplicial
object in a quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular category A, then H0A = A−1
and, for n ≥ 1, HnA = 0.
Proof. The contractibility of ǫ : A ,2 A−1 implies that the fork
A1
∂1 ,2
∂0
,2 A0
ǫ ,2 A−1
is split (by the arrows f−1 : A−1 ,2 A0 and f0 : A0 ,2 A1). We get that it is a
coequalizer diagram. The first equality now follows from Corollary 2.2.13.
In order to prove the other equalities, first recall Remark 2.2.5 that, for n ≥ 1,
ZnA = K[dn : NnA ,2 Nn−1A] =
n⋂
i=0
K[∂n : An ,2 An−1].
We are to show that the image of the morphism dn+1 : Nn+1A ,2 NnA is a
kernel ker dn : K[dn] ,2 NnA of dn. But, for any i ≤ n, the left hand downward-
pointing arrow in the diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 K[∂i]
 ,2ker ∂i ,2

An+1
∂n+1
_
∂i ,2 An ,2
∂n
_
1
0 ,2 K[∂i]
 ,2
ker ∂i
,2
LR
An
∂i
,2
fn
LR
An−1
fn−1
LR
,2 1
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is a split epimorphism, because both its upward and downward pointing squares
commute. It follows that the intersection
Nn+1A =
⋂
i∈[n]
K[∂i] ,2
⋂
i∈[n]
K[∂i] = K[dn]
is a split, hence a regular, epimorphism, and im dn+1 = ker dn. 
2.3. The Kan property
Kan simplicial objects and Kan fibrations are very important in the homotopy
theory of simplicial sets (or simplicial groups, algebras, etc.). In their article [38],
Carboni, Kelly and Pedicchio extend the notion of Kan simplicial set to an arbitrary
category A. When A is regular, their definition amounts to the one stated in
Definition 2.3.1 below. (They only consider horns with n ≥ 2; indeed, any simplicial
object fulfils the Kan property for n = 1.) In the same spirit, we propose an
extension of the notion of Kan fibration to a regular category A.
The results in this section will allow us to prove, in Section 2.4, two important
facts concerning Hn : PCh
+A ,2 A and N : SA ,2 PCh+A: Proposition 2.4.1
and Theorem 2.4.6. As such, the Kan property may seem a very technical tool;
in Chapter 7, we shall try to clarify its meaning for homotopy theory of simplicial
objects.
Definition 2.3.1. Consider a simplicial object K in a regular category A. For
n ≥ 1 and k ∈ [n], a family
x = (xi : X ,2 Kn−1)i∈[n],i6=k
is called an (n, k)-horn of K if it satisfies ∂i◦xj = ∂j−1◦xi, for i < j and i, j 6= k.
We say that K is Kan if, for every (n, k)-horn x = (xi : X ,2 Kn−1) of K,
there is a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a map y : Y ,2 Kn such that
∂i◦y = xi◦p for i 6= k.
A map f : A ,2 B of simplicial objects is said to be a Kan fibration if,
for every (n, k)-horn x = (xi : X ,2 An−1) of A and every b : X ,2 Bn with
∂i◦b = fn−1◦xi for all i 6= k, there is a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a
map a : Y ,2 An such that fn◦a = b◦p and ∂i◦a = xi◦p for all i 6= k.
Remark 2.3.2. In case A is Set, these notions have an equivalent formulation
in which X and Y are both equal to a terminal object 1. These equivalent formula-
tions are the classical definitions of Kan simplicial set and Kan fibration—see, for in-
stance, Weibel [110]. The Kan property is usually pictured as follows. The bound-
ary of an n-simplex y of a simplicial set K is the set of its faces ∂y = {∂iy | i ∈ [n]}.
If we delete the k-th face we get an (n, k)-horn. (See Fig. 4.) So a horn may be
the boundary of a simplex, but with one face missing. If, conversely, (up to change
of domain) every horn comes from the boundary of some simplex, then K is Kan.
Also, thus filling a horn gives a way of replacing a missing face (but since there is
no uniqueness requirement in the Kan property, in general, several replacements
are possible).
Remark 2.3.3. Obviously, a simplicial objectK is Kan if and only if the unique
map K ,2 1 from K to a terminal object 1 of SA is a Kan fibration.
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∂1y
∂0y ∂2y
y
∂1y
∂0y ∂2y x0 x2
Figure 4. A 2-simplex y, its boundary ∂y and a (2, 1)-horn x.
Remark 2.3.4. If the category A has enough regular projectives, the change
of domain in this definition (the regular epimorphism p) may be interpreted as
follows: K is Kan if and only if for every projective object P and for every (n, k)-
horn x = (xi : P ,2 Kn−1) of K, there is a morphism y : P ,2 Kn such that
∂i◦y = xi, i 6= k.
According to M. Barr [7], a Mal’tsev category is a regular one in which every
simplicial object is Kan. The equivalence with the definition from Section 1.4
was shown by Carboni, Kelly and Pedicchio in their paper [38]. Thus they extend
Moore’s classical result that every simplicial group is Kan to the categorical context.
With Proposition 2.3.5 below, we add that every regular epimorphism between
simplicial objects in a regular Mal’tsev category is a Kan fibration. In its proof, we
make heavy use of the techniques recalled with Proposition 1.3.5.
Proposition 2.3.5. Let A be a regular Mal’tsev category. Then
1. every simplicial object K of A is Kan;
2. if f : A ,2 B is a regular epimorphism between simplicial objects of A,
then it is a Kan fibration.
Proof. The first statement is part of Theorem 4.2 in [38]; we prove the second
one. For n ≥ 1 and k ∈ [n], let
x = (xi : X ,2 An−1)i∈[n],i6=k
be an (n, k)-horn of A and let b : X ,2 Bn be a map with ∂i◦b = fn−1◦xi, for
i ∈ [n] and i 6= k. Because fn is regular epi, there is a regular epimorphism
p1 : Y1 ,2 X and a map c : Y1 ,2 An with fn◦c = b◦p1. For i ∈ [n] and i 6= k,
put ci = ∂i◦c : Y1 ,2 An−1. Let R[f ] denote the kernel relation of f . Now
fn−1◦ci = fn−1◦∂i◦c = ∂i◦fn◦c = ∂i◦b◦p1 = fn−1◦xi◦p1,
and, consequently, ci(R[fn−1])xi◦p1. By the simplicial identities, this defines an
(n, k)-horn
((ci, xi◦p1) : Y1 ,2 R[f ]n−1)i∈[n],i6=k
of R[f ]. This simplicial object being Kan yields a regular epi p2 : Y2 ,2 Y1 and
a (d, e) : Y2 ,2 R[f ]n such that ∂i◦d = ci◦p2 and ∂i◦e = xi◦p1◦p2, for i ∈ [n] and
i 6= k, and fn◦d = fn◦e. Hence, c◦p2(D)d, where D is the equivalence relation∧
i∈[n],i6=kDi and Di is the kernel relation of ∂i : An
,2 An−1. It follows that
c◦p2(DR[fn])e. By the Mal’tsev property, DR[fn] is equal to R[fn]D. This, in
turn, implies that there exists a regular epimorphism p3 : Y ,2 Y2 and a map
a : Y ,2 An such that a(D)e◦p3 and c◦p2◦p3(R[fn])a. The required maps are
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now a and p = p1◦p2◦p3 : Y ,2 X : Indeed, fn◦a = fn◦c◦p2◦p3 = b◦p and ∂i◦a =
∂i◦e◦p3 = xi◦p. 
2.4. Two applications of the Kan property
In this section we consider two important applications of Proposition 2.3.5. We
show that for a simplicial object A of A, being Kan implies that HnA is abelian
(n ≥ 1). But first we prove that N : SA ,2 PCh+A is an exact functor. This is a
consequence of the fact that every regular epimorphism between simplicial objects
is a Kan fibration. Finally, using the exactness of N , we prove that every short
exact sequence of simplicial objects induces a long exact homology sequence (Propo-
sition 2.4.2). We obtain it as an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1.14.
The normalization functor is exact. Recall from Remark 2.2.6 that N
preserves kernels. If the category A is regular Mal’tsev, Proposition 2.3.5 implies
thatN preserves regular epimorphisms. If, moreover,A is protomodular, all regular
epimorphisms are cokernels, and we obtain
Proposition 2.4.1. If A is an exact and sequentiable category, then the functor
N : SA ,2 PCh+A
is exact.
Proof. We prove that N preserves regular epimorphisms. To do so, let us
consider a regular epimorphism f : A ,2 B between simplicial objects of A. Then
N0f = f0 is regular epi. For n ≥ 1, let b : X ,2 NnB be a map. We are to show—
see Proposition 1.3.5—that there is a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a map
a : Y ,2 NnA with b◦p = Nnf◦a. Now
(xi = 0: X ,2 An−1)i∈[n−1]
is an (n, n)-horn of A with ∂i◦
⋂
i∈[n−1] ker ∂i◦b = 0 = fn−1◦xi, for i ∈ [n− 1]. By
Proposition 2.3.5, f is a Kan fibration, which implies that there is a regular epimor-
phism p : Y ,2 X and a map a′ : Y ,2 An such that fn◦a′ =
⋂
i∈[n−1] ker ∂i◦b◦p
and ∂i◦a
′ = xi◦p. Then the unique factorization a : Y ,2 NnA of a′ over⋂
i∈[n−1]
ker ∂i : NnA ,2 An
is the required map. 
Proposition 2.1.14 may now immediately be extended to simplicial objects.
Proposition 2.4.2. Let A be an exact and sequentiable category. Any short
exact sequence of simplicial objects
0 ,2 A′′
 ,2 ,2 A′
 ,2 A ,2 1
gives rise to a long exact sequence of homology objects
. . . ,2 Hn+1A
δn+1 ,2 HnA′′ ,2 HnA′ ,2 HnA
δn ,2 Hn−1A′′ ,2 . . .
. . . ,2 H1A
δ1
,2 H0A′′ ,2 H0A′
 ,2 H0A
δ0
,2 1,
which depends naturally on the given short exact sequence of simplicial objects. 
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Although we shall not use it, we think it worth mentioning that this result can
be formulated in terms of homological δ-functors. By a (universal) homologi-
cal δ-functor between pointed, exact and protomodular categories A and B we
mean a collection of functors
(Tn : A ,2 B)n∈N
that preserve binary products, together with a collection of connecting morphisms
(δn)n∈N as in [110, Definition 2.1.1 and 2.1.4].
Notation 2.4.3. For any simplicial object A in A, let us denote by A−
the simplicial object defined by A−n = An+1, ∂
−
i = ∂i+1 : An+1
,2 An, and
σ−i = σi+1 : An+1
,2 An+2, for i ∈ [n], n ∈ N. This is the simplicial object
obtained from A by leaving out A0 and, for n ∈ N, all ∂0 : An ,2 An−1 and
σ0 : An ,2 An+1. Observe that ∂ = (∂0)n defines a simplicial morphism from A−
to A.
Proposition 2.4.4. Let A be a pointed, exact and protomodular category. The
sequence of functors (Hn : SA ,2 A)n∈N, together with the connecting morphisms
(δn)n∈N, form a universal homological δ-functor.
Proof. To prove that a functor Hn : SA ,2 A preserves binary products, it
suffices that, for proper complexes C and C′ in A, Hn(C × C
′) = HnC × HnC
′.
One shows this by using that for f and f ′ proper, coker (f×f ′) = coker f×coker f ′.
This follows from the fact that in any regular category, a product of two regular
epimorphisms is regular epi. The universality is proven by modifying the proof of
Theorem 2.4.7 in [110], replacing, for a simplicial object A, the projective object
P by A−. 
Homology objects are abelian. This result was suggested to us by Do-
minique Bourn. Our proof is based on the classical proof for groups and makes
heavy use of the Kan property. A more conceptual and slightly more general ver-
sion of Theorem 2.4.6 may be found in Bourn’s paper [27].
Let A be a Kan simplicial object in a pointed and regular category A and
n ≥ 1. Recall from Remark 2.2.5 the notation ZnA = K[dn] =
⋂n
i=0K[∂i].
We write zn : ZnA ,2 An for the inclusion
⋂n
i=0 ker ∂i. Basing ourselves on
Weibel [110] (see also Definition 7.1.10), we say that morphisms x : X ,2 ZnA
and x′ : X ′ ,2 ZnA are homotopic, and write x ∼ x′, if there is an arrow
y : Y ,2 An+1 (called a homotopy from x to x′) and regular epimorphisms
p : Y ,2 X and p′ : Y ,2 X ′ such that
∂i◦y =

0, if i < n;
zn◦x◦p, if i = n;
zn◦x
′◦p′, if i = n+ 1.
Proposition 2.4.5. Let A be a Kan simplicial object in a pointed and regular
category A. For n ≥ 1, ∼ defines an equivalence relation on the class of arrows
x : X ,2 ZnA in A with codomain ZnA.
Proof. Due to to fact that A is Kan, the proof of 8.3.1 in Weibel [110] may
be copied: One just considers arrows with codomain An instead of elements of An
and reads “0” instead of “∗”. 
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Theorem 2.4.6. Let A be a simplicial object in a semi-abelian category A. For
all n ≥ 1, HnA is an abelian object of A.
Proof. We use the commutator from Proposition 1.7.5. Let n ≥ 1. Consider
the subobjects kn : Kn = [zn, zn] ,2 An of An and
sn : Sn = [σn−1◦zn, σn◦zn] ,2 An+1
of An+1. By the second statement of Proposition 1.7.5,
∂iSn = [∂i◦σn−1◦zn, ∂i◦σn◦zn],
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Hence, by the simplicial identities and the first statement of
Proposition 1.7.5, ∂iSn = 0, for i 6= n, and ∂nSn = [zn, zn] = Kn. This last equality
means that there exists a regular epimorphism filling the square
Sn_
sn

 ,2 Kn_
kn

An+1
∂n
 ,2 An.
By the third statement of Proposition 1.7.5, there is a map ln : Kn ,2 ZnA such
that zn◦ln = kn. It follows that ln ∼ 0. Now, by Proposition 2.3.5, A is Kan; hence,
Proposition 2.4.5 implies that 0 ∼ ln. So there exists a morphism x : X ,2 An+1
and a regular epimorphism p : X ,2 Kn such that ∂n+1◦x = zn◦ln◦p, i.e., the
outer rectangle in
X
x ,2
p
_
q
'
An+1
∂n+1

(i)
Nn+1A
5 6?
⋂n
i=1 ker ∂i
6?uuuuuuuu
d′n+1

Kn
 ,2
ln
,2 ZnA
 ,2
zn
,2 An
commutes, and such that, moreover, ∂i◦x = 0, for i 6= n + 1. It follows that an
arrow q exists such that, in the diagram above, the triangle commutes. As zn is
a monomorphism, we get the commutativity of the trapezium (i). Now, in the
diagram
X
q

p  ,2 Kn
 ,2 ln ,2 ZnA
 ,2 ZnA
Kn
r

Nn+1A
d′n+1
,2 ZnA
 ,2 HnA,
an arrow r exists such that the right hand square commutes. Indeed, as p is an
epimorphism, coker (ln◦p) = coker ln. This map r is a regular epimorphism. Since,
by Proposition 1.7.5, ZnA/Kn = ZnA/[zn, zn] is an abelian object, and since a
quotient of an abelian object of A is abelian, so is the object HnA. 

CHAPTER 3
Baer invariants
3.0. Introduction
It is classical to present a group G as a quotient F/R of a free group F and
a “group of relations” R (see e.g., Example 2.1.12). The philosophy is that F
might be easier to understand than G. Working with these presentations of G, it is
relevant to ask which expressions of the datum R⊳F are independent of the chosen
presentation. A first answer to the question was given by Hopf in [70], where he
showed that
[F, F ]
[R,F ]
and
R ∩ [F, F ]
[R,F ]
are such expressions. In [6], R. Baer further investigated this matter, constructing
several of these invariants: He constructed expressions in terms of presentations
such that “similar presentations” induce isomorphic groups—different presentations
of a group by a free group and a group of relations always being similar. Whence
the name Baer invariant to denote such an expression. As in the two examples
above, he constructed his invariants using commutator subgroups.
The work of Baer was followed up by Fro¨hlich [54], Lue [93] and Furtado-
Coelho [55], who generalized the theory to the case of Higgins’s Ω-groups [68].
Whereas Baer constructs invariants using commutator subgroups, these authors
obtain, in a similar fashion, generalized Baer invariants from certain subfunctors
of the identity functor of the variety of Ω-groups considered. Fro¨hlich and Lue use
subfunctors associated with subvarieties of the given variety, and Furtado-Coelho
extends this to arbitrary subfunctors of the identity functor. By considering the
variety of groups and its subvariety of abelian groups, one recovers the invariants
obtained by Baer.
That the context of Ω-groups, however, could still be further enlarged, was
already hinted at by Furtado-Coelho, when he pointed out that
. . . all one needs, besides such fundamental concepts as those of
kernel, image, etc., is the basic lemma on connecting homomor-
phisms.
* * *
We will work in the context of quasi-pointed exact protomodular categories. As we
have seen in Chapter 1, an important consequence of these axioms is the validity of
the basic diagram lemmas of homological algebra, such as the 3×3 Lemma and the
Snake Lemma. Thus, keeping in mind Furtado-Coelho’s remark, one could expect
this context to be suitable for a general description of the theory of Baer invariants
due to Fro¨hlich, Lue and Furtado-Coelho. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of this text are a
confirmation of that thesis.
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In Section 3.1 we give a definition of Baer invariants. We call presentation of
an object A of a category A any regular epimorphism p : A0 ,2 A. PrA will
denote the category of presentations in A and commutative squares between them,
and pr : PrA ,2 A the forgetful functor, which maps a presentation to the object
presented. Two morphisms of presentations f , g : p ,2 q are called homotopic,
notation f ≃ g , if pr f = pr g. Homotopically equivalent presentations are said to
be similar. A functor B : PrA ,2 A is called a Baer invariant if f ≃ g implies
that Bf = Bg ; it maps similar presentations to isomorphic objects.
We prove that any functor L0 : PrA ,2 A can be turned into a Baer invariant
by dividing out a subfunctor S of L0 that is “large enough”. Given an appropriate
subcategory of PrA, a Baer invariant can then be turned into a functor A ,2 A.
In Section 3.2, the context is reduced to quasi-pointed exact protomodular
categories. We show that in case L0 arises from a functor L : A ,2 A, the class
FL0 of such “large enough” subfunctors S of L0 has a minimum L1 : PrA ,2 A.
(A different interpretation of the functor L1 is given in Section 3.4.) Next to L1,
the functor K[·]∩ L0 is also a member of FL0 . Using Noether’s First Isomorphism
Theorem, out of these functors, we construct two exact sequences of Baer invariants.
Finally, as an application of the Snake Lemma, we find a six-term exact sequence
of functors A ,2 A.
We call Birkhoff subfunctor of A any proper subfunctor V of 1A (i.e., a kernel
V +3 1A) that preserves regular epimorphisms. In this way, we capture Fro¨hlich’s
notion of variety subfunctor. As introduced by Janelidze and Kelly in [75], a full and
reflective subcategory B of an exact category A is called Birkhoff when it is closed
in A under subobjects and quotient objects. A Birkhoff subcategory of a variety of
universal algebra [44] (thus, in particular, any variety of Ω-groups) is nothing but a
subvariety. In Section 3.3, we see that Birkhoff subfunctors correspond bijectively
to the Birkhoff subcategories of A: Assuming that the sequence
0 +3 V
 // µ +3 1A
η  ,2 U +3 1
is exact, V is a Birkhoff subfunctor if and only if U reflects A onto a Birkhoff
subcategory. It follows that Baer invariants can be obtained by considering suitable
subcategories of a quasi-pointed, exact and protomodular category. This allows us
to refine the six-term exact sequence from Section 3.2.
In Section 3.4, we show that the functor V1 : PrA ,2 A associated with a
Birkhoff subcategory B of A may be interpreted as a commutator. We relate it
to existing notions in the field of categorical commutator theory and the theory
of central extensions. The resulting concept of centrality fits into Janelidze and
Kelly’s theory of central extensions [75]. In case B is the Birkhoff subcategory
AbA of all abelian objects in A, this notion of centrality coincides with the ones
introduced by Smith [104] and Huq [72]; our commutator corresponds to Smith’s
commutator of equivalence relations, which was generalized to the exact Mal’tsev
context by Pedicchio [99].
Finally, in Section 3.5, we propose a notion of nilpotency, relative to a Birkhoff
subfunctor V of A. We prove that an object is V -nilpotent if and only if its V -
lower central series reaches zero. The nilpotent objects of class n form a Birkhoff
subcategory of A.
This theory of Baer invariants will be used in Chapter 4 to give an interpretation
to a semi-abelian version of Barr-Beck homology.
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This chapter more or less contains my first paper with Tomas Everaert [50].
Here part of the theory is considered in a slightly more general context (sequen-
tiable instead of semi-abelian), and some mistakes are corrected. Some results in
Section 3.4 (e.g., Proposition 3.4.2) come from my paper with Marino Gran [65].
3.1. General theory
We start this section by giving a definition of Baer invariants. In order to
turn a functor L0 : PrA ,2 A into a Baer invariant, we consider a class FL0 of
subfunctors of L0. Proposition 3.1.7 shows that for any L0 and any S ∈ FL0,
L0/S : PrA ,2 A is a Baer invariant. We give equivalent descriptions of the class
FL0 in case L0 arises from a functor A ,2 A. Finally, in Proposition 3.1.15,
we show that a Baer invariant can be turned into a functor A ,2 A, given an
appropriate subcategory of PrA.
Definition 3.1.1. Let A be a category. By a presentation of an object A
of A we mean a regular epimorphism p : A0 ,2,2 A . (In a sequentiable category,
the kernel ker p : A1
 ,2 ,2 A0 of p exists, and then A is equal to the quotient A0/A1;
cf. Remark 3.2.1.) We denote by PrA the category of presentations of objects of A,
a morphism f = (f0, f) : p ,2 q over f being a commutative square
A0
p

f0 ,2 B0
q

A
f
,2 B.
(PrA is a full subcategory of the category of arrows Fun(2,A).)
Let pr: PrA ,2 A denote the forgetful functor that maps a presentation to
the object presented, sending a morphism of presentations f = (f0, f) to f . Two
morphisms of presentations f , g : p ,2 q are called homotopic, notation f ≃ g , if
pr f = pr g (or f = g). Homotopically equivalent presentations are called similar.
Remark 3.1.2. Note that in any category A, a kernel pair (R[p], k0, k1) of
a morphism p : A0 ,2 A is an equivalence relation, hence an internal category.
In case A has kernel pairs of regular epimorphisms, a morphism of presentations
f : p ,2 q gives rise to an internal functor
R[p]
Rf ,2
k0

k1

R[q]
l0

l1

A0
f0
,2 B0.
Then f ≃ g : p ,2 q if and only if the corresponding internal functors are naturally
isomorphic or homotopic. More on homotopy of internal categories may be found
in Chapter 6.
Definition 3.1.3. A functor B : PrA ,2 A is called a Baer invariant if
f ≃ g implies that Bf = Bg .
The following shows that a Baer invariant maps similar presentations to iso-
morphic objects.
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Proposition 3.1.4. In A let p and p′ be presentations and f and g maps
A0
p
%%
@@
@@
@@
@
f ,2 A′0g
lr
p′y y~
~~
~~
~~
A
such that p′◦f = p and p◦g = p′. If B : PrA ,2 A is a Baer invariant, then
Bp ∼= Bp′.
Proof. The existence of f and g amounts to (g, 1A)◦(f, 1A) ≃ 1p and
(f, 1A)◦(g, 1A) ≃ 1p′ .
Obviously now, the map B(f, 1A) : Bp ,2 Bp′ is an isomorphism with inverse
B(g, 1A). 
Recall that a subfunctor of a functor F : C ,2 D is a subobject of F in
the functor category Fun(C,D). We shall denote such a subfunctor µ ∈ SubF by
a representing monic natural transformation µ : G +3 F , or simply by G ⊆ F
or G. Now let D be a quasi-pointed category. A subfunctor µ : G +3 F is called
proper if every component µC : G(C) ,2 F (C) is a kernel. This situation will
be denoted by G ⊳F . In case D is sequentiable, a proper subfunctor gives rise to a
short exact sequence
0 +3 F
 // µ +3 G
ηF  ,2 G
F
+3 1
of functors C ,2 D. Like here, in what follows, exactness of sequences of functors
will always be pointwise. If confusion is unlikely we shall omit the index F , and
write η for ηF and ηC for (ηF )C .
The following, at first, quite surprised us:
Example 3.1.5. Every subfunctor L of 1Gp : Gp ,2 Gp is proper. Indeed,
by the naturality of µ : L +3 1Gp, every µG : L(G) ,2 G is the inclusion of a
fully-invariant, hence normal, subgroup L(G) into G—and a kernel in Gp is the
same thing as a normal subgroup.
This is, of course, not true in general: Consider the category ω-Gp of groups
with an operator ω. An object of ω-Gp is a pair (G,ω), with G a group and
ω : G ,2 G an endomorphism of G, and an arrow (G,ω) ,2 (G′, ω′) is a group
homomorphism f : G ,2 G′ satisfying f◦ω = ω′◦f . Then putting L(G,ω) =
(ω(G), ω|ω(G)) defines a subfunctor of the identity functor 1ω-Gp. L is, however,
not proper: For any group endomorphism ω : G ,2 G of which the image is not
normal in G, the inclusion of L(G,ω) in (G,ω) is not a kernel.
If A is quasi-pointed and has cokernels of kernels, any functor PrA ,2 A can
be turned into a Baer invariant by dividing out a “large enough” subfunctor. In
order to make this precise, we make the following
Definition 3.1.6. [55] Consider a functor L0 : PrA ,2 A and a presentation
q : B0 ,2 B. Then F
q
L0
denotes the class of proper subobjects S ⊳ L0q for which
f ≃ g : p ,2 q implies that ηS◦L0f = ηS◦L0g, i.e., the two compositions in the
diagram
L0p
L0f ,2
L0g
,2 L0q
ηS ,2,2 L0q
S
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are equal.
FL0 is the class of functors S : PrA ,2 A with Sq ∈ F
q
L0
, for every q ∈ PrA.
Hence, S ∈ FL0 if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) S ⊳ L0;
(ii) f ≃ g : p ,2 q implies that ηq◦L0f = ηq◦L0g , i.e., the two compositions
in the diagram
L0p
L0f ,2
L0g
,2 L0q
ηq ,2,2 L0
S q
are equal.
The class FqL0 (respectively FL0) may be considered a subclass of Sub(L0q) (respec-
tively Sub(L0)), and as such carries the inclusion order.
Proposition 3.1.7. [55, Proposition 1] Suppose that A is quasi-pointed and
has cokernels of kernels. Let L0 : PrA ,2 A be a functor and S an element of
FL0. Then L0/S : PrA ,2 A is a Baer invariant.
Proof. Condition (i) ensures that L0/S exists. η : L0 +3 L0/S being a nat-
ural transformation implies that, for morphisms of presentations f , g : p ,2 q,
both left and right hand downward pointing squares
L0p
ηp ,2,2
L0f

L0g

L0
S p
L0
S
f

L0
S
g

L0q ηq
,2,2 L0
S q
commute. If f ≃ g then, by (ii), ηq◦L0f = ηq◦L0g , so
L0
S f ◦ηp =
L0
S g◦ηp,
whence the desired equality (L0/S)(f ) = (L0/S)(g). 
Proposition 3.1.7 is particularly useful for functors L0 : PrA ,2 A induced by
a functor L : A ,2 A by putting
L0(p : A0 ,2 A) = L(A0) and L0((f0, f) : p ,2 q) = Lf0.
In this case, the class FqL0 in Definition 3.1.6 has some equivalent descriptions.
Proposition 3.1.8. Suppose that A is quasi-pointed with cokernels of kernels.
Given a functor L : A ,2 A and a presentation q : B0 ,2 B, the following are
equivalent:
1. S ∈ FqL0 ;
2. f ≃ g : p ,2 q implies that ηS◦L0f = ηS◦L0g;
3. for morphisms f0, g0 : A0 ,2 B0 in A with q◦f0 = q◦g0, ηS◦Lf0 = ηS◦Lg0,
i.e., the two compositions in the diagram
L(A0)
Lf0 ,2
Lg0
,2 L(B0)
ηS ,2,2 L(B0)
S
are equal.
If, moreover, A has kernel pairs of regular epimorphisms, these conditions are equiv-
alent to
4. L(R[q]) ⊆ R
[
ηS : L(B0) ,2 L(B0)/S
]
.
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Proof. We show that 2. implies 3.: A presentation p and maps of presentations
f ≃ g : p ,2 q such as needed in condition 2. are given by
A0
f0 ,2
g0
,2 B0
q

A0
q◦f0
,2 B
p = 1A0 , f = (f0, q◦f0), g = (g0, q◦f0). 
We now show how a Baer invariant gives rise to a functor A ,2 A, given the
following additional datum:
Definition 3.1.9. Let A be a category. We call a subcategory W of PrA a
web on A if
1. for every object A of A, a presentation p : A0 ,2 A in W exists;
2. given presentations p : A0 ,2 A and q : B0 ,2 B in W , for every map
f : A ,2 B in A there exists a morphism f : p ,2 q in W such that
pr f = f .
Example 3.1.10. A split presentation is a split epimorphism p of A. (Note
that an epimorphism p : A0 ,2 A with splitting s : A ,2 A0 is a coequalizer of
the maps 1A0 and s◦p : A0 ,2 A0.) The full subcategory of PrA determined by the
split presentations of A is a webWsplit, the web of split presentations. Indeed,
for any A ∈ A, 1A : A ,2 A is a split presentation of A; given split presentations
p and q and a map f such as indicated by the diagram
A0
t◦f◦p ,2
p

B0
q

A
s
LR
f
,2 B,
t
LR
(t◦f◦p, f) is the needed morphism of W .
Example 3.1.11. Let F : A ,2 A be a functor and let π : F +3 1A be a
natural transformation of which all components are regular epimorphisms. Then
the presentations
πA : F (A) ,2 A,
for A ∈ A, together with the morphisms of presentations
(F (f), f) : πA ,2 πB,
for f : A ,2 B in A, constitute a web WF on A called the functorial web
determined by F .
Example 3.1.12. A presentation p : A0 ,2 A is called projective when A0
is a projective object of A. If A has enough projectives, then by definition every
object has a projective presentation. In this case the full subcategory Wproj of all
projective presentations of objects of A is a web, called the web of projective
presentations.
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Recall [12] that a graph morphism F : C ,2 D between categories C and D
has the structure, but not all the properties, of a functor from C to D: It need not
preserve identities or compositions.
Definition 3.1.13. Let W be a web on a category A and i : W ,2 PrA the
inclusion. By a choice c of presentations in W , we mean a graph morphism
c : A ,2W such that pr◦i◦c = 1A.
A functor B : PrA ,2 A is called a Baer invariant relative to W when
1. for every choice of presentations c : A ,2W , the induced graph morphism
B◦i◦c : A ,2 A is a functor;
2. for every two choices of presentations c, c′ : A ,2 W , the functors B◦i◦c
and B◦i◦c′ are naturally isomorphic.
Example 3.1.14. Any functor B : PrA ,2 A is a Baer invariant relative to
any functorial webWF : There is only one choice c : A ,2WF , and it is a functor.
Proposition 3.1.15. If B : PrA ,2 A is a Baer invariant, it is a Baer
invariant relative to any web W on A.
Proof. Let W be a web and c, c′ : A ,2 W two choices of presentations in
W . For the proof of 1., let f : A ,2 A′ and g : A′ ,2 A′′ be morphisms of
A. Then 1ic(A) ≃ ic1A and ic(f◦g) ≃ icf◦icg; consequently, 1Bic(A) = Bic1A and
Bic(f◦g) = Bicf◦Bicg.
The second statement is proven by choosing, for every object A of A, a mor-
phism
τA : c(A) ,2 c
′(A)
in the webW . Then νA = BiτA : Bic(A) ,2 Bic′(A) is independent of the choice
of τA, and the collection (νA)A∈A is a natural isomorphism B◦i◦c +3 B◦i◦c′. 
This proposition implies that a Baer invariant B : PrA ,2 A gives rise to
functors B◦i◦c : A ,2 A, independent of the choice c in a web W . But it is
important to note that such functors do depend on the chosen web: Indeed, for two
choices of presentations c and c′ in two different websW andW ′, the functors B◦i◦c
and B◦i′◦c′ need not be naturally isomorphic—see Remark 3.2.14 for an example.
Suppose that A is a quasi-pointed category with cokernels of kernels and let c
be a choice in a web W on A. If L0 : PrA ,2 A is a functor and S ∈ FL0 , then
by Proposition 3.1.7
L0
S
◦i◦c
is a functor A ,2 A. It is this kind of functor that we shall study in the next
sections.
3.2. The exact & sequentiable case
In this section, A shall be an exact and sequentiable category. We show that
the class FL0 contains two canonical functors: its minimum L1 and the functor
K[·]∩L0. Applying Noether’s First Isomorphism Theorem, we construct two exact
sequences, and thus find new Baer invariants. Finally, applying the Snake Lemma,
we construct a six-term exact sequence of functors A ,2 A.
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Remark 3.2.1. If A is sequentiable, giving a presentation p is equivalent to
giving a short exact sequence
0 ,2 K[p]
 ,2ker p ,2 A0
p  ,2 A ,2 1.
K[·] : Fun(2,A) ,2 A, and its restriction K[·] : PrA ,2 A, denote the kernel
functor.
Proposition 3.2.2. [55, Proposition 2] Let A be a sequentiable category. If L
is a subfunctor of 1A : A ,2 A then K[·] ∩ L0 : PrA ,2 A is in FL0 . Hence
L0
K[·] ∩ L0
: PrA ,2 A
is a Baer invariant.
Proof. Let µ : L +3 1A be the subfunctor L, and L0 : PrA ,2 A the in-
duced functor (see the definition above Proposition 3.1.8). By Proposition 3.1.7
it suffices to prove the first statement. We show that, for every presentation
q : B0 ,2 B, K[q] ∩ L(B0) ∈ F
q
L0
, by checking the third condition of Proposi-
tion 3.1.8. Since pullbacks preserve kernels—see the diagram below—K[q] ∩ L(B0)
is normal in L(B0). Moreover, applying Proposition 1.6.5, the map mq, defined by
first pulling back ker q along µB0 and then taking cokernels
0 ,2 K[q] ∩ L(B0)
 ,2 ,2


L(B0)
 ,2

µB0

L(B0)
K[q]∩L(B0)
mq

,2 1
0 ,2 K[q]
 ,2
ker q
,2 B0 q
 ,2 B ,2 1,
is a monomorphism. Consider morphisms f0, g0 : A0 ,2 B0 in A with q◦f0 = q◦g0.
We are to prove that in the following diagram, the two compositions on top are
equal:
L(A0)
Lf0 ,2
Lg0
,2 L(B0)
 ,2

µB0

L(B0)
K[q]∩L(B0)

mq

B0 q
 ,2 B.
Since mq is a monomorphism, it suffices to prove that q◦µB0◦Lf0 = q◦µB0◦Lg0.
But, by naturality of µ, q◦µB0 = µB◦Lq, and so
q◦µB0◦Lf0 = µB◦L(q◦f0) = µB◦L(q◦g0) = q◦µB0◦Lg0. 
Proposition 3.2.3. [55, Proposition 4] Let A be exact and sequentiable. For
any L : A ,2 A, the ordered class FL0 has a minimum L1 : PrA ,2 A.
Proof. For a morphism of presentations f : p ,2 q, L1f is defined by first
taking kernel pairs
R[p]
(i)Rf

k0 ,2
k1
,2 A0
(ii)f0

p  ,2 A
f

R[q]
l0 ,2
l1
,2 B0 q
 ,2 B,
(..)
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next applying L and taking coequalizers (which exist because A is exact Mal’tsev)
L(R[p])
LRf

Lk0 ,2
Lk1
,2 L(A0)
(iii)Lf0

c  ,2 Coeq[Lk0, Lk1]
Coeq(LRf ,Lf0)

L(R[q])
Ll0 ,2
Ll1
,2 L(B0)
d
 ,2 Coeq[Ll0, Ll1]
(..)
and finally taking kernels
L1p
L1f

 ,2ker c ,2 L(A0)
(iii)Lf0

c  ,2 Coeq[Lk0, Lk1]
Coeq(LRf ,Lf0)

L1q
 ,2
ker d
,2 L(B0)
d
 ,2 Coeq[Ll0, Ll1].
(..)
It is easily seen that this defines a functor L1 : PrA ,2 A, a minimum in FL0 for
the inclusion order. 
Remark 3.2.4. One may, alternatively, compute L1p as the normalization of
the reflexive graph L(R[p]): The image of Lk1◦kerLk0 is a kernel of c (cf. Defini-
tion 1.5.8, Remark 2.2.14). Thus the two-step construction involving coequalizers
may be avoided.
Remark 3.2.5. Since the category GrpdA of internal groupoids in A is closed
under subobjects in the category RGA of reflexive graphs in A [99], and since R[p],
being an equivalence relation, is an internal groupoid in A, its image
(Lk0, Lk1) : L(R[p]) ,2 L(A0)
through L is an internal groupoid. It is related to Janelidze’s Galois groupoid
of p [73, 75].
Remark 3.2.6. Observe that the construction of L1 above is such that, for
every p ∈ PrA, L1p is a minimum in the class F
p
L0
.
Corollary 3.2.7. Let A be an exact and sequentiable category, L : A ,2 A
a functor. Then
1. S ∈ FL0 if and only if L1 ≤ S ⊳ L0;
2. S ∈ FpL0 if and only if L1p ≤ S ⊳ L0p. 
Notation 3.2.8. If L : A ,2 A is a functor and W a web on A then, by
Proposition 3.2.3, we have the canonical functor
DLW =
L0
L1
◦i◦c : A ,2 A.
Remark 3.2.9. For L ⊆ 1A we now have the following inclusions of functors
PrA ,2 A:
L◦K[·] ⊳ L1 ⊳ K[·] ∩ L0 ⊳ L0.
Only the left hand side inclusion is not entirely obvious. For a presentation p, let
r denote the cokernel of the inclusion L1p ,2 L(A0). Then p◦ker p = p◦0, hence
r◦Lker p = r◦L0 = 0. This yields the required map.
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Remark 3.2.10. Suppose that A is pointed. Since then L(A) = L1(A ,2 0),
the functor L may be regained from L1: Indeed, evaluating the above inclusions in
A ,2 0, we get
L(A) = (L◦K[·])(A ,2 0) ⊆ L1(A ,2 0) ⊆ L0(A ,2 0) = L(A).
Proposition 3.2.11. [55, Proposition 6] Let A be exact and sequentiable; con-
sider a subfunctor L of 1A. For S ∈ FL0 with S ⊆ K[·]∩L0, the following sequence
of functors PrA ,2 A is exact, and all its terms are Baer invariants.
0 +3 K[·]∩L0
S
 // +3 L0
S
 ,2 L0
K[·]∩L0
+3 1 (..)
If, moreover, L ⊳ 1A, the sequence
0 +3 K[·]∩L0S
 // +3 L0
S
+3 pr  ,2 prL0/(K[·]∩L0)
+3 1 (..)
is exact, and again all terms are Baer invariants.
Proof. The exactness of Sequence .. follows from Proposition 1.6.7, since
S and K[·] ∩ L0 are proper in L0, both being in FL0 . The naturality is rather
obvious.
Now suppose that L ⊳ 1A. To prove the exactness of Sequence .., it suffices
to show that L0/(K[·] ∩ L0) is proper in pr. Indeed, if so,
0 +3
L0
K[·]∩L0
 // +3 pr  ,2 prL0/(K[·]∩L0)
+3 1
is a short exact sequence, and by pasting it together with .., we get ...
Reconsider, therefore, the following commutative diagram from the proof of Propo-
sition 3.2.2:
L(A0)
 ,2
_
µA0

L(A0)
K[p]∩L(A0)

mp

A0 p
 ,2 A.
Proposition 1.4.5 implies that mp is a kernel, because µA0 is, and the category A
is exact.
The terms of .. and .. being Baer invariants follows from the exactness
of the sequences, and from the fact that L0/S, L0/(K[·] ∩ L0) and pr are Baer
invariants. 
Corollary 3.2.12. Let L be a subfunctor of 1A : A ,2 A and S ∈ FL0 with
S ⊆ K[·] ∩ L0. Then
1. for any A ∈ A, S1A = 0;
2. for any split presentation p : A0 ,2 A in A, Sp ∼= K[p] ∩ L(A0);
3. for any presentation p : A0 ,2 A of a projective object A of A, Sp ∼=
K[p] ∩ L(A0).
Proof. The first statement holds because
S1A ⊆ (K[·] ∩ L0)(1A) = 0 ∩ L(A) = 0.
For a proof of the second statement, let s : A ,2 A0 be a splitting of p.
Then (s, 1A) : 1A ,2 p and (p, 1A) : p ,2 1A are morphisms of presentations. By
Proposition 3.2.11,
K[·]∩L0
S : PrA
,2 A
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is a Baer invariant. Hence, Proposition 3.1.4 implies that
0 = K[·]∩L0S (1A)
∼=
K[·]∩L0
S (p) =
K[p]∩L(A0)
Sp ,
whence the isomorphism Sp ∼= K[p] ∩ L(A0).
The third statement follows immediately from 2. 
Notation 3.2.13. Let c be a choice in a web W on A. If L ⊆ 1A, Proposi-
tion 3.2.11 and 3.2.3 tell us that
∆LW =
K[·] ∩ L0
L1
◦i◦c and ∇LW =
L0
K[·] ∩ L0
◦i◦c
are functors A ,2 A. If, moreover, L ⊳ 1A, then
MW =
pr
L0/(K[·] ∩ L0)
◦i◦c : A ,2 A
is a functor as well. We omit the references to c, since any other choice c′ gives
naturally isomorphic functors. In the following we shall always assume that a
particular c has been chosen. When the index W is omitted, it is understood that
W is the web Wproj of projective presentations.
Remark 3.2.14. Note that these functors do depend on the chosen web; for
instance, by Corollary 3.2.12, ∆LW1A = 0, for any L ⊆ 1A. But, as will be shown
in Example 3.3.11, if A = Gp and L is the subfunctor associated with the Birkhoff
subcategory Ab of abelian groups, then for any R ⊳ F with F projective,
∆(ηR : F ,2 FR ) =
R ∩ [F, F ]
[R,F ]
.
By Hopf’s Formula [70], this is the second integral homology group of G = F/R—
and it need not be 0.
From Proposition 3.2.11 we deduce the following.
Proposition 3.2.15. [55, Proposition 6, 7] Let W be a web on an exact se-
quentiable category A. If L ⊆ 1A, then
0 +3 ∆LW
 // +3 DLW
 ,2 ∇LW +3 1 (..)
is exact. If, moreover, L ⊳ 1A, then also
0 +3 ∆LW
 // +3 DLW +3 1A
 ,2 MW +3 1 (..)
is exact. 
Remark 3.2.16. [55, Proposition 8] In the important case that the functor
L : A ,2 A preserves regular epimorphisms, we get that L and ∇LW represent
the same subfunctor of 1A. (Accordingly, in this case, ∇LW does not depend on
the chosen web.) Of course, the exact sequence .. then simplifies to
0 +3 ∆LW
 // +3 DLW
 ,2 L +3 1. (..)
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Let, indeed, A be an object of A and p : A0 ,2 A a presentation of A. Then
Proposition 1.6.5 implies that the upper sequence in the diagram
0 ,2 K[p] ∩ L(A0)
 ,2 ,2


L(A0)
Lp  ,2

µA0

L(A)

µA

,2 1
0 ,2 K[p]
 ,2
ker p
,2 A0 p
 ,2 A ,2 1.
is short exact, since µA is a monomorphism and the left hand square a pullback.
To prove Theorem 3.2.19, we need the following two technical lemmas concern-
ing the functor L1. The second one essentially shows that Fro¨hlich’s V1 [54] and
Furtado-Coelho’s L1 [55] coincide, although Fro¨hlich demands V1p to be proper in
A0, and Furtado-Coelho only demands that L1p is proper in L0p ⊂ A0.
Lemma 3.2.17. Let L : A ,2 A be a functor. If a morphism of presentations
f : p ,2 q is a pullback square
A0
p
_
f0
 ,2 B0
s0lr
q
_
A
f
 ,2 B
in A with f0 split epi, then L1f is a regular epimorphism.
Proof. First note that, if square (ii) of Diagram .. is a pullback, then
so are both squares (i). Consequently, if, moreover, f0 is split epi, LRf is a
split, hence regular, epimorphism. Because, in this case, also Lf0 is split epi,
Proposition 1.4.3 implies that square (iii) of Diagram .. is a regular pushout,
so L1f is regular epi by Proposition 1.6.6. 
Lemma 3.2.18. Suppose that L⊳ 1A, and let p : A0 ,2 A be a presentation in
A. Then L1p is proper in A0.
Proof. Taking the kernel pair of p
R[p]
k0  ,2
k1_
A0
p
_
A0 p
 ,2 A
yields split epis k0 and k1 and defines a map of presentations (k0, p) : k1 ,2 p.
Now, by Lemma 3.2.17, the arrow L1(k0, p) in the square
L1k1
L1(k0,p)

 ,2 ,2 R[p]
k0_
L1p ,2 ,2 A0
is regular epi. (In fact it is an isomorphism.) Moreover, L1k1 is proper in R[p],
since, according to Corollary 3.2.12, it is the intersection K[k1] ∩ L(R[p]) of two
proper subobjects of R[p]. Proposition 1.4.5 now implies that L1p is proper in
A0. 
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We shall now apply the Snake Lemma to obtain a six term exact sequence of
Baer invariants. In what follows, A is an exact and sequentiable category with
enough projectives. Let
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1
be a short exact sequence in A. By the naturality of Sequence .. we have a com-
mutative square (ii) and thus we get a factorization γ, such that (i) commutes:
0 ,2 K[DLf ]
(i)
 ,2 ,2
γ

DL(A)
(ii)
DLf ,2
αA

DL(B)
αB

,2 1
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f
 ,2 B ,2 1.
(..)
A priori, only the left exactness of the upper row is clear. Nevertheless, it is easily
shown that DLf is a regular epimorphism by choosing a projective presentation
p : A0 ,2 A of A and then using the map (1A0 , f) : p ,2 f◦p of Wproj.
Theorem 3.2.19. [55, Theorem 9] Let A be an exact and sequentiable category
with enough projectives. Consider a short exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1
in A. If L ⊳ 1A there is an exact sequence
0 ,2 K[γ]
 ,2 ,2 ∆L(A)
∆Lf ,2 ∆L(B) ,2 KI[γ] ,2 M(A)
Mf  ,2 M(B) ,2 1.
(..)
This exact sequence depends naturally on the given short exact sequence.
Proof. It suffices to prove that γ is proper. Indeed, we already know that
αA and αB are proper, because L is a proper subfunctor, and thus we get ..
by applying the Snake Lemma 1.6.4. The naturality then follows from the Snake
Lemma and Proposition 3.2.15.
Choose projective presentations p : A0 ,2 A and f◦p : A0 ,2 B of A and B
as above. Then, by the Noether’s First Isomorphism Theorem 1.6.7, Diagram ..
becomes
0 ,2
L1(f◦p)
L1p
 ,2 ,2
γ

L(A0)
L1p
 ,2
αA

L(A0)
L1(f◦p)
αB

,2 1
0
 ,2 ,2 K[f◦p]
K[p]
 ,2 ,2 A0
K[p]
 ,2 A0
K[f◦p]
,2 1.
The map γ is unique for the diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 L1p
 ,2 ,2
_

L1(f◦p)
 ,2
_

L1(f◦p)
L1p
γ

,2 1
0 ,2 K[p]
 ,2 ,2 K[f◦p]  ,2 K[f
◦p]
K[p]
,2 1
to commute. By Lemma 3.2.18, we get that L1(f◦p) is proper in A0, hence in
K[f◦p]. Proposition 1.4.5 now implies that im γ is a kernel; hence γ is proper. 
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3.3. Birkhoff subfunctors
We now refine the main result of Section 3.2, Theorem 3.2.19, by putting extra
conditions on the subfunctor L ⊆ 1A. To this aim we introduce the notion of
Birkhoff subfunctor. We show that these subfunctors correspond bijectively to
the Birkhoff subcategories of A [75]. But first we prove that L1 : PrA ,2 A
preserves regular epimorphisms if L : A ,2 A does so; and what are the regular
epimorphisms of PrA?
Proposition 3.3.1. If A is an exact Mal’tsev category, then the regular epi-
morphisms of PrA are exactly the regular pushout squares in A.
Proof. PrA is a full subcategory of the “category of arrows” Fun(2,A), which
has the limits and colimits of A, computed pointwise (see Section II.4 of Mac
Lane [96] or Section I.2.15 of Borceux [12]). Hence, given a pair f , g : p ,2 q of
parallel arrows in PrA, their coequalizer in Fun(2,A) exists:
A0
p
_
f0 ,2
g0
,2 B0
(i)q
_
c0  ,2 Coeq (f0, g0)
r
_
A
f ,2
g
,2 B c
 ,2 Coeq (f, g).
Since r is a regular epimorphism, (c0, c) is an arrow in PrA; moreover, by Proposi-
tion 1.4.3, the right hand square (i) is a regular pushout.
Conversely, given a regular pushout square such as (i), Proposition 1.4.3 en-
sures that its kernel pair in Fun(2,A) is a pair of arrows in PrA. Their coequalizer
is again the regular pushout square (i). 
Proposition 3.3.2. Let A be an exact and sequentiable category, and let
L : A ,2 A be a functor. If L preserves regular epimorphisms, then so does L1.
Proof. Suppose that L preserves regular epis. If f is a regular epimorphism of
PrA, square (ii) of Diagram .. is a regular pushout. Proposition 1.4.3 implies
that Rf is a regular epimorphism. By assumption, Lf0 and LRf are regular epis;
hence, again using Proposition 1.4.3, we get that square (iii) of Diagram .. is
a regular pushout. An application of Proposition 1.6.6 on .. shows that L1f is
regular epi, which proves the first statement. 
Recall the following definition from Janelidze and Kelly [75].
Definition 3.3.3. Let A be an exact category. A reflective subcategory B of
A that is full and closed in A under subobjects and quotient objects is said to be
a Birkhoff subcategory of A. We will denote by U : A ,2 B the left adjoint
of the inclusion I : B ,2 A and by η : 1A +3 I◦U the unit of the adjunction.
We shall omit all references to the functor I, writing ηA : A ,2 U(A) for the
component of η at A ∈ A.
Examples 3.3.4. We have already seen in Chapter 1 that, in an exact Mal’tsev
category, the subcategory of all abelian objects is Birkhoff. A subcategory of a
variety of universal algebras is Birkhoff if and only if it is a subvariety.
In Section 3.5 we shall see that, in a semi-abelian category, the objects of a
given nilpotency class form a Birkhoff subcategory. The observatio
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exact Mal’tsev category with coequalizers, the category of internal groupoids is
Birkhoff in the category of internal reflexive graphs (see [60] and Section 6.1),
forms one of the starting points to the paper [48].
Proposition 3.3.5. [75] Let A be an exact category and U : A ,2 B a re-
flector (with unit η) onto a full replete subcategory B of A. Then
1. B is closed in A under subobjects when the component ηA : A ,2 U(A) of
η at an A ∈ A is a regular epimorphism;
2. if 1. holds, then B is closed in A under quotient objects if and only if, for
any regular epimorphism f : A ,2 B in A, the naturality square
A
f
_
ηA  ,2 U(A)
Uf
_
B ηB
 ,2 U(B)
is a pushout. 
Corollary 3.3.6. Suppose that A is an exact category and B is a Birkhoff
subcategory of A. Then B is exact. Moreover, if A is, respectively, quasi-pointed,
pointed, protomodular or finitely cocomplete, then so is B. In particular, a Birkhoff
subcategory of a semi-abelian category is semi-abelian.
Proof. In [75] it is shown that a Birkhoff subcategory B of an exact category
A is necessarily exact.
If A has an initial object, then U(0) is initial in B, and η0 : 0 ,2 U(0) is a
regular epimorphism. If A is quasi-pointed then η0 is an isomorphism, hence 0
belongs to B. Now the regular epimorphism η1 : 1 ,2 U(1) turns out to be split
monic, and 1 is in B. It follows that B has an initial and a terminal object, and one
sees immediately that the monomorphism 0 ,2 1 in A is still a monomorphism
in B. Obviously, if now A has a zero object, then so has B.
B fulfils the requirement in Definition 1.5.1 when it holds in A because I pre-
serves pullbacks and B is full. Finally, a full and reflective subcategory B of A has
all colimits that exist in A. 
If the functor L from Remark 3.2.16 is a proper subfunctor of 1A, L satisfies the
conditions Fro¨hlich used in the article [54] to obtain his Baer invariants. Because
of Proposition 3.3.8, and its importance in what follows, we think this situation
merits a name and slightly different notations.
Definition 3.3.7. Let A be an exact sequentiable category. We call Birk-
hoff subfunctor of A any proper subfunctor V of 1A that preserves regular
epimorphisms. The corresponding functors are denoted V0, V1, etc.
The following establishes a bijective correspondence between Birkhoff subfunc-
tors and Birkhoff subcategories of a given exact and sequentiable category A.
Proposition 3.3.8. [54, Theorem 1.2] Let A be an exact and sequentiable
category.
1. If U : A ,2 B is the reflector of A onto a Birkhoff subcategory B, setting
V (A) = K[ηA] and µA = ker ηA defines a Birkhoff subfunctor µ : V +3 1A
of A.
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2. Conversely, if µ : V +3 1A is a Birkhoff subfunctor of A, putting U(A) =
Q[µA], ηA = cokerµA defines a full functor U : A ,2 A and a natu-
ral transformation η : 1A +3 U . Here we can, and will, always choose
coker (0 ,2 A) = 1A. The image of U is a Birkhoff subcategory B of A.
Furthermore, U , considered as a functor A ,2 B, is left adjoint to the
inclusion B ,2 A, and η is the unit of this adjunction.
In both cases, for any A ∈ A, the sequence
0 ,2 V (A)
 ,2 µA ,2 A
ηA  ,2 U(A) ,2 1
is exact.
Proof. For 1. we only need to prove that V preserves regular epimorphisms.
But this follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.5 and Proposition 1.6.6, applied
to the diagram
0 ,2 V (A)
V f

 ,2 µA ,2 A
f
_
ηA  ,2 U(A)
Uf
_
,2 1
0 ,2 V (B)
 ,2
µB
,2 B ηB
 ,2 U(B) ,2 1.
(..)
To prove 2, we first show that, for any C ∈ A, V (U(C)) = 0. In the diagram
0 ,2 V (C)
 ,2 µA ,2
V ηC
_
C
ηC  ,2
ηC
_
U(C) ,2
UηC

1
0 ,2 V (U(C))
 ,2
µU(C)
,2 U(C)
ηU(C)
 ,2 U(U(C)) ,2 1,
the right square is a pushout, because V ηC is an epimorphism, as V preserves
regular epimorphisms. It follows easily that ηU(C) is a split monomorphism (hence
an isomorphism), and V (U(C)) = 0.
For the fullness of U , any map h : U(A) ,2 U(B) should be Ug for some
g. But h itself is such a g: Indeed ηU(C) = 1U(C), as we just demonstrated that
µU(C) = 0, for any C ∈ A.
Now let A be any object, and f : A ,2 U(B) any map, of A. To prove that
a unique arrow f exists in B such that
0 ,2 V (A)
 ,2 µA ,2 A
ηA  ,2
f &C
CC
CC
CC
C U(A)
f

,2 1
U(B)
commutes, it suffices to show that f◦µA = 0. (The unique f in A such that the
diagram commutes is a map of B, because U is full.) But, as V is a subfunctor of
the identity functor, f◦µA = µU(B)◦V f = 0.
This shows that for any object A of A, the morphism ηA : A ,2 U(A) is a
universal arrow from A to U(A). It follows that U is a reflector with unit η. The
subcategory B is then Birkhoff by Proposition 3.3.5, as in Diagram .. the right
square is a pushout, V f being a regular epimorphism. 
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Remark 3.3.9. In case V is a Birkhoff subfunctor of A, note that, by Re-
mark 3.2.16 and Proposition 3.3.8, the exact sequence .. becomes
0 +3 ∆V
 // +3 DV +3 1A
 ,2 U +3 1. (..)
Theorem 3.2.19 now has the following refinement.
Theorem 3.3.10. [54, Theorem 3.2] Let A be an exact and sequentiable cate-
gory with enough projectives. Consider a short exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1 (..)
in A. If V is a Birkhoff subfunctor of A, then the sequence
0 ,2 K[γ]
 ,2 ,2 ∆V (A)
∆V f ,2 ∆V (B) ,2 KV1f
,2 U(A)
Uf  ,2 U(B) ,2 1
(..)
is exact and depends naturally on the given short exact sequence.
Proof. To get .. from Sequence .., it suffices to recall Remark 3.3.9,
and to prove that the image I[γ] of γ is V1f . If we choose presentations p : A0 ,2 A
and f◦p : A0 ,2 B as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.19, γ becomes a map
V1(f◦p)
V1p
,2 K[f◦p]
K[p]
.
Hence, to prove that I[γ] = V1f , we are to show that the arrow
V1(f◦p)
V1p
,2 V1f
is regular epi. But this is equivalent to V1(p, 1B) : V1(f◦p) ,2 V1f being regular
epi. This is the case, since by Proposition 3.3.2, V1 preserves regular epimorphisms,
and
A0
p  ,2
f◦p
_
A
f
_
B B
is a regular pushout square, which means that (p, 1B) : (f◦p) ,2 f is a regular
epimorphism of PrA. 
Examples 3.3.11. Consider the category Gp of groups and its Birkhoff subcat-
egory Ab = AbGp of abelian groups. The associated Birkhoff subfunctor (cf. Propo-
sition 3.3.8 and Examples 1.7.4) sends G to the commutator subgroup [G,G]. It is
indeed well known that the abelianization Ab(G) of a group G, i.e., the reflection
of G along the inclusion Ab ,2 Gp, is just G/[G,G]. Proposition 19 of Furtado-
Coelho [55] states that, if V : Gp ,2 Gp is the Birkhoff subfunctor defined by
V (G) = [G,G], then
V1
(
ηN : G ,2 GN
)
= [N,G].
Hence the exact sequence .. induced by a short exact sequence of groups ..
becomes the well-known sequence
R∩[F,F ]
[R,F ]
,2 R′∩[F ′,F ′]
[R′,F ′]
,2 K
[K,A]
,2 Ab(A)
Abf  ,2 Ab(B) ,2 0,
with A = F/R and B = F ′/R′, and where F and F ′ are free groups.
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For abelianization of Lie algebras we can say the same: Since LieK is a variety
of Ω-groups and Ab(g) = g/[g, g], [55, Proposition 19] implies that
V1(ηn : g ,2 g/n) = [n, g].
Remark 3.3.12. Recalling Corollary 3.2.12, note that in case A (or B) is
projective, the exact sequences .. and .. become much shorter, because
then ∆L(A) and ∆V (A) (or ∆L(B) and ∆V (B)) are 0.
3.4. Several commutators compared
In this section we compare several notions of commutator. There is Huq’s com-
mutator of coterminal arrows [72] considered in Section 1.7, Smith’s commutator
of equivalence relations [104] and Fro¨hlich’s functor V1 [54]. Over the last decade,
many people have been studying categorical versions of these commutators and the
related topic of central extensions. The foundational work includes [40, 99] (where
a categorical version of Smith’s commutator is considered), [75] (where a general
theory of central extensions is introduced) and [22, 25, 24, 14, 13, 30] (where
a categorical version of Huq’s commutator is studied, see Section 1.7). Janelidze
and Pedicchio [80] study commutator theory in a very general context (that of
finitely well-complete categories) by basing it on the theory of internal ca-
tegorical structures. Here we consider V1 from the point of view of categorical
commutator theory and investigate when and how it relates to Huq’s or Smith’s
commutator.
Recall from Chapter 1 that in the semi-abelian context an intrinsic notion of
abelian object exists. In a strongly unital category, an object is abelian if and only
if it can be provided with a (necessarily unique) structure of internal abelian group;
in a Mal’tsev category, if and only if it admits an internal Mal’tsev operation. The
two notions coincide as soon as the category is pointed and Mal’tsev.
In [61] it is proven that the full subcategory of abelian objects AbA in any exact
Mal’tsev category with coequalizers A is a Birkhoff subcategory of A. Thus it is
fairly clear that the associated Birkhoff subfunctor V behaves like a commutator.
Moreover, one could ask whether it makes sense to view V1 this way. In view of
Examples 3.3.11, this seems feasible. In what follows, we answer the question pos-
itively, and show that, with respect to abelianization, the categorical counterparts
of Huq’s and Smith’s commutators induce the same notion of central extension.
* * *
In [99], M.C. Pedicchio extends Smith’s notion of commutator of equivalence
relations [104] (defined in the context of Mal’tsev varieties) to the context of exact
Mal’tsev categories with coequalizers.
Definition 3.4.1. [104, 40, 99] Let A be a finitely complete category. An
equivalence relation in EqA is called a double equivalence relation in A. Let
∇X = (X × X, pr1, pr2) and ∆X = (X, 1X , 1X) denote, respectively, the largest
and the smallest equivalence relation on X .
Two equivalence relations (R, r0, r1) and (S, s0, s1) on an object X of A cen-
tralize (in the sense of Smith) or admit a centralizing relation when
there exists a double equivalence relation C on R and S such that any commutative
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square in the diagram
C
σ1
,2
σ0 ,2
ρ0

ρ1

R
r0

r1

S
s1
,2
s0 ,2
X
is a pullback. In particular, an equivalence relation R on X is central when R
and ∇X admit a centralizing relation.
In an exact category with coequalizers, an object A is abelian if and only if
∇A and ∇A centralize. Thus we see that, in the pointed case, Huq’s commutator
and Smith’s at least give rise to the same notion of abelian object. However, it is
well-known that, in general, two equivalence relations R and S need not centralize
when their normalizations kR and kS cooperate, not even in a variety of Ω-groups
(see [25] for a counterexample). Yet, we are now going to show that this is the
case in any pointed protomodular category, whenever R (or S) is ∇X :
Proposition 3.4.2. An equivalence relation R in a pointed protomodular cat-
egory is central if and only if its associated normal subobject kR is central.
Proof. Let us first assume that the equivalence relation
R
pr1
,2
pr2 ,2
X∆lr
is central, and let C be the associated centralizing double relation on R and ∇X .
We can then consider the following diagram
C
p1

p2
,2
p1 ,2
R
(i)pr1

 ,2 K

X ×X
pr2
,2
pr1 ,2
X
 ,2 0,
where the square (i) is obtained by taking coequalizers. Since C is centralizing,
both left hand side squares are pullbacks, hence so is (i), and R ∼= X ×K. This
moreover induces the commutative diagram
K

k ,2 R
pr1

p ,2 K

0 ,2 X ,2 0
where p◦k = 1K , and both the outer rectangle and the right hand square are pull-
backs. It follows that K is the normal subobject associated with R. By considering
also the second projection pr2 from R to X one can easily check that R is then
canonically isomorphic to the equivalence relation
K ×X
prX
,2
ϕkR,1X ,2
X ;rXlr (..)
the arrow ϕkR,1X is the needed cooperator.
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Conversely, let us suppose that k is a central monomorphism with cooperator
ϕk,1X . One can then form the reflexive graph ..—call it Rk; it is a relation
because
(ϕk,1X , pr2) : K ×X ,2 X ×X
equals k × 1X : K ×X ,2 X ×X . Since Rk is a reflexive relation in a Mal’tsev
category, it is an equivalence relation. One may check that this equivalence rela-
tion corresponds to k via the bijection between normal subobjects and equivalence
relations.
Furthermore, consider the double equivalence relation determined by the kernel
pair R[prK ] of prK : K ×X ,2 K:
R[prK ]
 
,2,2 X ×X
pr1

pr2

K ×X
prX
,2
ϕk,1X ,2
X.
It is clearly a centralizing double relation on Rk and ∇X , as desired. 
Definition 3.4.3. In a sequentiable category, an extension of an object Y
(by an object K) is a regular epimorphism f : X ,2 Y with its kernel K:
0 ,2 K  ,2
k ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 1.
The category of extensions of Y (considered as a full subcategory of the slice cat-
egory A/Y ) is denoted by Ext(Y ); the category of all extensions in A (considered
as a full subcategory of the arrow category Fun(2,A): morphisms are commutative
squares) by ExtA.
An extension f : X ,2 Y is called central when its kernel pair is central
in the sense of Smith: this is the case when R[f ] and ∇X centralize. We write
Centr(Y ) for the full subcategory of Ext(Y ) determined by the central extensions.
Remark 3.4.4. Of course, an extension is the same thing as a presentation,
and the categories ExtA and PrA coincide. For historical reasons, we keep both
notions, using the one that locally seems most appropriate.
Remark 3.4.5. If A is a homological category, Proposition 3.4.2 implies that,
in this definition, we could as well have asked that the kernel of f is central in the
sense of Huq, i.e., that ker f cooperates with 1X .
Examples 3.4.6. Both for groups and Lie algebras, this notion of central ex-
tension coincides with the classical one: In each case, such is an extension of which
the kernel lies in the centre of the domain.
The following well-known property of central extensions of groups will now be
shown to hold in any homological category:
Proposition 3.4.7. Let A be a homological category and f : X ,2 Y a central
extension in A. Every subobject of k = ker f : K ,2 X is proper in X.
Proof. Let i : M ,2 K be a monomorphism and denote m = k◦i. We are
to show that m is a kernel. Now k is central, hence so is m, because m cooperates
with 1X ; in particular, there exists an arrow ϕm,1X : M × X ,2 X satisfying
ϕm,1X ◦lM = m. But the arrow lM is the kernel of pr2; hence m is proper by
Proposition 1.4.5, since it is the regular image of ϕm,1X ◦lM . 
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To further investigate centrality using commutators we need some additional
notations.
Notation 3.4.8. If A is exact and (R, r0, r1) is an equivalence relation on an
object X of A, then ηR : X ,2 X/R denotes the coequalizer of r0 and r1. Now
let A be, moreover, sequentiable. We denote the kernel K[ηR] of the coequalizer
ηR : X ,2 X/R by kR : KR ,2 X . Note that this is just the normalization of
R (see Section 1.5). This defines a one-one correspondence between (isomorphism
classes of) equivalence relations on X and proper subobjects of X . Furthermore,
this bijection Eq(X) ∼= PSub(X) is an order isomorphism, the order on both classes
being (induced by) the usual order on subobjects.
For a regular epimorphism f : X ,2 Y in a regular category A and a relation
(R, r0, r1) on X , f(R) denotes the relation obtained from the image factorization
R
r0

r1

 ,2 f(R)
ρ0

ρ1

X
f
 ,2 Y
of (f × f)◦(r0, r1) : R ,2 Y × Y . It is called the direct image of R along f .
Clearly, when R is reflexive, f(R) is reflexive as well. Hence, when A is Mal’tsev,
if R is an equivalence relation, then so is f(R).
In [99], a notion of commutator of equivalence relations is introduced, charac-
terized by the following properties.
Definition 3.4.9. Let A be an exact Mal’tsev category with coequalizers and
R and S equivalence relations on an object X ∈ A. The commutator (in the
sense of Smith) [R,S] is the equivalence relation on X defined by the following
properties:
1. η[R,S](R) and η[R,S](S) admit a centralizing relation;
2. for any equivalence relation T on X such that ηT (R) and ηT (S) admit
a centralizing relation, there exists a unique δ : X/[R,S] ,2 X/T with
ηT = δ◦η[R,S].
There exist several explicit constructions of this commutator; we give one due to
Bourn [25], because of its beauty and the formal resemblance to Proposition 1.2.4.
Proposition 3.4.10. [24, 13] In a finitely cocomplete exact Mal’tsev category
A, let (R, r0, r1) and (S, s0, s1) be two equivalence relations on an object X. Con-
sider the left hand side pullback diagram below and the dotted colimit of the right
hand side diagram of solid arrows
R ×X S
,2

S
s0

rS
lr
R
r1
,2
lR
LR
X
LR
lr
R×X S Y X.
R
lR
z






r0
$?
??
??
??
??
??
,2
S
dZ
rS
??
??
??
??
??
?
rl ψ
RL D:
s1






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The kernel pair of ψ is the commutator [R,S] of R and S. R and S centralize if
and only if [R,S] = ∆X . 
* * *
The notions of centrality we discussed so far are special in a very specific sense:
They are relative to the Birkhoff subcategory of abelian objects. Janelidze and
Kelly’s notion of central extension goes beyond abelianization; their definition is
relative to a so-called admissible subcategory B of an exact category A. If A is
Mal’tsev or has the weaker Goursat property, then its admissible subcategories
are exactly the Birkhoff subcategories of A.
We shall not introduce this notion here. Instead, following Fro¨hlich [54], we
use V1 to define a notion of central extension relative to a Birkhoff subcategory,
and show that it coincides with Janelidze and Kelly’s.
Definition 3.4.11. Let A be an exact and sequentiable category, V a Birkhoff
subfunctor of A. Then an extension f : X ,2 Y is called V -central when
V1f = 0.
Examples 3.4.12. As will be shown below, in the case of abelianization, this
notion of central extension coincides with the one discussed above. Thus we get
the classical examples of groups and Lie algebras etc.
A different kind of example is considered by Everaert and Gran in [48]. They
study the category of precrossed modules over a fixed base group with its Birkhoff
subcategory of crossed modules over this base, and give a description of the resulting
notion of central extension. (In fact, their characterization is much more general,
and includes e.g., the case of precrossed vs. crossed rings over a fixed base ring.)
Proposition 3.4.13. [75, 28] Let A be an exact and sequentiable category, B
a Birkhoff subcategory of A and V : A ,2 A associated Birkhoff subfunctor. Let
f : X ,2 Y be an extension in A. Then the following are equivalent:
1. f is central (relative to B) in the sense of Janelidze and Kelly;
2. for every a, b : X ′ ,2 X with f◦a = f◦b, one has V a = V b;
3. V (R[f ]) = ∆V (X);
4. f is V -central. 
The correspondence between these two notions—centrality on one hand, and
commutators on the other—was made clear, first by Janelidze and Kelly in [77]
and [76], next by Bourn and Gran in [28], then, most generally, by Gran, in [62].
In this article, he proves that, in any factor permutable category (hence, in any
exact Mal’tsev category with coequalizers), an extension f : X ,2 Y is central
relative to the subcategory of “abelian objects”, precisely when (a generalization
of) the Smith commutator [R[f ],∇X ] is equal to ∆X . Accordingly, when we choose
the subcategory AbA of abelian objects as Birkhoff subcategory of A, the list of
equivalent statements of Proposition 3.4.13 can be enlarged as follows:
Theorem 3.4.14. Consider an exact sequentiable category A, its Birkhoff sub-
category of abelian objects AbA and the associated Birkhoff subfunctor V . If f be
a presentation in A, then the following are equivalent:
1. f is central in the sense of Janelidze and Kelly;
2. f is V -central;
3. R[f ] is central in the sense of Smith;
4. (when A is pointed) ker f is central in the sense of Huq.
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Proof. The equivalence of 1. and 3. is a combination of Theorem 6.1 of
Gran [62] (in the context of factor permutable categories) and Proposition 3.6
of Pedicchio [99] (in the context of exact Mal’tsev categories with coequalizers). 1.
and 2. are equivalent by Proposition 3.4.13 and 3. and 4. by Proposition 3.4.2. 
Remark 3.4.15. It is well-known that the category V Centr(Y ) of V -central
extensions of a given object Y is Birkhoff in Ext(Y ). Using the commutator V1
we can easily construct the reflection in the following way. Given an extension
f : X ,2 Y with kernel K, consider the diagram of solid arrows
V1f_

V1f_

0 ,2 K
(i)
 ,2 k ,2
_
X
_
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
0 ,2 KV1f
 ,2
k
,2 X
V1f f
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
Proposition 1.6.6 implies that (i) is a pushout; by Proposition 1.6.5, it is also a pull-
back. Now k is a monomorphism, and it is moreover a kernel by Proposition 1.4.5.
Taking its cokernel yields the rest of the diagram. Using that V1 preserves regular
epimorphisms (Proposition 3.3.2), one easily checks that f is the needed reflection
of f into V Centr(Y ).
This kind of argument will be crucial to Chapter 5. Conversely, thus V1 may
be constructed as a Birkhoff subfunctor.
Theorem 3.4.14 characterizes when, in the case of abelianization, the commu-
tator V1 is zero. We shall sharpen this result with Theorem 3.4.17, which states
that the commutator V1 may be expressed entirely in terms of Smith’s. To do so,
we need the following technical property.
Proposition 3.4.16. Let AbA be the Birkhoff subcategory of abelian objects
of an exact and sequentiable category A, V the associated Birkhoff subfunctor and
p : A0 ,2 A ∈ PrA. For a subobject F ⊆ V (A0) such that F ⊳ A0, the following
are equivalent:
1. F ∈ FpV0 ;
2. V1
(
ηηFR[p] :
A0
F
,2 A0
F /ηF (R[p])
)
= 0;
3. ηF (R[p]) and ηF (∇A0) = ∇A0/F admit a centralizing relation.
Proof. The equivalence of 2. and 3. follows from Proposition 3.4.13 and The-
orem 3.4.14. We will prove the equivalence of 1. and 2.
Consider the image ηFR[p] of R[p] along ηF .
R[p]
k0

k1

π  ,2 ηF (R[p])
κ0

κ1

0 ,2 F
 ,2 ,2 A0 ηF
 ,2 A0
F
,2 1
Applying V yields the following commutative diagram of A, where the isomorphism
exists due to the fact—see Remark 3.2.16—that ∇V and V represent the same
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subfunctor.
R[V ηF ]
 
V (R[p])
V k1
,2
V k0 ,2
V π
_
V (A0)
V ηF
_
η′F
 (
HH
HH
HH
HH
V ηF (R[p])
V κ1
,2
V κ0 ,2 V (A0F ) ∼=
,2 V (A0)
F
V π is a regular epimorphism because V is Birkhoff; it follows that V (R[p]) ⊆
R[V ηF ] = R[η
′
F ] precisely when V ηF (R[p]) = ∆V (A0/F ).
Now, on one hand, by Proposition 3.1.8, F ∈ FpV0 if and only if
V (R[p]) ⊆ R
[
η′F : V (A0) ,2
V (A0)
F
]
;
on the other hand, Proposition 3.4.13 implies that
V ηF (R[p]) = V (R[ηηF (R[p])]) = ∆V (A0/F )
if and only if V1ηηFR[p] = 0. This shows that 1. and 2. are equivalent. 
Theorem 3.4.17. Consider an exact and sequentiable category A, its Birkhoff
subcategory AbA of abelian objects, the associated Birkhoff subfunctor V , and the
resulting functor V1. For any presentation p : A0 ,2 A in A, the following equality
holds:
V1p = K[R[p],∇A0 ].
Proof. By the order isomorphism mentioned in Notations 3.4.8 and by Def-
inition 3.4.9, N = K[R[p],∇A0 ] is the smallest proper subobject of A0 such that
ηN (R[p]) and ηN (∇A0) = ∇A0/N admit a centralizing relation. Thus, by Proposi-
tion 3.4.16, it is the smallest element in FpV0 ; hence, it is V1p. 
3.5. V1 and nilpotency
Interpreting V1 as a commutator, we now focus on the resulting notion of
nilpotency. We show that, as in the case of abelianization of groups, an object is
nilpotent if and only if its lower central series reaches 0. The nilpotent objects of
class n form a Birkhoff subcategory.
This section is based mainly on Huq [72], where nilpotency is studied in a
context that is essentially equivalent to that of semi-abelian categories (he uses old-
style axioms [78], and supposes his categories to be well-powered and (co)complete).
In their book [52], Freese and McKenzie consider it in the context of congruence
modular varieties.
From now on, A will be an exact and homological category and V a Birkhoff
subfunctor of A.
Definition 3.5.1. Let A be an object of A. A V -central series of A is a
descending sequence
A = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ An ⊇ · · ·
of proper subobjects of A, such that, for all n ∈ N, the arrow A/An+1 ,2 A/An
is V -central.
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A is called V -nilpotent when there exists in A a V -central series of A that
reaches zero, i.e., such that An = 0 for some n ∈ N. In that case, A is said to be
V -nilpotent of class n.
The V -lower central series of A is the descending sequence
A = V 01 (A) ⊇ V
1
1 (A) ⊇ · · · ⊇ V
n
1 (A) ⊇ · · · (..)
defined, for n ∈ N, by putting V 01 (A) = A and
V n+11 (A) = V1(ηV 1n (A) : A
,2 A
V n1 (A)
).
Remark 3.5.2. Note that, by Lemma 3.2.18, V i1 (A) is a proper subobject of
A, for all i ≥ 1. Now we also need V 01 A to be proper in A, and this is true for all
objects A if and only if A is pointed. This is the reason why, in this section, we
suppose that A is homological instead of sequentiable.
Example 3.5.3. In case A = Gp and V the kernel of the abelianization
functor—see Example 3.3.11—one has V1(ηB : A ,2 A/B) = [B,A]. Thus the
sequence .. becomes
A ⊇ [A,A] ⊇ [[A,A], A] ⊇ [[[A,A], A], A] ⊇ · · · ,
whence the name “lower central series”. For Lie algebras, the situation is exactly
the same.
Proposition 3.5.4. Let A ⊇ B ⊇ C be objects in A with C ⊳ A and B ⊳ A.
The following are equivalent:
1. V1
(
p : AC
,2 A
B ) = 0;
2. C ⊇ V1
(
ηB : A ,2
A
B
)
.
Proof. Consider the following diagram.
R[ηB]
σ

,2,2 A
ηB  ,2
ηC
_
A
B
R[p] ,2,2 AC
p
B;E

By Proposition 1.4.3, the factorization σ is a regular epimorphism. Now, apply-
ing V , we get the following diagram; the isomorphism exists due to the fact—see
Remark 3.2.16—that ∇V and V represent the same subfunctor.
R[V ηC ]
 
V (R[ηB ]) ,2
,2
V σ
_
V (A)
V ηC
_
η′V (A)∩C
	 (I
II
II
II
I
V (R[p]) ,2 ,2 V (AC ) ∼=
,2 V (A)
V (A)∩C
V being Birkhoff, V σ is an epimorphism, hence V (R[ηB]) ⊆ R[V ηC ] = R[η
′
V (A)∩C ]
precisely when V (R[p]) = ∆V (A/C).
Using Proposition 3.1.8 and Proposition 3.4.13, we get that 1. holds if and only
if V (A) ∩C ∈ FηBV0 . But, by Corollary 3.2.7, V (A) ∩C is an element of F
ηB
V0
if and
only if V1ηB ⊆ V (A) ∩ C. This last statement is equivalent to condition 2. 
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Corollary 3.5.5. For any object A ∈ A, the V -lower central series in A
V 01 (A) ⊇ V
1
1 (A) ⊇ V
2
1 (A) ⊇ · · ·
is a V -central series, i.e.,
V1
(
A
V n+11 (A)
,2 A
V n1 (A)
)
= 0
for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Take A = A, B = V n1 (A) and C = V
n+1
1 (A) in Proposition 3.5.4; then
2. is trivially fulfilled. 
Corollary 3.5.6. An object A of A is V -nilpotent of class n if and only if
V n1 (A) = 0.
Proof. By Corollary 3.5.5, one implication is obvious. For the other, suppose
that there exists a descending sequence
A = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ An = 0
with all objects proper in A, and that for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1},
V1
(
A
Ai+1
,2 A
Ai
)
= 0.
We will show by induction that, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, V i1 (A) ⊆ Ai. If so, V
n
1 (A) ⊆
An = 0, which proves our claim.
The case i = 0 is clear. Now suppose V i1 (A) ⊆ Ai for a certain i ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}.
Recall from Remark 3.2.9 that there is an inclusion of functors V1 ⊆ K[·]∩V0 ⊆ K[·].
Hence we get a commutative diagram of inclusions (all proper, since the four objects
are proper subobjects of A):
V1
(
A ,2 A
V i1 (A)
)  ,2 ,2
_

V i1 (A)_

V1
(
A ,2 AAi
)  ,2 ,2 Ai.
In particular, we have V1(A ,2 A/V i1 (A)) ⊆ V1(A ,2 A/Ai) and thus
V i+11 (A) = V1
(
A ,2 A
V i1 (A)
)
⊆ V1
(
A ,2 AAi
)
⊆ Ai+1,
where the last inclusion follows from Proposition 3.5.4, as
V1(A/Ai+1 ,2 A/Ai) = 0. 
Remark 3.5.7. Since, by Remark 3.2.10, V 11 = V , a 1-nilpotent object in an
exact homological category is nothing but an object in the Birkhoff subcategory
associated with V .
The following was inspired by Section 4.3 in Huq [72].
Proposition 3.5.8. For n ∈ N, V n1 : A ,2 A is a Birkhoff subfunctor of
A. The corresponding Birkhoff subcategory is the full subcategory of all objects of
V -nilpotency class n.
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Proof. Let p : A ,2 B be a regular epimorphism. The first statement is
clear in case n = 0, so suppose that V n1 preserves regular epimorphisms. Then, by
Proposition 1.6.6, the induction hypothesis implies that the right hand square in
the diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 V n1 (A)
 ,2 ,2
V n1 p
_
A
 ,2
p
_
A
V n1 (A)
_
,2 1
0 ,2 V n1 (B)
 ,2 ,2 B
 ,2 B
V n1 (B)
,2 1
is a pushout. Hence, the category A being exact Mal’tsev, it is a regular pushout;
by Proposition 1.4.4 we get that it is a regular epimorphism f of PrA. We conclude
with Proposition 3.3.2 that V n1 p = V1f is regular epi.
The second statement immediately follows from Proposition 3.3.8. 

CHAPTER 4
Cotriple homology vs. Baer invariants
4.0. Introduction
The main result of Chapter 3 is Theorem 3.3.10:
Theorem. Let A be an exact and sequentiable category with enough projectives.
Let V be a Birkhoff subfunctor on A. Then every short exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1
in A induces an exact sequence
0 ,2 K[γ]
 ,2 ,2 ∆V (A)
∆V f ,2 ∆V (B) ,2 KV1f
,2 U(A)
Uf  ,2 U(B) ,2 1,
(..)
which depends naturally on the given short exact sequence. 
The aim of this chapter is to interpret Sequence .. as a generalization of the
Stallings-Stammbach Sequence from integral homology of groups [105, 106]. We
do so by proving a semi-abelian version of Hopf’s Formula [70]:
H2(X,U)G ∼= ∆V (X). (..)
Thus we relate cotriple homology with the theory of Baer invariants. Alternatively,
one may take the opposite point of view, and ask whether in the semi-abelian
context, cotriple homology makes sense. Then this chapter gives a partial positive
answer, by interpreting (one specific flavour of) cotriple homology in terms of Baer
invariants.
* * *
Let us start by explaining the right hand side of this formula, briefly recalling the
main concepts from Chapter 3. Let A be an exact and sequentiable category. A
normal subfunctor V of 1A is called Birkhoff subfunctor of A when V preserves
regular epimorphisms. The Birkhoff subfunctors of A correspond bijectively to its
Birkhoff subcategories (Proposition 3.3.8).
Any Birkhoff subfunctor V of A induces a functor V1 : PrA ,2 A from the
category PrA of presentations in A to A, constructed as follows. Let f : X ,2 Y
be a presentation in A and (R[f ], k0, k1) its kernel pair. Applying V , next taking
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a coequalizer of V k0 and V k1 and then a kernel of Coeq(V k0, V k1), one gets V1f :
V (R[f ])
V k0

V k1

0 ,2 V1f
 ,2 ,2 V (X)
Coeq (V k0,V k1)
 ,2 Coeq[V k0, V k1] ,2 1.
Now given a Birkhoff subfunctor V of A and a projective presentation f : X ,2 Y ,
∆V : A ,2 A
is the functor induced by the Baer invariant PrA ,2 A that maps f to
K[f ] ∩ V (X)
V1f
.
The meaning of this functor will probably be more clear if we consider an
example: for instance, the category Gp of groups and its Birkhoff subcategory Ab =
AbGp of abelian groups (cf. Examples 1.7.4). The associated Birkhoff subfunctor
V sends G to [G,G]. If R ⊳ F and f denotes the quotient F ,2 F/R, then
V1f = [R,F ]. Now let
0 ,2 R
 ,2 ,2 F
f  ,2 G ,2 0
be a presentation of a group G by a “group of generators” F and a “group of
relations” R, i.e., a short exact sequence with F a free (or, equivalently, projective)
group. Then it follows that
R ∩ [F, F ]
[R,F ]
= ∆V (G).
* * *
Hopf’s formula [70] is the isomorphism
H2(G,Z) ∼=
R ∩ [F, F ]
[R,F ]
; (..)
here, the Schur multiplicator H2(G,Z) is the second integral homology group
of G. It is clear that the left hand side of the formula .. should, in a way,
generalize this homology group.
That such a generalization is possible comes as no surprise, since Carrasco,
Cegarra and Grandjea´n (in their article [42]) already prove a generalized Hopf
formula in the category XMod of crossed modules. They also obtain a five term exact
sequence that generalizes the Stallings-Stammbach Sequence [105, 106]. Their five
term exact sequence becomes a particular case of ours (Theorem 4.2.5).
Since the right hand side of Formula .. is defined relative to a Birkhoff
subcategory B of an exact and sequentiable category, so must be the left-hand side.
We restrict ourselves to the following situation: A is exact and sequentiable with
enough projectives; U : A ,2 B is a reflector onto a Birkhoff subcategory B of A;
G = (G, δ, ǫ) is a regular comonad on A (i.e., any value ǫX : GX ,2 X of its counit
is a projective presentation, and its functor G preserves regular epis). Under these
assumptions, the formula .. holds—given the appropriate notion of homology.
Carrasco, Cegarra and Grandjea´n define their homology of crossed modules
by deriving the functor Ab: XMod ,2 AbXMod, which sends a crossed mod-
ule (T,G, ∂) to its abelianization Ab(T,G, ∂), an object of the abelian category
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AbXMod. More precisely, the monadicity of the forgetful functor U : XMod ,2 Set
yields a comonadG on XMod. This, for any crossed module (T,G, ∂), gives a canon-
ical simplicial object G(T,G, ∂) in XMod. The n-th homology object (an abelian
crossed module) of a crossed module (T,G, ∂) is then Hn−1CAbG(T,G, ∂), the
(n− 1)-th homology object of the unnormalized chain complex associated with the
simplicial object AbG(T,G, ∂). This is an application of Barr and Beck’s cotriple
homology theory [9], which gives a way of deriving any functor U : A ,2 B, from
an arbitrary category A equipped with a comonad G, to an abelian category B.
To prove our Hopf formula, we use methods similar to theirs—in fact, our proof
of Theorem 4.2.4 is a modification of [42, Theorem 12]. We use the “semi-abelian”
notion of homology introduced in Chapter 2 to generalize Barr and Beck’s notion of
cotriple homology to the situation where B is an exact and sequentiable category.
Their definition is modified to the following. Let A be a category, G a comonad
on A and U : A ,2 B a functor. The n-th homology object Hn(X,U)G of X with
coefficients in U relative to the cotriple G is the objectHn−1NU(GX), the (n−1)-th
homology object of the Moore complex of the simplicial object U(GX) of B.
This is the subject of Section 4.1, where we also consider some examples and
show that H1(X,U)G = U(X). In Section 4.2 we prove Formula .. and obtain
a general version of the Stallings-Stammbach Sequence.
This chapter is based on the paper [51], modified to accommodate the quasi-
pointed and non-monadic cases.
4.1. Cotriple homology
Notation 4.1.1. Let A be an arbitrary category. A comonad or cotriple G on
A will be denoted by
G = (G : A ,2 A, δ : G +3 G2, ǫ : G +3 1A).
Recall that the axioms of comonad state that ǫGX◦δX = GǫX◦δX = 1GX and
δGX◦δX = GδX◦δX , for any object X of A. Putting
∂i = G
iǫGn−iX : G
n+1X ,2 GnX
and
σi = G
iδGn−iX : G
n+1X ,2 Gn+2X,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, makes the sequence (Gn+1X)n∈N a simplicial object GX of A. This
induces a functor A ,2 SA, which, when confusion is unlikely, will be denoted
by G.
The following extends Barr and Beck’s definition of cotriple homology [9] to
the semi-abelian context.
Definition 4.1.2. Let G be a comonad on a category A. Let B be an exact
and sequentiable category and U : A ,2 B a functor. We say that the object
Hn(X,U)G = Hn−1NU(GX)
is the n-th homology object of X with coefficients in U relative to
the comonad G. This defines a functor Hn(·, U)G : A ,2 B, for any n ∈ N0.
We shall be interested mainly in the situation where U is the reflector of an
exact and sequentiable category A onto a Birkhoff subcategory B (which is itself
exact and sequentiable by Corollary 3.3.6). Our aim is then to characterize the
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lowest homology objects in terms of Baer invariants. To do so, we would like to use
Theorem 3.3.10.
For this to work, G must induce projective presentations ǫX : GX ,2 X , and
moreover, G must preserve regular epimorphisms. In other words, the comonad G
must be such that for every regular epimorphism f : X ,2 Y in A, all arrows in
the naturality square
GX
Gf ,2
ǫX

GY
ǫY

X
f
,2 Y
(..)
are regular epimorphisms, and the objects GX and GY are projective. (Hence
Gf is a split epimorphism.) Such a diagram represents a regular epimorphism of
projective presentations: Indeed, a regular epimorphism f : X ,2 Y with kernel
pair R[f ] gives rise to a diagram
G(R[f ])
Gk1 ,2
Gk0
,2
ǫR[f]
_
G(X)
Gf  ,2
ǫX
_
G(Y )
ǫY
_
R[f ]
k1 ,2
k0
,2 X
f
 ,2 Y.
A kernel pair of (Gf, f) : ǫX ,2 ǫY in Fun(2,A) is a morphism
R[(Gf, f)] : R[Gf ] ,2 R[f ]
in A, and this morphism is a regular epimorphism, because ǫR[f ] is. Proposi-
tion 1.4.3 now implies that (Gf, f) is regular epi in PrA (the square .. is a
regular pushout).
When, in particular, f is ǫX : GX ,2 X , we get that
G2X
GǫX  ,2
ǫGX
_
GX
ǫX
_
GX ǫX
 ,2 X
(..)
is a pushout, and hence Proposition 2.2.12 implies that
G2X
GǫX ,2
ǫGX
,2 GX
ǫX ,2 X (..)
is a coequalizer diagram.
Definition 4.1.3. We call a comonad G on an exact and sequentiable category
A regular when, for every regular epimorphism f : X ,2 Y in A, the naturality
square .. is a regular epimorphism of projective presentations.
Assumption 4.1.4. From now on, we suppose that
1. U is the reflector of an exact and sequentiable category A onto a Birkhoff
subcategory B of A;
2. G a regular comonad on A.
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Remark 4.1.5. For any Birkhoff subfunctor V and any X ∈ A, ∆V G(X) = 0,
because ǫGX : G
2X ,2 GX is a split epimorphism.
Example 4.1.6. An important special case is the following: A is quasi-pointed,
protomodular and monadic over Set, and G is the induced comonad on A.
Let Υ: A ,2 Set and Φ: Set ,2 A denote the respective right and left
adjoint functors and ǫ : Φ◦Υ +3 1A and ζ : 1Set +3 Υ◦Φ the counit and unit.
Then G = Φ◦Υ, ǫ is just the counit and δ is the natural transformation defined by
δX = ΦζΥ(X), for X ∈ A.
Because the forgetful functor Υ: A ,2 Set preserves regular epimorphisms
(see e.g., Borceux [12, Theorem II.4.3.5]) and because, in Set, every object is pro-
jective, A is easily seen to have enough projectives. In particular, any GX is
projective, and for any object X of A, the map ǫX : GX ,2 X is a projective pre-
sentation, the G-free presentation of X . Moreover, G turns regular epimorphisms
into split epimorphisms; hence G is regular.
The requirement that A be monadic over Set also implies that A is complete,
cocomplete and exact (again [12, Theorem II.4.3.5]); hence, ifA is, moreover, quasi-
pointed and protomodular, it is exact sequentiable. Reciprocally, any variety of
algebras over Set is monadic—see e.g., Cohn [44], Borceux [12] or MacLane [96]—
and thus sequentiable varieties (and in particular, semi-abelian varieties) form an
example of the situation considered. A characterization of semi-abelian varieties
of algebras over Set is given by Bourn and Janelidze in their paper [34]. More
generally, in [63], Gran and Rosicky´ characterize semi-abelian categories, monadic
over Set. In [51] and [65] we work in this latter context.
The next characterization of H1(X,U)G is an immediate consequence of Propo-
sition 2.2.12. In particular, it shows that H1(·, U)G is independent of the chosen
comonad G.
Proposition 4.1.7. For any object X of A, H1(X,U)G ∼= U(X).
Proof. On one hand, H1(X,U)G = H0NU(GX) is a cokernel of the map
UGǫX◦kerUǫGX . On the other hand, Diagram .. is a coequalizer diagram, and
U preserves coequalizers. Since, moreover, UδX : UGX ,2 UG2X is a splitting
for both UGǫX and UǫGX , Proposition 2.2.12 applies, and U(X) is a cokernel of
UGǫX◦kerUǫGX as well. 
4.2. Hopf’s Formula and the Stallings-Stammbach Sequence
Keeping in mind that a functor category Fun(C,A) has the limits and colimits
of A, computed pointwise, the following follows immediately from the definitions.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let C be a small category, A an exact sequentiable category and
U : A ,2 B a reflector onto a Birkhoff subcategory B of A. Then
1. the functor category Fun(C,A) is exact and sequentiable;
2. Fun(C,PrA) = PrFun(C,A);
3. Fun(C,B) is a Birkhoff subcategory of Fun(C,A);
4. the functor Fun(C, U) = U◦(·) : Fun(C,A) ,2 Fun(C,B) is its reflector;
5. V
Fun(C,B)
1 = Fun
(
C, V B1
)
: Fun(C,PrA) ,2 Fun(C,A), where V Fun(C,B) and
V B are the Birkhoff subfunctors associated with Fun(C,B) and B, respec-
tively.
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These properties hold, in particular, when C is ∆op, i.e., when all functor categories
are categories of simplicial objects and simplicial maps. 
Proposition 4.2.2. Any short exact sequence
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 1
in A induces the exact sequence
0 ,2 K[Gf ]V1Gf
 ,2 kerUGf ,2 UGX
UGf  ,2 UGY ,2 1 (..)
in SB.
Proof. Since G turns regular epimorphisms into split epimorphisms (because
G is a regular comonad) the simplicial morphism UGf is degreewise split epimorphic
in SB.
By Remark 4.1.5, for any n ≥ 1, the short exact sequence
0 ,2 K[Gnf ]  ,2
kerGnf ,2 GnX
Gnf  ,2 GnY ,2 1,
through Theorem 3.3.10, induces the exact sequence
0 ,2 K[G
nf ]
V1Gnf
 ,2 kerUG
nf ,2 UGnX
UGnf  ,2 UGnY ,2 1
As a consequence,
K[UGf ] ∼=
K[Gf ]
V1Gf
. 
Proposition 4.2.3. Let
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 1
be a short exact sequence in A. Then
H0
K[Gf ]
V1Gf
∼= KV1f .
Proof. Consider the following diagram, where the κi are the face operators
of K[Gf ] and κ is the kernel object K[f ] of the arrow f = (Gf, f) : ǫX ,2 ǫY
represented by Diagram ...
0 ,2 V1G2f
 ,2 ,2
V1(GǫX ,GǫY )

V1(ǫGX ,ǫGY )

K[G2f ]
 ,2
κ1

κ0

K[G2f ]
V1G2f
,2
κ1
V1(GǫX,GǫY )

κ0
V1(ǫGX,ǫGY )

1
0 ,2 V1Gf
 ,2 ,2
V1f
_
K[Gf ]
p  ,2
(i)κ

K[Gf ]
V1Gf
,2
κ
V1f

1
0 ,2 V1f
 ,2 ,2 K q
 ,2 K
V1f
,2 1
(..)
We have to show that the right hand side fork is a coequalizer diagram. Now,
since G is regular, f is a regular epimorphism in PrA; hence V1f is regular epi
(Proposition 3.3.2), and the square (i) is a pushout (Proposition 1.6.6). It follows
that when the middle fork is a coequalizer diagram, so is the right hand side fork.
This then yields the needed isomorphism.
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To see that the middle fork in Diagram .. is indeed a coequalizer diagram,
note that it is defined by the exactness of the rows in the diagram
0 ,2 K[G2f ]
 ,2 ,2
κ1

κ0

G2X
G2f  ,2
ǫGX

GǫX

G2Y ,2
ǫGY

GǫY

1
0 ,2 K[Gf ]
 ,2 ,2
κ

GX
Gf  ,2
ǫX
_
GY ,2
ǫY
_
1
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 X
f
 ,2 Y ,2 1.
(..)
The square .. being a pushout, certainly κ is a regular epimorphism; hence we
only need to show that the factorization (κ0, κ1) : K[G
2f ] ,2 R[κ] over the kernel
pair of κ is regular epi as well. Now the diagram
0 ,2 K[G2f ]
 ,2 ,2
(κ0,κ1)

G2X
G2f  ,2
(ǫGX ,GǫX)
_
G2Y ,2
(ǫGY ,GǫY )
_
1
0 ,2 R[κ]
 ,2 ,2 R[ǫX ]
 ,2 R[ǫY ] ,2 1
has exact rows, and its right hand side square is a pushout: Indeed, by Proposi-
tion 2.4.1, the morphism N1Gf in
0 ,2 N1GX
 ,2 ,2
N1Gf

G2X
(ǫGX ,GǫX)  ,2
G2f
_
R[ǫX ] ,2
_
1
0 ,2 N1GY
 ,2 ,2 GY
(ǫGY ,GǫY )
 ,2 R[ǫY ] ,2 1
is a regular epimorphism. We get that (κ0, κ1) is regular epi and the result follows.

Theorem 4.2.4 (Hopf’s Formula). For any object X of A,
H2(X,U)G ∼= ∆V (X).
Proof. On one hand, by Remark 4.1.5, the tail of the exact sequence ..,
induced by the short exact sequence
0 ,2 K[ǫX ]
 ,2 ker ǫX ,2 GX
ǫX  ,2 X ,2 1,
becomes
0 ,2 ∆V (X)
 ,2 ,2 K[ǫX ]
V1ǫX
ψ ,2 UGX.
On the other hand, by Proposition 4.2.2, the sequence
0 ,2 K[GǫX ]V1GǫX
 ,2 kerUGǫX ,2 UGGX
UGǫX  ,2 UGX ,2 1
is exact in B. Via Proposition 2.4.2, it induces the exact homology sequence
0 ,2 H2(X,U)G
 ,2 ,2 H0
K[GǫX ]
V1GǫX
ϕ ,2 UGX (..)
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in B. Indeed, it is well-known that ǫGX : GGX ,2 GX is a contractible augmented
simplicial object. Proposition 2.2.15 implies that H1UGGX = 0 and H0UGGX =
UGX .
Accordingly, ∆V (X) is a kernel of ψ and H2(X,U)G is a kernel of ϕ. We prove
that ψ and ϕ are equal.
Reconsider Diagram ... Using Proposition 4.2.3 and the functoriality of H0,
choosing the right coequalizers, we get that ϕ is the unique morphism such that
the right hand square (iii) in the diagram
K[GǫX ]
(ii)
p  ,2
_
kerGǫX

K[GǫX ]
V1GǫX
(iii)
κ
V1(ǫGX,ǫX )  ,2
_
kerUGǫX

K[ǫX ]
V1ǫX
ϕ

G2X ηG2X
 ,2 UG2X
UǫGX
 ,2 UGX
commutes. But also the square (ii) is commutative, and moreover ψ is unique in
making
K[ǫX ]_
ker ǫX

q  ,2 K[ǫX ]
V1ǫX
ψ

GX ηGX
 ,2 UGX
commute. Now
ϕ◦ κV1(ǫGX ,ǫX)◦p = UǫGX◦ηG2X◦kerGǫX
= ηGX◦ǫGX◦kerGǫX
= ηGX◦ker ǫX◦κ
= ψ◦q◦κ
= ψ◦ κV1(ǫGX ,ǫX)
◦p,
where the second equality follows from the naturality of η, and the third one holds
by definition of κ. This proves our claim that ϕ = ψ. 
Combining Theorem 3.3.10 with Theorem 4.2.4 yields the following categorical
version of the Stallings-Stammbach Sequence.
Theorem 4.2.5 (Stallings-Stammbach Sequence). Let
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 A
f  ,2 B ,2 1
be a short exact sequence in A. There exists an exact sequence
H2(A,U)G
H2(f,U)G ,2 H2(B,U)G ,2
K
V1f
,2 H1(A,U)G
H1(f,U)G ,2 H1(B,U)G ,2 1
in B, which depends naturally on the given short exact sequence. 
Example 4.2.6 (Crossed modules). Recall that a crossed module (T,G, ∂)
is a group homomorphism ∂ : T ,2 G together with an action of G on T (mapping
a couple (g, t) ∈ G× T to gt ∈ T ) satisfying
1. ∂(gt) = g∂tg−1, for all g ∈ G, t ∈ T ;
2. ∂ts = tst−1, for all s, t ∈ T .
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The second requirement is called the Peiffer identity. A triple (T,G, ∂) that sat-
isfies the first identity (but not necessarily the second one) is called a precrossed
module. (We consider an internal notion of (pre)crossed module in Section 6.5.)
A morphism of crossed modules
(f, φ) : (T,G, ∂) ,2 (T ′, G′, ∂′)
is a pair of group homomorphisms f : T ,2 T ′, φ : G ,2 G′ with
1. ∂′◦f = φ◦∂;
2. f(gt) = φ(g)f(t), for all g ∈ G, t ∈ T .
It is well known that the category XMod of crossed modules is equivalent to a
variety of Ω-groups, namely to the variety of 1-categorical groups (see Loday [92]).
Hence, it is semi-abelian [78]. Moreover, under this equivalence, a crossed module
(T,G, ∂) corresponds to the semi-direct product G ⋉ T equipped with the two
appropriate homomorphisms. G ⋉ T and G × T have the same underlying set;
hence the forgetful functor U : XMod ,2 Set sends a crossed module (T,G, ∂) to
the product T ×G of its underlying sets. This determines a comonad G on XMod.
We get the cotriple homology of crossed modules described by Carrasco, Cegarra
and Grandjea´n in [42] as a particular case of Definition 4.1.2 by putting U the
usual abelianization functor Ab: XMod ,2 AbXMod (as defined for Ω-groups, see
Higgins [68]).
In [42], Carrasco, Cegarra and Grandjea´n give an explicit proof that[
(T,G, ∂), (T,G, ∂)
]
= V (T,G, ∂)
equals ([T,G], [G,G], ∂). For any crossed module (T,G, ∂), and any two normal
subgroupsK⊳G, S⊳T , let [K,S] denote the (normal) subgroup of T generated by the
elements (ks)s−1, for k ∈ K, s ∈ S. It may be shown that, for (N,R, ∂) ⊳ (Q,F, ∂),[
(N,R, ∂), (Q,F, ∂)
]
= V1
(
(Q,F, ∂) ,2 (Q,F,∂)(N,R,∂)
)
is equal to ([R,Q][F,N ], [R,F ], ∂).
We recall the definition from [42]. Let (T,G, ∂) be a crossed module and n ≥ 1.
The n-th homology object Hn(T,G, ∂) of (T,G, ∂) is
Hn−1CAbG(T,G, ∂).
Here CAbG(T,G, ∂) is the unnormalized chain complex of AbG(T,G, ∂), de-
fined by (CAbG(T,G, ∂))n = (AbG(T,G, ∂))n and
dn = ∂
Ab
0 − ∂
Ab
1 + . . .+ (−1)
n∂Abn .
AbG(T,G, ∂) denotes the simplicial abelian crossed module Ab◦G(T,G, ∂). The
∂Abi are its face operators.
CAbG(T,G, ∂) need not be the same as NAbG(T,G, ∂). However, their homol-
ogy objects are isomorphic, since AbG(T,G, ∂) is a simplicial object in the abelian
category AbXMod (see Remark 2.2.10). Hence Hn(T,G, ∂) = Hn((T,G, ∂),Ab)G.
The Hopf formula obtained in [42, Theorem 13 and above] is a particularization
of our Theorem 4.2.4. In this particular case, the exact sequence of Theorem 4.2.5
becomes the exact sequence of [42, Theorem 12 (i)].
Example 4.2.7 (Groups). It is shown in [42, Theorem 10] that cotriple ho-
mology of crossed modules encompasses classical group homology; hence, so does
our theory. If
0 ,2 R
 ,2 ,2 F
 ,2 G ,2 1
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is a presentation of a group G by generators and relations,
U = Ab: Gp ,2 AbGp = Ab
is the abelianization functor and G the “free group on a set”-monad, the sequence
in Theorem 4.2.5 becomes the Stallings-Stammbach sequence in integral homology
of groups [105, 106]. The isomorphism in Theorem 4.2.4 is nothing but Hopf’s
formula [70]
H2(G,Z) ∼=
R ∩ [F, F ]
[R,F ]
.
In fact, by proving this formula, Hopf showed that the right hand side expression
is independent of the chosen presentation of G; this brings us back to the aim of
Chapter 3.
Although, as mentioned above, it follows from [42], it is probably not immedi-
ately clear why this type of cotriple homology coincides with integral homology of
groups. We give a direct argument. On one hand, given a group X , the augmented
simplicial group
· · ·
,2,2,2 G2X
,2,2 GX ,2 X
is a free simplicial resolution of X . Applying the abelianization functor Ab yields
an augmented simplicial abelian group
· · ·
,2,2,2 Ab(G2X)
,2 ,2 Ab(GX) ,2 Ab(X). (..)
Its homology groups are our Hn(X,Ab)G.
On the other hand, the integral homology groups Hn(X,Z) of X are defined as
follows. One takes, in the category ZXMod of left modules over the groupring ZX ,
a free simplicial resolution of Z:
· · ·
,2,2,2 B1
,2 ,2 B0 ,2 Z. (..)
When considering integral homology of the group X , one chooses for module of
coefficients the trivial right ZX-module Z. Tensoring on the left yields the following
simplicial abelian group:
· · ·
,2 ,2,2 Z⊗ZX B1
,2 ,2 Z⊗ZX B0.
Its objects are free abelian groups, as Z⊗ZX (·) : ZXMod ,2 Ab is just the forgetful
functor, and being a left adjoint, it sends a free module on a free abelian group.
The homology groups of this simplicial abelian group are the integral homology
groups Hn(X,Z) of X .
Now it is well-known that its 0-th homology, the coequalizer of
∂0, ∂1 : Z⊗ZX B1 ,2 Z⊗ZX B0,
is equal to Ab(X); hence
· · ·
,2,2,2 Z⊗ZX B1
,2,2 Z⊗ZX B0
 ,2 Ab(X) (..)
is also an augmented simplicial abelian group. Modifying the argument in the proof
of [8, Theorem 4.1], one sees that the augmented simplicial abelian groups ..
and .. induce homotopically equivalent chain complexes; hence their homology
groups are isomorphic. For the sake of completeness, we give a brief outline of Barr
and Back’s argument.
Let C be a category and K and L functors from C to the category Ch≥−1Ab
of chain complexes of abelian groups with degrees bigger than or equal to −1
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(i.e., Cn = 0 if C ∈ Ch≥−1Ab and n < −1). Let G : C ,2 C be a functor and
ǫ : G +3 1C a natural transformation. Then K is called G-acyclic when there
is a functorial contracting homotopy in K◦G (i.e., for every X in C, K(G(X))
is chain homotopic to 0, and there is a functorial choice of such chain homo-
topies). L is called G-representable when there are natural transformations
θn : Ln +3 Ln◦G such that (1Ln◦ǫ)•θn = 1Ln , for n ∈ N.
Theorem 4.2.8. [8, Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2] Let K be G-acyclic and L
G-representable. Any natural transformation f−1 : K−1 +3 L−1 induces a natural
transformation f : K +3 L, unique up to chain homotopy.
In particular, if K and L are both G-acyclic and G-representable, then K−1 ∼=
L−1 implies K ≃ L. Hence K and L have isomorphic homology groups. 
Let G = (G, δ, ǫ) denote the comonad on Gp from above. It is well-known
and easily seen that the augmented simplicial abelian group .. induces a G-
acyclic andG-representable chain complex of abelian groups; both a contraction and
natural transformations θn are induced by the maps G
nδX : G
n+1X ,2 Gn+2X.
It is also possible to choose the simplicial resolutions .. in such a way that the
augmented simplicial abelian group .. induces a G-acyclic and G-representable
chain complex of abelian groups. The result now follows from Theorem 4.2.8.
Example 4.2.9 (Lie algebras). Like for groups, it is well-known that, presenting
a Lie algebra g as a quotient f/r of a free Lie algebra f, one may characterize the
second homology object with coefficients in the base field K as
H2(g,K) ∼=
r ∩ [f, f]
[r, f]
.
This may be seen as a special case of Theorem 4.2.4. Also the Stallings-Stammbach
Sequence reduces to a classical exact sequence of Lie algebras.

CHAPTER 5
Cohomology
5.0. Introduction
In this chapter we prove some new results in the study of cohomology in the
semi-abelian context. More precisely, we can establish:
· a natural Hochschild-Serre 5-term exact sequence [69] in cohomology with
trivial coefficients (Theorem 5.3.7);
· an interpretation of the second cohomology group H2(Y,A) as the group
Centr(Y,A) of isomorphism classes of central extensions of Y by an abelian
objectA, equipped with (a generalization of) the Baer sum (Theorem 5.4.1);
· a universal coefficient theorem relating homology and cohomology (Theo-
rem 5.5.2).
Thus we simplify several recent investigations in this direction, in the context of
crossed modules [42] or precrossed modules [4], and unify them with the classical
theory that exists for groups and Lie algebras. Our approach is based on the work of
Fro¨hlich’s school—in particular, of Lue [93]—and also on the work of Janelidze and
Kelly [75] (see also [48, 45] and Section 3.4). And indeed, we make heavy use of
the categorical tools designed for understanding the universal algebraic property of
centrality [99, 80, 75, 76]. To avoid technical complications we restrict the context
to that of a semi-abelian category with its Birkhoff subcategory of abelian objects.
This also allows for a simplification in the notations: To denote commutators, we
may use brackets [K,X ] instead of the more explicit V1f .
In the first section we recall some important facts concerning semi-abelian cat-
egories, which will be needed throughout the chapter, and prove some useful tech-
nical properties involving exact sequences and central extensions. In Section 5.2,
we show that an object is perfect if and only if it admits a universal central ex-
tension. In Section 5.3 we establish a cohomological version of Hopf’s formula as
well as the Hochschild-Serre 5-term exact sequence for cohomology: An extension
f : X ,2 Y with kernel K induces the exact sequence
0 ,2 H1Y  ,2
H1f ,2 H1X ,2 Hom
(
K
[K,X] , A
)
,2 H2Y
H2f ,2 H2X.
In Section 5.4 we prove that the second cohomology group H2(Y,A) is isomorphic
to the group Centr(Y,A) of isomorphism classes of central extension of Y by A,
equipped with the Baer sum [57]. In the last section we obtain a universal coefficient
theorem for cohomology in semi-abelian categories and give some applications.
This chapter contains most of my paper [65] with Marino Gran; some results
on commutators however appear in Section 3.4, which seemed more appropriate.
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5.1. Abelian objects and central extensions
In this section, we recall some important facts from the previous chapters and
adapt some notations to the present situation: We find ourselves in a semi-abelian
category and concentrate on abelianization. We also prove a technical result on
central extensions (Corollary 5.1.3), which will be needed in the subsequent sections.
Recall from Section 3.4 that an extension of an object Y (by an object
K) is a regular epimorphism f : X ,2 Y with its kernel K:
0 ,2 K  ,2
k ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0.
The category of extensions of Y (considered as a full subcategory of the slice cat-
egory A/Y ) is denoted by Ext(Y ); the category of all extensions in A (considered
as a full subcategory of the arrow category Fun(2,A): morphisms are commutative
squares) by ExtA. An extension f : X ,2 Y is called central if its kernel is
central in the sense of Huq, i.e., if ker f cooperates with 1X . We write Centr(Y ) for
the full subcategory of Ext(Y ) determined by the central extensions. Recall Propo-
sition 3.4.7 that, given a central extension f : X ,2 Y in A, every subobject of
k = ker f : K ,2 X is normal in X .
Recall that an object X in A is called abelian when there is a centralizing
relation on ∇X and ∇X (see Definition 3.4.1 and 1.2.1). The full subcategory of
A determined by the abelian objects is denoted AbA. Since A is pointed, AbA
coincides with the category of internal abelian group objects in A. AbA is an
abelian category and a Birkhoff subcategory of A.
A
Ab ,2
⊥ AbA? _lr
For any object X , we shall denote the X-component of the unit of the adjunction
by
ηX : X ,2 X/[X,X ] = Ab(X),
and its kernel by µX : [X,X ] ,2 X , the X-component of a natural transformation
µ : V +3 1A : A ,2 A
(cf. Proposition 3.3.8).
Similarly, for any object Y , the category Centr(Y ) is reflective and closed under
subobjects and quotients in Ext(Y ).
Ext(Y )
Centr ,2
⊥ Centr(Y )? _lr
The f -component of the unit of the adjunction is given by the horizontal arrows in
the diagram
X
 ,2
f
_
X
[K,X]
Centrf
_
Y Y,
where k : K ,2 X denotes a kernel of f : X ,2 Y (Remark 3.4.15 or [14,
Theorem 2.8.11]). The functor ExtA ,2 A that maps an extension f to [K,X ] is
denoted by V1 (see Remark 3.4.15).
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Proposition 5.1.1. Consider the diagram of solid arrows
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2
_
m

X
f  ,2
_
m

Y ,2 0
0 ,2 A
s
_LR
 ,2 ,2 Z
_LR
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
If the above sequence is exact, m is a normal monomorphism split by s, f is a central
extension and A is abelian, then a central extension of Y by A exists making the
diagram commutative.
Proof. Let q : A ,2 Q denote a cokernel of m, and let us consider the
sequence
0 ,2 K  ,2
m
,2 A
slr q  ,2 Q ,2 0
in AbA, a split exact sequence. It follows that A is a product of K with Q
and that, up to isomorphism, m is lK : K ,2 K × Q and s is the projection
pr1 : K ×Q ,2 K on K. In the diagram
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2
(i)
_
lK

X
f  ,2
_
lX

Y ,2 0
K ×Q
pr1
_LR
 ,2
k×1Q
,2 X ×Q
pr1
_LR
f◦pr1
 ,2 Y
the upward-pointing square (i) is a pullback; it follows that k × 1Q is a kernel of
f◦pr1, and then f◦pr1 is the cokernel of k×1Q. From the fact that Q is abelian and
k is central one concludes that k × 1Q is central, and this completes the proof. 
Proposition 5.1.2. Consider the diagram of solid arrows
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2
r
_
X
f  ,2
r
_
Y ,2 0
0 ,2 A
 ,2 ,2 Z
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
If the above sequence is exact, r is a regular epimorphism, f is a central extension
and A is abelian, then a central extension of Y by A exists making the diagram
commutative.
Proof. We may define r as a cokernel of k◦ker r:
K[r]
_
ker r

K[r]
_
k◦ker r

0 ,2 K
(i)
 ,2 k ,2
r
_
X
r
_
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
0 ,2 A
 ,2
k
,2 Z
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
The morphism k◦ker r is a kernel thanks to Proposition 3.4.7. Taking cokernels
induces the square (i); it is a pushout by Proposition 1.6.6. Remark also that,
by Proposition 1.6.5, k is a monomorphism, hence a kernel, since it is the regular
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image of k along r (Proposition 1.4.5). Taking a cokernel of k gives rise to the
rest of the diagram, thanks to Proposition 1.6.6. The induced extension is central,
because CentrA is closed under quotients in ExtA—and a quotient in ExtA is a
pushout in A of a regular epimorphism along a regular epimorphism. 
Corollary 5.1.3. Consider the diagram of solid arrows
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2
a

X
f  ,2
a

Y ,2 0
0 ,2 A
 ,2
ka
,2 Za pa
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
If the above sequence is exact, f is a central extension and A is abelian, then a
central extension of Y by A exists making the diagram commutative.
Proof. Since K and A are abelian, the arrow a : K ,2 A lives in the abelian
category AbA, and thus may be factorized as the composite
K  ,2
lK ,2 K ⊕A
[a,1A]  ,2 A.
The result now follows from the previous propositions. 
5.2. The perfect case: universal central extensions
Suppose that A is a semi-abelian category with enough projectives and Y an
object of A. Then the category Centr(Y ) always has a weakly initial object: For
if f : X ,2 Y is a projective presentation of Y , i.e., a regular epimorphism
with X projective, then the reflection Centrf : X/[K,X ] ,2 Y of f into Centr(Y )
is a central extension of Y . It is weakly initial, as any other central extension
g : Z ,2 Y induces a morphism Centrf ,2 g in Centr(Y ), the object X being
projective.
An initial object in Centr(Y ) is called a universal central extension of Y .
In contrast with the existence of weakly initial objects, in order that a universal
central extension of Y exists, the object Y must be perfect: Such is an object Y
of A that satisfies [Y, Y ] = Y , i.e., that has 0 as a reflection Ab(Y ) into AbA.
To see this, recall from Chapter 3 the definition of Baer invariant: Such is
a functor B : ExtA ,2 A that makes homotopic morphisms of extensions equal:
morphisms (f0, f) and (g0, g) : p ,2 q
A0
p
_
g0
,2
f0 ,2 B0
q
_
A
g
,2
f ,2
B
satisfying f = g. Such a functor B sends homotopically equivalent extensions to
isomorphic objects. The functor V0/V1 : ExtA ,2 A that maps an extension
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2 A0
p  ,2 A ,2 0
to [A0, A0]/[K,A0] is an example of a Baer invariant (Proposition 3.2.3).
Proposition 5.2.1. Let A be a semi-abelian category with enough projectives.
An object Y of A is perfect if and only if Y admits a universal central extension.
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Proof. First suppose that Centr(Y ) has an initial object u : U ,2 Y . Since
pr1 : Y ×Ab(Y ) ,2 Y
is central, a unique morphism (u, y) : U ,2 Y ×Ab(Y ) exists. But then the map
0: U ,2 Ab(Y ) is equal to ηY ◦u : U ,2 Ab(Y ), and Ab(Y ) = 0.
Conversely, consider a presentation f : X ,2 Y of a perfect object Y (with
its kernel k : K ,2 X) and the diagram of solid arrows
[K,X ]
_

[K,X ]
_

0 ,2 K ∩ [X,X ]
 ,2 ,2
_
[X,X ]
_
f◦µX ,2 Y ,2 0
0 ,2
K∩[X,X]
[K,X]
 ,2 ,2 [X,X]
[K,X] u
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
Its short sequence is exact because Y is perfect. As in the proof of Proposition 5.1.2,
taking cokernels, we get a diagram with all rows exact as above.
We claim that u is the needed universal central extension. Note that the con-
struction of u is independent of the choice of the presentation, because its objects are
Baer invariants. Moreover, for the same reason, we could as well have constructed u
out of the extension f◦µX : [X,X ] ,2 Y : Indeed, f and f◦µX are homotopically
equivalent. Thus we see that u is the reflection of f◦µX into Centr(Y ). It follows
at once that u is weakly initial, as µX induces an arrow in Centr(Y ) from u to the
reflection Centrf of f .
This weakly initial object is, in fact, initial. First note that, since u is central,
the bottom short exact sequence in the diagram above induces the following exact
sequence (by Theorem 3.3.10):
K∩[X,X]
[K,X]
,2 K∩[X,X]
[K,X]
,2
[X,X]
[K,X][
[X,X]
[K,X] ,
[X,X]
[K,X]
] ,2 Y
[Y,Y ]
,2 0.
Hence Y perfect implies that [X,X ]/[K,X ] is perfect as well. In particular,
µ [X,X]
[K,X]
:
[
[X,X]
[K,X] ,
[X,X]
[K,X]
]
,2 [X,X]
[K,X]
is an isomorphism. Now suppose that g : Z ,2 Y is a central extension and
a, b : [X,X ]/[K,X ] ,2 Z
satisfy g◦a = g◦b = u. Then the centrality of u and g and the fact that the
functor V0/V1 : ExtA ,2 A is a Baer invariant imply that V (a) = V (b). Finally,
by naturality of µ,
a◦µ [X,X]
[K,X]
= µZ◦V (a) = µZ◦V (b) = b◦µ [X,X]
[K,X]
and a = b. 
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5.3. Cohomology and the Hochschild-Serre Sequence
From now on, A will be a semi-abelian category, monadic over the category Set
of sets. Let G denote the comonad on A, induced by the monadicity requirement,
as well as the resulting functor from A to the category SA of simplicial objects in
A. (We ask that A is monadic for simplicity only; we could as well have asked that
Assumption 4.1.4 is satisfied.) A has enough projective objects; we shall consider
all Baer invariants relative to the web Wproj of projective presentations, and never
mention it. We recall some concepts, results and notations from Chapter 4, adapted
to our present situation. (See also Example 4.1.6.)
Recall that a chain complex in a semi-abelian category is called proper when
its boundary operators have normal images. As in the abelian case, the n-th ho-
mology object HnC of a proper chain complex C with boundary operators dn is the
cokernel of Cn+1 ,2 K[dn]. The normalization functor N : SA ,2 PChA
turns a simplicial object A into theMoore complexN(A) ofA, the chain complex
with N0A = A0,
NnA =
n−1⋂
i=0
K[∂i : An ,2 An−1]
and boundary operators dn = ∂n◦
⋂
i ker ∂i : NnA
,2 Nn−1A, for n ≥ 1, and
An = 0, for n < 0. Since N(A) is a proper chain complex in a semi-abelian
category, one can define its homology objects in the usual way.
Definition 5.3.1. (Definition 4.1.2, case B = AbA) For n ∈ N, the object
HnX = Hn−1NAb(GX)
is the n-th homology object of X (with coefficients in Ab) relative to
the comonad G. This defines a functor Hn : A ,2 AbA, for any n ∈ N0.
Proposition 5.3.2. Let
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
be a short exact sequence in A. Then the induced sequence in AbSA
0 ,2 K[AbGf ]  ,2
kerAbGf ,2 AbGX
AbGf  ,2 AbGY ,2 0 (..)
is degreewise split exact and is such that
H0K[AbGf ] ∼=
K
[K,X] .
Proof. This is a combination of Proposition 4.2.2 and Proposition 4.2.3. 
The following is an application of Theorems 4.2.4 and 4.2.5.
Theorem 5.3.3 (Stallings-Stammbach sequence and Hopf formula). If
0 ,2 K
 ,2 ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
is a short exact sequence in A, then there exists an exact sequence
H2X
H2f ,2 H2Y ,2
K
[K,X]
,2 H1X
H1f  ,2 H1Y ,2 0 (..)
in AbA, which depends naturally on the given short exact sequence. Moreover
H1Y ∼= Ab(Y ) and, when X is projective, H2Y ∼= (K ∩ [X,X ])/[K,X ]. 
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Let A be abelian group object in A. Recall that the sum a+ b of two elements
a, b : X ,2 A of a group Hom(X,A) is the composite
m◦(a, b) : X ,2 A
of (a, b) : X ,2 A×A with the multiplication m : A×A ,2 A of A. Homming
into A defines a functor
Hom(·, A) : Aop ,2 Ab.
Given a simplicial object S in A, its image Hom(S,A) is a cosimplicial object of
abelian groups; as such, it has cohomology groups HnHom(S,A).
Definition 5.3.4. Let A be a semi-abelian category, monadic over Set, and
let G be the induced comonad. Let X be an object of A and A an abelian object.
Consider n ∈ N0. We say that
Hn(X,A) = Hn−1Hom(GX,A)
is the n-th cohomology group of X with coefficients in A (relative to
the cotriple G). This defines a functor Hn(·, A) : A ,2 Ab, for any n ∈ N.
When it is clear which abelian group object A is meant, we shall denote it just
Hn(·).
Remark 5.3.5. Unlike the definition of homology, this is merely an instance of
Barr and Beck’s general definition of cotriple cohomology [9]: Hn(X,A) is the n-th
cohomology group of X , with coefficients in the functor Hom(·, A) : Aop ,2 Ab,
relative to the cotriple G.
Proposition 5.3.6. For any object X and any abelian object A of A,
H1(X,A) ∼= Hom(H1X,A) ∼= Hom(Ab(X), A) ∼= Hom(X,A).
If X is projective then HnX = 0, for any n ≥ 2.
Proof. The first isomorphism is a consequence of the fact that Hom(·, A)
turns coequalizers in A into equalizers in Ab. The second isomorphism follows from
Theorem 5.3.3 and the third one by adjointness of the functor Ab.
The second statement follows because if X is projective then GX is contractible
(see [9]). 
The following result extends Theorem 12 in [42] and Theorem 1 in [4]:
Theorem 5.3.7 (Hochschild-Serre Sequence). Let
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
be a short exact sequence in A. There exists an exact sequence
0 ,2 H1Y  ,2
H1f ,2 H1X ,2 Hom
(
K
[K,X] , A
)
,2 H2Y
H2f ,2 H2X
in Ab, which depends naturally on the given short exact sequence.
Proof. The sequence .. is degreewise split exact; hence homming into A
yields an exact sequence of abelian cosimplicial groups
0 ,2 Hom(AbGY,A)  ,2 ,2 Hom(AbGX,A)  ,2 Hom(K[AbGf ], A) ,2 0.
This gives rise to an exact cohomology sequence
0 ,2 H1Y  ,2
H1f ,2 H1X ,2 H0Hom(K[AbGf ], A) ,2 H2Y
H2f ,2 H2X.
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By Propositions 5.3.2 and 5.3.6,
H0Hom(K[AbGf ], A) ∼= Hom(H0K[AbGf ], A) ∼= Hom
(
K
[K,X] , A
)
,
and the result follows. 
As a special case we get the following cohomological version of Hopf’s formula.
Corollary 5.3.8. Let
0 ,2 K
 ,2 k ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
be a short exact sequence in A, with X a projective object. Then the sequence
Hom(X,A) ,2 Hom
(
K
[K,X] , A
)  ,2 H2(Y,A) ,2 0
is exact.
Proof. This follows immediately from the sequence in Theorem 5.3.7, if we
use Proposition 5.3.6 asserting that H2X = 0 when X is projective. 
This means that an element of H2(Y,A) may be considered as an equivalence
class [a] of morphisms a : K/[K,X ] ,2 A, where [a] = [0] if and only if a extends
to X .
5.4. The second cohomology group
In any semi-abelian category, the Baer sum of two central extensions may be
defined in the same way as it is classically done in the category of groups: This
fact essentially depends on Proposition 3.4.7, as we are now going to explain. First,
in any semi-abelian category, the validity of the Short Five Lemma allows one to
speak of the isomorphism class {f} of a central extension f . Let us then recall
explicitly the construction of the Baer sum of (the isomorphism classes of) two
central extensions
0 ,2 K  ,2
k ,2 X
f  ,2 Y ,2 0
and
0 ,2 K  ,2
l ,2 Z
g  ,2 Y ,2 0.
One first forms the pullback X ×Y Z of g along f ; call
h = f◦pr1 = g◦pr2 : X ×Y Z ,2 Y
and k × l : K ×K ,2 X ×Y Z its kernel. h is a central extension because central
extensions are pullback-stable; more precisely, f × g is a central extension and
h = ∆−1Y (f × g) (with ∆Y : Y
,2 Y × Y the diagonal arrow). As an abelian
object, K carries a multiplication m : K ×K ,2 K, so that we may from the
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following diagram:
0

0

K[m]
_
i=kerm

K_
(k×l)◦i

,2 0

0 ,2 K ×K
 ,2k×l ,2
m
_
X ×Y Z
n
_
h  ,2 Y ,2 0
0 ,2 K
 ,2
k×l
,2

W

f+g
 ,2 Y ,2 0.
0 0
The arrow (k × l)◦i is a kernel, thanks to Proposition 3.4.7 and the fact that h
is central. The argument given in the proof of Proposition 5.1.2 shows that the
bottom sequence is a central extension; its isomorphism class, denoted {f}+ {g},
will be the Baer sum of the equivalence classes {f} and {g}. In summary, one
computes the Baer sum of two classes {f} and {g} as the isomorphism class of the
cokernel f + g of the pushout k × l of the arrow k× l along the multiplication m of
K.
Theorem 5.4.1. Let A be an abelian object of a semi-abelian category A,
monadic over Set. The group H2(Y,A) is isomorphic to the group of isomorphism
classes of central extensions of Y by A, equipped with the Baer sum.
Proof. Let f : X ,2 Y be a presentation of Y with kernel K; consider the
reflection
0 ,2 K[K,X]
 ,2 ,2 X
[K,X]
Centrf  ,2 Y ,2 0
of f into Centr(Y ). In view of Corollary 5.3.8 it suffices to show two things:
(1) there is a bijection F from the set of equivalence classes [a] of morphisms
a : K/[K,X ] ,2 A, where [a] = [0] if and only if a extends to X , to the set of iso-
morphism classes of central extensions of Y by A; (2) F ([a] + [b]) = F ([a]) +F ([b])
(where the addition on the right-hand side is the Baer sum of central extensions we
recalled above).
The function F is defined using Corollary 5.1.3: Because Centrf is a central
extension, a morphism a : K/[K,X ] ,2 A gives rise to a central extension of Y
by A—of which the isomorphism class F ([a]) is the image of [a] through F .
F is well-defined: If [a] = [0] then F ([a]) = F ([0]). Indeed, it is easily seen
that F ([0]) is the isomorphism class of the projection prY : Y ×A ,2 Y , a central
extension. If a : K/[K,X ] ,2 A factors over X then it factors over X/[K,X ], and
as a consequence the extension associated to a has a split monic kernel. It follows
that this extension is isomorphic to prY : Y ×A ,2 Y .
Next, F is a surjection because X is projective and Centrf is the reflection of
f into Centr(Y ), and F is injective because F ([a]) = {πY : Y × A ,2 Y } entails
that a factors over X .
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Finally consider a, b : K/[K,X ] ,2 A for a proof of (2). The left hand side
diagram
K
[K,X]
 ,2 k ,2
l K
[K,X]

X
[K,X]
l X
[K,X]

K
[K,X] ⊕A
 ,2
k×1A
,2
[m◦(a,b),1A]

X
[K,X] ×A

A
 ,2
km◦(a,b)
,2 P
A×A
m

 ,2ka×kb ,2 Za ×Y Zb
n

A
 ,2
ka×kb
,2 W
shows the construction of F ([a]+[b]), the isomorphism class of a cokernel pm◦(a,b) of
km◦(a,b); the right hand side one, the construction of F ([a])+F ([b]), the isomorphism
class of a cokernel pa + pb of ka × kb. In order to prove that these two classes are
equal, it suffices to give a morphism g : P ,2W that satisfies (pa+pb)◦g = pm◦(a,b)
and g◦km◦(a,b) = ka × kb. One checks that such a morphism is induced by the arrows
([a, 0], [b, 1A]) :
K
[K,X] ⊕A
,2 A×A
and
(a◦pr1, ϕb,kb) :
X
[K,X] ×A
,2 Za ×Y Zb,
where ϕb,kb denotes the cooperator of b and kb. 
5.5. The Universal Coefficient Theorem
This section treats the relationship between homology and cohomology.
Recall that a central extension always has an abelian kernel; but given a central
extension
0 ,2 A  ,2 ,2 B  ,2 C ,2 0
of an abelian object C by an abelian object A, the object B is not necessarily
abelian. If it is, we say that the extension is abelian—and the group of iso-
morphism classes of such extensions of C by A (a subobject of H2(C,A)) will be
denoted by Ext(C,A). Note that, because an extension in AbA is always central,
an abelian extension is the same thing as an extension in AbA.
Since the regular epimorphisms in AbA are just the regular epimorphisms of
A that happen to lie in AbA, the reflection Ab(X) of a projective object X of A
is projective in AbA. It follows that AbA has enough projectives if A has, and one
may then choose a presentation
0 ,2 R  ,2 ,2 F
p  ,2 C ,2 0 (..)
of an abelian object C in AbA instead of in A.
Proposition 5.5.1. If A is an abelian object and .. is a presentation in
AbA of an abelian object C, then the sequence
Hom(F,A) ,2 Hom(R,A)  ,2 Ext(C,A) ,2 0
is exact.
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Proof. This is an application of Corollary 5.1.3. It suffices to note that the
arrow p is central, and that in a square
R
a

 ,2 ,2 F

A
 ,2 ,2 Za
induced by Corollary 5.1.3, all objects are abelian. Indeed, Za being an abelian ob-
ject follows from the fact that Ab(A) is closed under products and regular quotients
in A, and that a can be decomposed as [a, 1A]◦lR. 
Theorem 5.5.2 (Universal Coefficient Theorem). If Y is an object of A and
A is abelian then the sequence
0 ,2 Ext(H1Y,A)
 ,2 ,2 H2(Y,A) ,2 Hom(H2Y,A) (..)
is exact.
Proof. One diagram says it all:
Hom(H1X,A)

Hom(X,A)

0 ,2 Hom
(
K
K∩[X,X] , A
)  ,2 ,2
_
Hom
(
K
[K,X] , A
)
_
,2 Hom(H2Y,A)
0 ,2 Ext(H1Y,A)
 ,2 ,2

H2(Y,A) ,2

Hom(H2Y,A).
0 0
Here f : X ,2 Y is a presentation with kernel K, and the vertical sequences are
exact by Proposition 5.5.1—the sequence
0 ,2 KK∩[X,X]
 ,2 ,2 H1X
 ,2 H1Y ,2 0
being a presentation of H1Y—and Corollary 5.3.8, respectively. The middle hor-
izontal sequence is exact by the Hopf formula (Theorem 5.3.3) and the fact that,
by the First Noether Isomorphism Theorem 1.6.7,
0 ,2 K∩[X,X][K,X]
 ,2 ,2 K
[K,X]
 ,2 K
K∩[X,X]
,2 0 (..)
is an exact sequence in AbA. 
Recalling that an object Y is perfect if and only if H1Y = 0, Theorem 5.5.2
yields the following classical result.
Corollary 5.5.3. If Y is a perfect object and A is abelian then H2(Y,A) ∼=
Hom(H2Y,A).
Proof. Comparing the Stallings-Stammbach Sequence .. with Seq. ..
and using that Y is perfect we see that K/(K ∩ [X,X ]) is isomorphic to Ab(X).
The latter object being projective in AbA, Sequence .. is split exact in the
abelian category AbA. It follows that
0 ,2 Ext(H1Y,A)
 ,2 ,2 H2(Y,A)  ,2 Hom(H2Y,A) ,2 0
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is a split exact sequence; but because Y is perfect, Ext(H1Y,A) is zero. 
Given an object Y and a presentation F ,2 H1Y with kernel R in AbA,
Proposition 5.5.1 entails the exactness of the sequence
Hom(F,A) ,2 Hom(R,A)  ,2 Ext(H1Y,A) ,2 0.
If now, for every abelian object A of A, Ext(H1Y,A) = 0, then all induced maps
Hom(F,A) ,2 Hom(R,A) are epi, which means thatR ,2 F is a split monomor-
phism. It follows that F = R⊕H1Y and H1Y is projective. As a consequence, we
get the following partial converse to Corollary 5.5.3.
Corollary 5.5.4. If, for every A abelian in A, H2(Y,A) ∼= Hom(H2Y,A),
then H1Y is projective in AbA. 
Note that, in the case of groups [103, 110] or crossed modules [42], Se-
quence .. is also exact on the right: Then H2(Y,A) ,2 Hom(H2Y,A) is a
regular epimorphism. This is due to homological dimension properties specific to
the categories of groups and crossed modules. In the case of groups, using the
Nielsen-Schreier Theorem—a subgroup of a free group is free—one easily modifies
the proof of Theorem 5.5.2 to get the right exactness of the sequence. A similar
argument is used in [42] to get the result for crossed modules. There is no hope of
generalizing these kinds of arguments to arbitrary semi-abelian categories.
CHAPTER 6
Homotopy of internal categories
6.0. Introduction
It is well-known that the following choices of morphisms define a Quillen model
category [101] structure—known as the “folk” structure—on the category Cat of
small categories and functors between them: we is the class of equivalences of
categories, cof the class of functors, injective on objects and fib the class of functors
p : E ,2 B such that for any object e of E and any isomorphism β : b ,2 p(e) in
B there exists an isomorphism ǫ with codomain e such that p(ǫ) = β; this notion was
introduced for groupoids by R. Brown in [36]. We are unaware of who first proved
this fact; certainly, it is a special case of Joyal and Tierney’s structure [86], but it
was probably known before. A very explicit proof may be found in an unpublished
paper by Rezk [102].
Other approaches to model category structures on Cat exist: Golasin´ski uses
the homotopy theory of cubical sets to define a model structure on the category of
pro-objects in Cat [59]; Thomason uses an adjunction to simplicial sets to acquire
a model structure on Cat itself [108]. Both are very different from the folk struc-
ture. Related work includes folk-style model category structures on categories of
2-categories and bicategories (Lack [89], [90]) and a Thomason-style model cate-
gory structure for 2-categories (Worytkiewicz, Hess, Parent and Tonks [111]).
If E is a Grothendieck topos there are two model structures on the category CatE
of internal categories in E . On can define the cofibrations and weak equivalences “as
in Cat”, and then define the fibrations via a right lifting property. This gives Joyal
and Tierney’s model structure [86]. Alternatively one can define the fibrations and
weak equivalences “as in Cat” and than define the cofibrations via a left lifting
property. This gives the model structure in this chapter. The two structures
coincide when every object is projective, as in the case E = Set.
More generally, if C is a full subcategory of E , one gets a full embedding of
CatC into CatE , and one can then define the weak equivalences and fibrations in
CatC “as in CatE”, and the cofibrations via a left lifting property. In particular one
can do this when E = Sh(C, T ), for a subcanonical Grothendieck topology T on an
arbitrary category C. Starting with such a C, one may also view this as follows: The
notions of fibration and weak equivalence in the folk structure may be internalized,
provided that one specifies what is meant by essential surjectivity and the existence
claim in the definition of fibration. Both of them require some notion of surjection;
this will be provided by a topology T on C.
There are three main obstructions on a site (C, T ) for such a model category
structure to exist. First of all, by definition, a model category has finite colimits. We
give some sufficient conditions on C for CatC to be finitely cocomplete: either C is a
topos with natural numbers object; or it is a locally finitely presentable category; or
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it is a finitely cocomplete regular Mal’tsev category. Next, in a model category, the
class we of weak equivalences has the two-out-of-three property. This means that
if two out of three morphisms f , g, g◦f belong to we then the third also belongs
to we. A sufficient condition for this to be the case is that T is subcanonical.
Finally, we want T to induce a weak factorization system in the following way.
Let YT : C ,2 Sh(C, T ) denote the composite of the Yoneda embedding with the
sheafification functor. A morphism p : E ,2 B in C will be called a T -epimorphism
if YT (p) is an epimorphism in Sh(C, T ). The class of T -epimorphisms is denoted by
ET . If (
ET , ET ) forms a weak factorization system, we call it the weak factorization
system induced by T . This is the case when C has enough ET -projective objects.
Joyal and Tierney’s model structure [86] is defined as follows. Let (C, T ) be a
site and Sh(C, T ) its category of sheaves. Then a weak equivalence in CatSh(C, T )
is a weak equivalence of internal categories in the sense of Bunge and Pare´ [37];
a cofibration is a functor, monic on objects; and a fibration has the right lifting
property with respect to trivial cofibrations. Using the functor YT we could try
to transport Joyal and Tierney’s model structure from CatSh(C, T ) to C as follows.
For a subcanonical topology T , the Yoneda embedding, considered as a functor
C ,2 Sh(C, T ), is equal to YT . It follows that YT is full and faithful and preserves
and reflects limits. Hence it induces a 2-functor CatYT : CatC ,2 CatSh(C, T ).
Say that an internal functor f : A ,2 B is an equivalence or cofibration, resp., if
and only if so is the induced functor CatYT (f) in Sh(C, T ), and define fibrations
using the right lifting property.
We shall, however, consider a different structure on CatC, mainly because
of its application in the semi-abelian context. The weak equivalences, called T -
equivalences, are the ones described above. (As a consequence, in the case of a
Grothendieck topos, we get a structure that is different from Joyal and Tierney’s,
but has an equivalent homotopy category.) Where Joyal and Tierney internalize the
notion of cofibration, we do so for the fibrations: p : E ,2 B is called a T -fibration
if and only if in the diagram
iso(E)
δ1
%
iso(p)1
"*
(rp)0
(
(Pp)0
p0 ,2
δ1

iso(B)
δ1

E0 p0
,2 B0
where iso(E) denotes the object of invertible arrows in the category E, the induced
universal arrow (rp)0 is in ET . T -cofibrations are defined using the left lifting
property.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we study a cocylinder on
CatC that characterizes homotopy of internal categories, i.e., such that two internal
functors are homotopic if and only if they are naturally isomorphic. This cocylinder
is used in Section 6.3 where we study the notion of internal equivalence, relative
to the Grothendieck topology T on C defined above. For the trivial topology (the
smallest one), a T -equivalence is a strong equivalence, i.e., a homotopy equivalence
with respect to the cocylinder. We recall that the strong equivalences are exactly
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the adjoint equivalences in the 2-category CatC. If T is the regular epimorphism
topology (generated by covering families consisting of a single pullback-stable regu-
lar epimorphism), T -equivalences are the so-called weak equivalences [37]. There is
no topology T on Set for which the T -equivalences are the equivalences of Thoma-
son’s model structure on Cat: Any adjoint is an equivalence in the latter sense,
whereas a T -equivalence is always fully faithful.
In Section 6.4 we study T -fibrations. We prove—this is Theorem 6.4.5—that
the T -equivalences form the class we(T ) and the T -fibrations the class fib(T ) of
a model category structure on CatC, as soon as the three obstructions mentioned
above are taken into account.
Two special cases are subject to a more detailed study: in Section 6.5, the
model structure induced by the regular epimorphism topology; in Section 6.6, the
one induced by the trivial topology. In the first case we give special attention to
the situation where C is a semi-abelian category, because then weak equivalences
turn out to be homology isomorphisms, and the fibrations, Kan fibrations. More-
over, the category of internal categories in a semi-abelian category C is equivalent
to Janelidze’s category of internal crossed modules in C [74]. Reformulating the
model structure in terms of internal crossed modules (as is done in Theorem 6.5.6)
simplifies its description. If C is the category of groups and homomorphisms, we
obtain the model structures on the category CatGp of categorical groups and the
category XMod of crossed modules of groups, as described by Garzo´n and Miranda
in [56].
The second case models the situation in Cat, equipped with the folk model
structure, in the sense that here, weak equivalences are homotopy equivalences,
fibrations have the homotopy lifting property (Proposition 6.6.3) and cofibrations
the homotopy extension property (Proposition 6.6.6) with respect to the cocylinder
defined in Section 6.2.
This chapter almost entirely coincides with my paper [49] with Tomas Everaert
and Rudger Kieboom; Proposition 6.5.3 is new.
6.1. Preliminaries
Internal categories and groupoids. If C is a finitely complete category then
RGC (resp. CatC, GrpdC) denotes the category of internal reflexive graphs (resp.
categories, groupoids) in C. Let
GrpdC
J ,2 CatC
I ,2 RGC
denote the forgetful functors. It is well-known that J embeds GrpdC into CatC as a
coreflective subcategory. Carboni, Pedicchio and Pirovano prove in [40] that, if C
is Mal’tsev, then I is full, and J is an isomorphism. Moreover, an internal reflexive
graph carries at most one structure of internal groupoid; hence GrpdC may be viewed
as a subcategory of RGC. As soon as C is, moreover, finitely cocomplete and regular,
this subcategory is reflective (see Borceux and Bourn [14, Theorem 2.8.13]). This
extends the result of M.C. Pedicchio [99] that, if C is an exact Mal’tsev category
with coequalizers, then the category GrpdC is regular epi-reflective in RGC. In any
case, this implies that GrpdC is closed in RGC under subobjects. In [60], Gran adds
to this result that CatC is closed in RGC under quotients. It follows that CatC is
Birkhoff [75] in RGC. This, in turn, implies that if C is semi-abelian, so is CatC
(Corollary 3.3.6). Gran and Rosicky´ [64] extend these results to the context of
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modular varieties. For any variety V , the category RGV is equivalent to a variety.
They show that, if, moreover, V is modular, V is Mal’tsev if and only if GrpdV is a
subvariety of RGV [64, Proposition 2.3].
Let C be finitely complete. Sending an internal category
A =
(
A1 ×A0 A1
m ,2 A1
d0
,2
d1 ,2
A0ilr
)
to its object of objects A0 and an internal functor f = (f0, f1) : A ,2 B to
its object morphism f0 defines a functor (·)0 : CatC ,2 C. Here A1 ×A0 A1
denotes a pullback of d1 along d0; by convention, d1◦pr1 = d0◦pr2. It is eas-
ily seen that (·)0 has both a left and a right adjoint, respectively denoted L and
R : C ,2 CatC. Given an object X of C and an internal category A, the natural
bijection ψ : C(X,A0) ,2 CatC(L(X),A) maps a morphism f0 : X ,2 A0 to the
internal functor
f = ψ(f0) = (f0, i◦f0) : X = L(X) ,2 A,
where X is the discrete internal groupoid d0 = d1 = i = m = 1X : X ,2 X .
The right adjoint R maps an object X to the indiscrete groupoid R(X) on
X , i.e., R(X)0 = X , R(X)1 = X ×X , d0 is the first and d1 the second projection,
i is the diagonal and m : R(X)1×R(X)0 R(X)1
,2 R(X)1 is the projection on the
first and third factor.
Sending an internal category A to its object of arrows A1 defines a functor
(·)1 : CatC ,2 C. Since limits in CatC are constructed by first taking the limit in
RGC, then equipping the resulting reflexive graph with the unique category struc-
ture such that the universal cone in RGC becomes a universal cone in CatC, the
functor I : CatC ,2 RGC creates limits. Hence (·)1 is limit-preserving.
When is CatC (co)complete? One of the requirements for a category to
be a model category is that it is finitely complete and cocomplete. Certainly the
completeness poses no problems since it is a pretty obvious fact that CatC has all
limits C has (see e.g., Johnstone [82, Lemma 2.16]); hence CatC is always finitely
complete.
The case of cocompleteness is entirely different, because in general cocomplete-
ness of C need not imply the existence of colimits in CatC. (Conversely, C has all
colimits CatC has, because (·)0 : CatC ,2 C has a right adjoint.) As far as we know,
no characterization exists of those categories C that have a finitely cocomplete CatC;
we can only give sufficient conditions for this to be the case.
We get a first class of examples by assuming that C is a topos with a natural
numbers object (NNO) (or, in particular, a Grothendieck topos, like Joyal and
Tierney do in [86]). It is well-known that, for a topos C, the existence of a NNO
is equivalent to CatC being finitely cocomplete. Certainly, if CatC has countable
coproducts, then so has C, hence it has a NNO: Take a countable coproduct of
1. But the situation is much worse, because CatC does not even have arbitrary
coequalizers if C lacks a NNO. Considering the ordinals 1 and 2 = 1 + 1 (equipped
with the appropriate order) as internal categories 1 and 2, the coproduct inclusions
induce two functors 1 ,2 2. If their coequalizer in CatC exists, it is the free
internal monoid on 1, considered as a one-object category (its object of objects
is equal to 1). But by Remark D5.3.4 in [84], this implies that C has a NNO!
Conversely, in a topos with NNO, mimicking the construction in Set, the functor
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I may be seen to have a left adjoint; using this left adjoint, we may construct
arbitrary finite colimits in CatC.
Locally finitely presentable categories form a second class of examples. Indeed,
every l.f.p. category is cocomplete, and if a category C if l.f.p., then so is CatC—
being a category of models of a sketch with finite diagrams [3, Proposition 1.53].
(Note that in particular, we again find the example of Grothendieck topoi.)
A third class is given by supposing that C is finitely cocomplete and regular
Mal’tsev. Then CatC = GrpdC is a reflective [14, Theorem 2.8.13] subcategory of
the functor category RGC, and hence has all finite colimits. This class, in a way,
dualizes the first one, because the dual of any topos is a finitely cocomplete (exact)
Mal’tsev category [38], [14, Example A.5.17], [26].
Weak factorization systems and model categories. In this paper we use
the definition of model category as presented by Ada´mek, Herrlich, Rosicky´ and
Tholen [1]. For us, next to its elegance, the advantage over Quillen’s original
definition [101] is its explicit use of weak factorization systems. We briefly recall
some important definitions.
Definition 6.1.1. Let l : A ,2 B and r : C ,2 D be two morphisms of a
category C. l is said to have the left lifting property with respect to r and r is
said to have the right lifting property with respect to l if every commutative
diagram
A ,2
l

C
r

B ,2
h
9D
D
has a lifting h : B ,2 C. This situation is denoted lr (and has nothing to do
with double equivalence relations).
If H is a class of morphisms then H is the class of all morphisms r with hr
for all h ∈ H; dually, H is the class of all morphisms l with lh for all h ∈ H.
Definition 6.1.2. A weak factorization system in C is a pair (L,R) of
classes of morphisms such that
1. every morphism f has a factorization f = r◦l with r ∈ R and l ∈ L;
2. L = R and L = R.
In the presence of condition 1., 2. is equivalent to the conjunction of LR and
the closedness in the category of arrows Fun(2, C) of L and R under the formation
of retracts.
Definition 6.1.3. [1, Remark 3.6] Let C be a finitely complete and cocomplete
category. A model structure on C is determined by three classes of morphisms,
fib (fibrations), cof (cofibrations) and we (weak equivalences), such that
1. we has the 2-out-of-3 property, i.e., if two out of three morphisms f ,
g, g◦f belong to we then the third morphism also belongs to we, and we is
closed under retracts in Fun(2, C);
2. (cof, fib ∩ we) and (cof ∩ we, fib) are weak factorization systems.
A category equipped with a model structure is called a (Quillen) model cate-
gory. A morphism in fib∩we (resp. cof∩we) is called a trivial fibration (resp.
trivial cofibration). Let 0 denote an initial and 1 a terminal object of C. A
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cofibrant object A is such that the unique arrow 0 ,2 A is a cofibration; A is
called fibrant if A ,2 1 is in fib.
Grothendieck topologies. We shall consider model category structures on
CatC that are defined relative to some Grothendieck topology T on C. Recall
that such is a function that assigns to each object C of C a collection T (C) of sieves
on C (a sieve S on C being a class of morphisms with codomain C such that f ∈ S
implies that f◦g ∈ S, whenever this composite exists), satisfying
1. the maximal sieve on C is in T (C);
2. (stability axiom) if S ∈ T (C) then its pullback h∗(S) along any arrow
h : D ,2 C is in T (D);
3. (transitivity axiom) if S ∈ T (C) and R is a sieve on C such that h∗(R) ∈
T (D) for all h : D ,2 C in S, then R ∈ T (C).
A sieve in some T (C) is called covering. We would like to consider sheaves over
arbitrary sites (C, T ), not just small ones (i.e., where C is a small category). For
this to work flawlessly, a standard solution is to use the theory of universes, as
introduced in [5]. The idea is to extend the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms of set theory
with the axiom (U) “every set is an element of a universe”, where a universe U is
a set satisfying
1. if x ∈ U and y ∈ x then y ∈ U ;
2. if x, y ∈ U then {x, y} ∈ U ;
3. if x ∈ U then the power-set P(x) of x is in U ;
4. if I ∈ U and (xi)i∈I is a family of elements of U then
⋃
i∈I xi ∈ U .
A set is called U-small if it has the same cardinality as an element of U . (We
sometimes, informally, use the word class for a set that is not U-small.) We
shall always consider universes containing the set N of natural numbers, and work
in ZFCU (with the ZF axioms + the axiom of choice + the universe axiom). A
category consists of a set of objects and a set of arrows with the usual structure;
USet (UCat) denotes the category whose objects are elements of U (categories with
sets of objects and arrows in U) and whose arrows are functions (functors) between
them. Now given a site (C, T ), the category C is in UCat for some universe U ; hence
it makes sense to consider the category of presheaves UPShC = Fun(Cop,USet) and
the associated category USh(C, T ) of sheaves. In what follows, we shall not mention
the universe U we are working with and just write Set, Cat, PShC, Sh(C, T ), etc.
Examples 6.1.4. On a finitely complete category C, the regular epimor-
phism topology is generated by the following basis: A covering family on an
object A consists of a single pullback-stable regular epimorphism A′ ,2 A. It is
easily seen that this topology is subcanonical, i.e., that every representable func-
tor is a sheaf. Hence the Yoneda embedding Y : C ,2 PShC may be considered as
a functor C ,2 Sh(C, T ).
The trivial topology is the smallest one: The only covering sieve on an
object A is the sieve of all morphisms with codomain A. Every presheaf if a sheaf
for the trivial topology.
The largest topology is called cotrivial: Every sieve is covering. The only
sheaf for this topology is the terminal presheaf.
We shall consider the weak factorization system on a category C, generated by
a Grothendieck topology in the following way.
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Definition 6.1.5. Let T be a topology on C and let YT : C ,2 Sh(C, T ) de-
note the composite of the Yoneda embedding Y : C ,2 PShC with the sheafifi-
cation functor PShC ,2 Sh(C, T ). A morphism p : E ,2 B will be called a T -
epimorphism if YT (p) is an epimorphism in Sh(C, T ). The class of T -epimorphisms
is denoted by ET . If (
ET , ET ) forms a weak factorization system, we call it the
weak factorization system induced by T .
Remark 6.1.6. Note that if T is subcanonical, then YT is equal to the Yoneda
embedding; hence it is a full and faithful functor.
Remark 6.1.7. The only condition a subcanonical T needs to fulfil, for it
to induce a model structure on CatC, is that (ET , ET ) is a weak factorization
system. When C has binary coproducts, this is equivalent to C having enough
ET -projectives [1].
One way of avoiding universes is by avoiding sheaves: Indeed, T -epimorphisms
have a well-known characterization in terms of the topology alone.
Proposition 6.1.8. [97, Corollary III.7.5 and III.7.6] Let T be a topology on
a category C. Then a morphism p : E ,2 B in C is T -epic if and only if for
every g : X ,2 B there exists a covering family (fi : Ui ,2 X)i∈I and a family
of morphisms (ui : Ui ,2 E)i∈I such that for every i ∈ I, p◦ui = g◦fi. 
Examples 6.1.9. If T is the trivial topology, it is easily seen that the T -
epimorphisms are exactly the split epimorphisms.
When T is the cotrivial topology, every morphism is T -epic.
In case T is the regular epimorphism topology, a T -epimorphism is nothing
but a pullback-stable regular epimorphism: Certainly, every pullback-stable regular
epimorphism is T -epic; conversely, one shows that if p◦u = f is a pullback-stable
regular epimorphism then so is p.
6.2. A cocylinder on CatC
One way of defining homotopy in a category C is relative to a cocylinder on
C. Recall (e.g., from Kamps [87] or Kamps and Porter [88]) that this is a structure
((·)I : C ,2 C, ǫ0, ǫ1 : (·)
I +3 1C, s : 1C +3 (·)
I)
such that ǫ0•s = ǫ1•s = 11C . Given a cocylinder ((·)
I , ǫ0, ǫ1, s) on C, two morphisms
f, g : X ,2 Y
are called homotopic (or, more precisely, right homotopic, to distinguish with
the notion of left homotopy defined using a cylinder) if there exists a morphism
H : X ,2 Y I such that ǫ0(Y )◦H = f and ǫ1(Y )◦H = g. The morphism H is
called a homotopy from f to g and the situation is denoted H : f ≃ g.
Let C be a finitely complete category. In this section, we describe a cocylinder
on CatC such that two internal functors are homotopic if and only if they are
naturally isomorphic. We follow the situation in Cat very closely. Let I denote the
interval groupoid, i.e., the category with two objects {0, 1} and the following
four arrows.
010 7A
τ
!)1
τ−1
ai 11
w
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Then putting CI = Fun(I, C), the category of functors from I to C, defines a
cocylinder on Cat. It is easily seen that an object of CI , being a functor I ,2 C,
is determined by the choice of an isomorphism in C; a morphism of CI , being
a natural transformation µ : F +3 G : I ,2 C between two such functors, is
determined by a commutative square
F (0)
µ0 ,2
F (τ) ∼=

G(0)
∼= G(τ)

F (1)
µ1
,2 G(1)
in C with invertible downward-pointing arrows.
It is well-known that the category GrpdC is coreflective in CatC; let
iso : CatC ,2 GrpdC
denote the right adjoint of the inclusion J : GrpdC ,2 CatC. Given a category A in
C, the functor iso may be used to describe the object iso(A) of “isomorphisms in A”
(cf. Bunge and Pare´ [37]) as the object of arrows of iso(A), the couniversal groupoid
associated with A. The counit ǫA : iso(A) ,2 A at A is a monomorphism, and
will be denoted
iso(A)
δ0

δ1

,2 j ,2 A1
d0

d1

A0
ι
LR
A0.
i
LR
The object AI1 of “commutative squares with invertible downward-pointing ar-
rows in A” is given by the the pullback
AI1
pr2 ,2
pr1

A1 ×A0 iso(A)
m◦(1A1×1A0
j)

iso(A)×A0 A1m◦(j×1A0 1A1 )
,2 A1.
The unique morphism induced by a cone on this diagram, represented by
(f, g, h, k) : X ,2 iso(A)×A1 ×A1 × iso(A),
will be denoted by
·
h ,2
f

·
k

·
g
,2 ·
: X ,2 AI1.
Put AI0 = iso(A). Horizontal composition
comp =
·
m◦(pr1◦pr2×δ0pr1◦pr2),2
pr1◦pr1◦pr1

·
pr2◦pr2◦pr2

·
m◦(pr2◦pr1×δ1pr2◦pr1)
,2 ·
, id =
·
i◦δ0 ,2
1iso(A)1

·
1iso(A)1

·
i◦δ1
,2 ·
,
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dom = pr1◦pr1 and cod = pr2◦pr2 now define an internal category
A
I =
(
AI1 ×AI0 A
I
1
comp ,2 AI1
dom
,2
cod ,2
AI0id
lr
)
.
Thus we get a functor (·)I : CatC ,2 CatC. Putting
ǫ0(A) = (δ0, pr1◦pr2) : A
I ,2 A, ǫ1(A) = (δ1, pr2◦pr1) : A
I ,2 A
and s(A) = (ι, s(A)1) with
s(A)1 =
·
1A1 ,2
ι◦d0

·
ι◦d1

·
1A1
,2 ·
: A1 ,2 A
I
1
gives rise to natural transformations ǫ0, ǫ1 : (·)
I +3 1CatC , s : 1CatC +3 (·)I such
that ǫ0•s = ǫ1•s = 11CatC .
Recall that, for internal functors f, g : A ,2 B, an internal natural
transformation µ : f +3 g is a morphism µ : A0 ,2 B1 such that d0◦µ = f0,
d1◦µ = g0 andm◦(f1, µ◦d1) = m◦(µ◦d0, g1). Categories, functors and natural trans-
formations in a given category C form a 2-category CatC. For two internal natural
transformations µ : f +3 g and ν : g +3 h, ν•µ = m◦(ν, µ) is their (vertical) com-
position; for µ : f +3 g : A ,2 B and µ′ : f ′ +3 g′ : B ,2 C, the (horizontal)
composition is
µ′◦µ = m◦(µ′◦f0, g
′
1◦µ) = m◦(f
′
1◦µ, µ
′
◦g0) : f
′
◦f +3 g′◦g : A ,2 C.
An internal natural transformation µ : f +3 g : A ,2 B is an internal natu-
ral isomorphism if and only if an internal natural transformation µ−1 : g +3 f
exists such that µ•µ−1 = 1g = i◦g0 and µ
−1•µ = 1f = i◦f0. Hence an internal
natural isomorphism is nothing but an isomorphism in a hom-category CatC(A,B).
Moreover, this is the case, exactly when µ factors over j : iso(A) ,2 A1. Note
that, if B is a groupoid, and tw : B1 ,2 B1 denotes its “twisting isomorphism”,
then µ−1 = tw◦µ.
Example 6.2.1. For every internal category A of C, the morphism
·
i◦δ0 ,2
ι◦δ0

·
1iso(A)

·
j
,2 ·
: iso(A) = AI0
,2 AI1
is a natural isomorphism s(A)◦ǫ0(A) +3 1AI : A
I ,2 AI.
As expected (cf. Exercise 2.3 in Johnstone [82]):
Proposition 6.2.2. If µ : f +3 g : A ,2 B is an internal natural isomor-
phism, then H = (µ,H1) : A ,2 BI with
H1 =
·
f1 ,2
µ◦d0

·
µ◦d1

·
g1
,2 ·
: A1 ,2 B
I
1
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is a homotopy H : f ≃ g. If H : A ,2 BI is a homotopy f ≃ g : A ,2 B then
j◦H0 : A0 ,2 B1
is an internal natural isomorphism f +3 g. Hence the homotopy relation ≃ is an
equivalence relation on every CatC(A,B). 
Proposition 6.2.3. For any internal category A of C, putting
d0 = ǫ0(A), d1 = ǫ1(A) : A
I ,2 A
and i = s(A) : A ,2 AI defines a reflexive graph in CatC, which carries a structure
of internal groupoid; hence it is a double category in C. 
The following well-known construction will be very useful.
Definition 6.2.4 (Mapping path space construction). Let f : A ,2 B be an
internal functor. Pulling back the split epimorphism ǫ1(B) along f yields the fol-
lowing diagram, where both the upward and downward pointing squares commute,
and ǫ1(B)◦s(B) = 1A.
Pf
f ,2
ǫ1(B)
BI
ǫ1(B)

A
s(B)
LR
f
,2 B
s(B)
LR
(..)
The object Pf is called a mapping path space of f . We write
rf : A
I ,2 Pf
for the universal arrow induced by the commutative square ǫ1(B)◦f
I = f◦ǫ1(A).
6.3. T -equivalences
Let C be a finitely complete category. Recall (e.g., from Bunge and Pare´ [37])
that an internal functor f : A ,2 B in C is called full (resp. faithful, fully
faithful) when, for any internal category X of C, the functor
CatC(X, f) : CatC(X,A) ,2 CatC(X,B)
is full (resp. faithful, fully faithful). There is the following well-known characteri-
zation of full and faithful functors.
Proposition 6.3.1. Let f : A ,2 B be a functor in a finitely complete C.
1. If f is full, then the square
A1
(d0,d1)

f1 ,2 B1
(d0,d1)

A0 ×A0
f0×f0
,2 B0 ×B0
(..)
is a weak pullback in C.
2. f is faithful if and only if the morphisms d0, d1 : A1 ,2 A0 together with
f1 : A1 ,2 B1 form a mono-source.
3. f is fully faithful if and only if .. is a pullback. 
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Remark 6.3.2. Since fully faithful functors reflect isomorphisms, the Yoneda
Lemma (e.g., in the form of Metatheorem 0.1.3 in [14]) implies that the functor
iso: CatC ,2 GrpdC preserves fully faithful internal functors. Quite obviously,
they are also stable under pulling back.
The following lifting property of fully faithful functors will prove very useful
(cf. the proof of Lemma 2.1 in Joyal and Tierney [86]).
Proposition 6.3.3. Consider a commutative square
A
j

f ,2 E
p

X
h
:D
g
,2 B
(..)
in CatC with p fully faithful. This square has a lifting h : X ,2 E if and only if
there exists a morphism h0 : X0 ,2 E0 such that p0◦h0 = g0 and h0◦j0 = f0. 
For us, the notion of essential surjectivity has several relevant internalizations,
resulting in different notions of internal equivalence. Our weak equivalences in CatC
will be defined relative to some class of morphisms E in C, which in practice will be
the class of T -epimorphisms for a topology T on C.
Definition 6.3.4. Let E be a class of morphisms and f : A ,2 B an internal
functor in C. If the morphism δ0◦f0 in the diagram
(Pf )0
δ1

f0 ,2 iso(B)
δ0 ,2
δ1

B0
A0
f0
,2 B0
is in E , then f is called essentially E-surjective. An E-equivalence is an
internal functor that is full, faithful and essentially E-surjective. If E = ET is
the class of T -epimorphisms for a Grothendieck topology T on C, the respective
notions become essentially T -surjective and T -equivalence. The class of
T -equivalences for a topology T is denoted by we(T ).
Example 6.3.5. In case T is the cotrivial topology, any functor is essentially
T -surjective, and hence the T -equivalences are exactly the fully faithful functors.
Example 6.3.6. If T is the trivial topology, an internal functor f : A ,2 B is
essentially T -surjective if and only if the functor CatC(X, f) is essentially surjective
for all X. If f is moreover fully faithful, it is called a strong equivalence. This
name is justified by the obvious fact that a strong equivalence is a T -equivalence
for every topology T . If f is a strong equivalence, a functor g : B ,2 A exists and
natural isomorphisms ǫ : f◦g +3 1B and η : 1A +3 g◦f ; hence f is a homotopy
equivalence with respect to the cocylinder from Section 6.2. There is even more:
Recall that an internal adjunction is a quadruple
(f : A ,2 B, g : B ,2 A, ǫ : f◦g +3 1B, η : 1A +3 g◦f)
such that the triangular identities (ǫ◦1f )•(1f ◦η) = 1f and (1g◦ǫ)•(η◦1g) = 1g
hold. Then f is left adjoint to g, g right adjoint to f , ǫ the counit and η
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the unit of the adjunction. Using J. W. Gray’s terminology [66], we shall call lali
a left adjoint left inverse functor, and, dually, rari a right adjoint right inverse
functor. In case f is left adjoint left inverse to g, we denote the situation f = lali g
or g = rarif .
Remark 6.3.7. Since then f◦g = 1B and ǫ = 11B : 1B +3 1B, the triangular
identities reduce to 1f = (11B◦1f )•(1f ◦η) = 1f ◦η, which means that
f1◦i = m◦(f1◦i, f1◦η) = f1◦m◦(i, η) = f1◦m◦(i◦d0, 1A)◦η = f1◦η,
and 1g = (1g◦11A)•(η◦1g) = η◦1g, meaning that i◦g0 = η◦g0.
An adjoint equivalence is a (left and right) adjoint functor with unit and
counit natural isomorphisms. It is well known that every equivalence of categories
is an adjoint equivalence; see e.g., Borceux [12] or Mac Lane [96]. It is somewhat
less known that this is still the case for strong equivalences of internal categories.
In fact, in any 2-category, an equivalence between two objects is always an adjoint
equivalence; see Blackwell, Kelly and Power [11]. More precisely, the following
holds.
Proposition 6.3.8. [11] Let C be a 2-category and f : C ,2 D a 1-cell of C .
Then f is an adjoint equivalence if and only if for every object X of C , the functor
C (X, f) : C (X,C) ,2 C (X,D)
is an equivalence of categories. 
Hence, in the 2-category CatC of internal categories in a given finitely complete
category C, every strong equivalence is adjoint; and in the 2-category GrpdC of
internal groupoids in C, the notions “adjunction”, “strong equivalence” and “adjoint
equivalence” coincide.
Remark 6.3.9. If f : A ,2 B is a split epimorphic fully faithful functor, it
is always a strong equivalence. Denote g = rarif : B ,2 A its right adjoint right
inverse. Then the unit η of the adjunction induces a homotopy H : A ,2 AI
from 1A to g◦f . It is easily checked that the triangular identities now amount to
f I◦s(A) = f I◦H and s(A)◦g = H◦g.
Example 6.3.10. Example 6.2.1 implies that for any internal category A, s(A)
is a right adjoint right inverse of ǫ0(A) and ǫ1(A). A fortiori, the three internal
functors are strong equivalences.
Example 6.3.11. If T is the regular epimorphism topology then an internal
functor f is in we(T ) if and only if it is a weak equivalence in the sense of Bunge
and Pare´ [37]. In case C is semi-abelian, weak equivalences may be characterized
using homology (Proposition 6.5.4).
In order, for a class of morphisms in a category, to be the class of weak equi-
valences in a model structure, it needs to satisfy the two-out-of-three property
(Definition 6.1.3). The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for this to
be the case.
Proposition 6.3.12. If T is a subcanonical topology on a category C then the
class of T -equivalences has the two-out-of-three property.
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Proof. For a subcanonical topology T , the Yoneda embedding, considered as
a functor
Y : C ,2 Sh(C, T ),
is equal to YT . It follows that YT is full and faithful and preserves and reflects
limits. Hence it induces a 2-functor CatYT : CatC ,2 CatSh(C, T ). Moreover, this
2-functor is such that an internal functor f : A ,2 B in C is a T -equivalence if
and only if the functor CatYT (f) in CatSh(C, T ) is a weak equivalence. According
to Joyal and Tierney [86], weak equivalences in a Grothendieck topos have the
two-out-of-three property; the result follows. 
Not every topology induces a class of equivalences that satisfies the two-out-of-
three property, as shows the following example.
Example 6.3.13. Let g : B ,2 C a functor between small categories that
preserves terminal objects. Let f : 1 ,2 B be a functor from a terminal category
to B determined by the choice of a terminal object in B. Then g◦f and f are
fully faithful functors, whereas g need not be fully faithful. Hence the class of
T -equivalences induced by the cotrivial topology on Set does not satisfy the two-
out-of-three property.
6.4. The T -model structure on CatC
In this section we suppose that C is a finitely complete category such that CatC
is finitely complete and cocomplete.
Definition 6.4.1. Let E be a class of morphisms in C and p : E ,2 B an
internal functor. p is called an E-fibration if and only if in the left hand side
diagram
iso(E)
δ1

iso(p)1
)
(rp)0
$
X
e

β
)
Ui
fi
Zd
ǫi
$
(Pp)0
p0 ,2
δ1

iso(B)
δ1

iso(E)
(i)
iso(p)1 ,2
δ1

iso(B)
δ1

E0 p0
,2 B0 E0 p0
,2 B0
(..)
the induced universal arrow (rp)0 is in E . If E = ET comes from a topology T on
C we say that p is a T -fibration. The functor p is said to be star surjective,
relative to T if, given an object X in C and arrows e and β such as in the right
hand side diagram above, there exists a covering family (fi : Ui ,2 X)i∈I and a
family of morphisms (ǫi : Ui ,2 iso(E))i∈I keeping it commutative for all i ∈ I.
By Proposition 6.1.8, an internal functor p is a T -fibration if and only if it is
star surjective, relative to T .
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Example 6.4.2. If T is the trivial topology then an internal functor p is a
T -fibration if and only if the square (i) is a weak pullback. Such a p is called a
strong fibration. In case C is Set, the strong fibrations are the star surjective
functors [36]. It is easily seen that the unique arrow A ,2 1 from an arbitrary
internal category A to a terminal object 1 of CatC is always a strong fibration;
hence every object of CatC is strongly fibrant.
Example 6.4.3. Obviously, if T is the cotrivial topology, any functor is a
T -fibration.
Example 6.4.4. An internal functor p : E ,2 B is called a discrete fibra-
tion if the square
E1
d1

p1 ,2 B1
d1

E0 p0
,2 B0
is a pullback. Every discrete fibration is a strong fibration. Note that this is
obvious in case E is a groupoid; in general, one proves it by considering morphisms
e : X ,2 E0 and β : X ,2 iso(B) such that p0◦e = δ1◦β = d1◦j◦β. Then a unique
morphism ǫ : X ,2 E1 exists such that p1◦ǫ = j◦β and d1◦ǫ = e. This ǫ factors
over iso(E): Indeed, since e′ = d0◦ǫ is such that p0◦e
′ = d0◦p1◦ǫ = d1◦j◦tw◦β, there
exists a unique arrow ǫ′ : X ,2 E1 such that d1◦ǫ′ = e′ and p1◦ǫ′ = j◦tw◦β. Using
the fact that the square above is a pullback, it is easily shown that ǫ′ is the inverse
of ǫ.
Given a topology T on C, we shall consider the following structure on CatC:
we(T ) is the class of T -weak equivalences; fib(T ) is the class of T -fibrations; cof(T )
is the class (fib(T ) ∩ we(T )) of T -cofibrations, internal functors having the left
lifting property with respect to all trivial T -fibrations.
The aim of this section is to prove the following
Theorem 6.4.5. If we(T ) has the two-out-of-three property and C has enough
ET -projectives then (CatC, fib(T ), cof(T ),we(T )) is a model category.
Proposition 6.4.6. A functor p : E ,2 B is a trivial T -fibration if and only
if it is fully faithful, and such that p0 is a T -epimorphism.
Proof. If p is a trivial T -fibration then it is a fully faithful functor. Suppose
that b : X ,2 B0 is an arbitrary morphism. Since p is essentially T -surjective, a
covering family (fi : Ui ,2 X)i∈I exists and families of maps (βi : Ui ,2 B1)i∈I
and (ei : Ui ,2 E0)i∈I such that p0◦ei = δ1◦βi and δ0◦βi = b◦fi. Since p is a T -
fibration, for every i ∈ I, ei and βi induce a covering family (gij : Vij ,2 Ui)j∈Ii
and a family of morphisms (ǫij : Vij ,2 iso(E))j∈Ii . Put b
′
ij = δ0◦ǫij : Vij
,2 E0,
then p0◦b
′
ij = b◦fi◦gij ; because by the transitivity axiom,
(fi◦gij : Vij ,2 X)j∈Ii,i∈I
forms a covering family, this shows that p0 is a T -epimorphism.
Conversely, we have to prove that p is an essentially T -surjective T -fibration.
Given b : X ,2 B0, p0 being in ET induces a covering family (fi : Ui ,2 X)i∈I
and a family of morphisms (ei : Ui ,2 E0)i∈I such that p0◦ei = b◦fi. Using the
equality δ0◦(ι◦b) = δ1◦(ι◦b) = b, this shows that p is essentially T -surjective. To
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prove p a T -fibration, consider the right hand side commutative diagram of solid
arrows .. above. Because p0 is a T -epimorphism, there is a covering family
(fi : Ui ,2 X)i∈I
and a family (e′i : Ui
,2 E0)i∈I such that p0◦e′i = δ0◦β◦fi. This gives rise to a
diagram
Ui
(e◦fi,e
′
i)
$
β◦fi
#+
ǫi
'
iso(E)
iso(p)1 ,2
(δ0,δ1)

iso(B)
(δ0,δ1)

E0 × E0 p0×p0
,2 B0 ×B0
for every i ∈ I. p being fully faithful, according to Remark 6.3.2, its square is a
pullback, and induces the needed family of dotted arrows
(ǫi : Ui ,2 iso(E))i∈I 
Example 6.4.7. For any internal category A, ǫ0(A) and ǫ1(A), being strong
equivalences that are split epimorphic on objects, are strong fibrations.
Corollary 6.4.8. A functor p : E ,2 B is a T -fibration if and only if the
universal arrow rp : E
I ,2 Pp is a trivial T -fibration.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.4.6, Example 6.3.10
and the fact that strong equivalences have the two-out-of-three property (Proposi-
tion 6.3.12). 
Corollary 6.4.9. An internal functor j : A ,2 X is a T -cofibration if and
only if j0 ∈
ET .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.3.3 and Proposition 6.4.6. 
Proposition 6.4.10. Every internal functor of C may be factored as a strong
equivalence (right inverse to a strong trivial fibration) followed by a strong fibration.
Proof. This is an application of K. S. Brown’s Factorization Lemma [35]. To
use it, we must show that (CatC,F ,W), where F is the class of strong fibrations and
W is the class of strong equivalences, forms a category of fibrant objects. Condition
(A) is just Proposition 6.3.12 and (B) follows from the fact that split epimorphisms
are stable under pulling back. Proving (C) that strong fibrations are stable under
pulling back is easy, as is the stability of F ∩ W , the class of split epimorphic
fully faithful functors. The path space needed for (D) is just the cocylinder from
Section 6.2. Finally, according to Example 6.4.2, every internal category is strongly
fibrant, which shows condition (E). 
Proposition 6.4.11. Any trivial T -cofibration is a split monic adjoint equiv-
alence.
Proof. Using Proposition 6.4.10, factor the trivial T -cofibration j : A ,2 X
as a strong equivalence f : A ,2 B (in fact, a right adjoint right inverse) fol-
lowed by a strong fibration p : B ,2 X. By the two-out-of-three property of weak
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equivalences, p is a trivial T -fibration; hence the commutative square
A
j

f ,2 B
p

X
s
:D
X
has a lifting s : X ,2 B. It follows that j is a retract of f . The class of right
adjoint right inverse functors being closed under retracts, we may conclude that j
is a split monic adjoint equivalence. 
Proposition 6.4.12 (Covering Homotopy Extension Property). Consider the
commutative diagram of solid arrows
A
j

H ,2
EI
ǫ1(E)
pI ,2
BI
ǫ1(B)

X
L
9D
K
3;nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
f
,2 E p
,2 B.
If j ∈ cof(T ) and p ∈ fib(T ), then a morphism L : X ,2 EI exists keeping the
diagram commutative.
Proof. Since p is a T -fibration, by Corollary 6.4.8, the associated universal
arrow rp : E
I ,2 Pp is a trivial T -fibration. Let M : X ,2 Pp be the unique
morphism such that ǫ1(B)◦M = f and p◦M = K (cf. Diagram ..); then the
square
A
j

H ,2
EI
rp

X
L
:D
M
,2 Pp
commutes, and yields the needed lifting L. 
Proposition 6.4.13. [88, Proposition I.3.11] Any T -fibration has the right
lifting property with respect to any trivial T -cofibration.
Proof. Suppose that in square .., j ∈ cof(T ) ∩ we(T ) and p ∈ fib(T ).
By Proposition 6.4.11, j is a split monomorphic adjoint equivalence; denote k =
lali j : X ,2 A. According to Remark 6.3.9, a homotopy H : X ,2 XI from 1X
to j◦k may be found such that H◦j = s(X)◦j : A ,2 XI. Because the diagram of
solid arrows
A
j

s(E)◦f ,2
EI
ǫ1(E)
pI ,2
BI
ǫ1(B)

X
L
9D
gI◦Hnnnnnnnnn
3;nn
f◦k
,2 E p
,2 B
commutes, the Covering Homotopy Extension Property gives rise to a morphism
L : X ,2 EI; the morphism h = ǫ0(E)◦L is the desired lifting for Diagram ... 
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Lemma 6.4.14. [83, Lemma 2.1] Let B be a category in C and p0 : E0 ,2 B0
a morphism in C. Form the pullback
E1
p1 ,2
(d0,d1)

B1
(d0,d1)

E0 × E0 p0×p0
,2 B0 ×B0.
Then the left hand side graph E carries a unique internal category structure such
that p = (p0, p1) : E ,2 B is a functor. Moreover, p is a fully faithful functor, and
if p0 is a T -epimorphism, then p is a trivial T -fibration. 
Proposition 6.4.15. Every internal functor of C may be factored as a T -
cofibration followed by a trivial T -fibration.
Proof. Let f : A ,2 B be an internal functor, and, using Remark 6.1.7 that
(ET , ET ) forms a weak factorization system, factor f0 as an element j0 : A0 ,2 E0
of ET followed by a T -epimorphism p0 : E0 ,2 B0. Then the construction in
Lemma 6.4.14 yields a trivial T -fibration p : E ,2 B. Let j1 : A1 ,2 E1 be the
unique morphism such that p1◦j1 = f1 and (d0, d1)◦j1 = (j0 × j0)◦(d0, d1). Since p
is faithful, j = (j0, j1) : A ,2 E is a functor; according to Corollary 6.4.9, it is a
T -cofibration. 
Proposition 6.4.16. Every internal functor of C may be factored as a trivial
T -cofibration followed by a T -fibration.
Proof. For an internal functor f : A ,2 B, let f = p◦j′ be the factorization
of f from Proposition 6.4.10. Then p is a T -fibration and j′ a T -equivalence. Using
Proposition 6.4.15, this j′ may be factored as a (necessarily trivial) T -cofibration j
followed by a T -fibration p′. Thus we get a trivial T -cofibration j and a T -fibration
p◦p′ such that f = (p◦p′)◦j. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.5. We only need to comment on the closedness un-
der retracts of the classes fib(T ), cof(T ) and we(T ). For the T -fibrations, T -
cofibrations and essentially T -surjective morphisms, closedness under retracts fol-
lows from the closedness of the classes ET and
ET ; for fully faithful functors, the
property has a straightforward direct proof. 
6.5. Case study: the regular epimorphism topology
This section treats the model category structure on CatC induced by choosing T
the regular epimorphism topology on C. Let us recall what we already know about
it: The class we(T ) consists of weak equivalences of internal categories; fibrations
are RegEpi-fibrations (where RegEpi denotes the class of all regular epimorphisms
in C) and cofibrations have an object morphism in RegEpi. Hence all of its objects
are fibrant, and an internal category is cofibrant if and only if its object of objects
is RegEpi-projective.
We shall be focused mainly on semi-abelian categories and internal crossed
modules, but we start by explaining a connection with Grothendieck topoi and
Joyal and Tierney’s model structure.
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Grothendieck topoi. Let C be a Grothendieck topos equipped with the reg-
ular epimorphism topology T . Since all epimorphisms are regular, it is clear
that epimorphisms and T -epimorphisms coincide. It follows that the notion of
T -equivalence coincides with the one considered by Joyal and Tierney in [86]. Con-
sequently, the two structures have equivalent homotopy categories. It is, however,
clear that in general, Joyal and Tierney’s fibrations and cofibrations are different
from ours.
Semi-abelian categories. From now on we suppose that A is a semi-abelian
category with enough RegEpi-projectives, to give an alternative characterization of
weak equivalences, and to describe the induced model category structure on the
category of internal crossed modules.
Recall from Section 2.2 the following notion of homology of simplicial objects in
a semi-abelian category. First of all, a morphism is called proper when its image
is a kernel, and a chain complex is proper whenever all its boundary operators are.
As in the abelian case, the n-th homology object of a proper chain complex C
with boundary operators dn is said to beHnC = Q[Cn+1 ,2 K[dn]]. The category
of proper chain complexes inA is denoted PChA, and SA = Fun(∆op,A) is the cate-
gory of simplicial objects in A. The normalization functor N : SA ,2 PChA
maps a simplicial object A in A with face operators ∂i and degeneracy operators
σi to the chain complex N(A) in A given by
NnA =
n−1⋂
i=0
K[∂i : An ,2 An−1], dn = ∂n◦
⋂
i
ker ∂i : NnA ,2 Nn−1A,
for n ≥ 1, and NnA = 0, for n < 0. Because N(A) is proper (Theorem 2.2.7), it
makes sense to consider its homology. Indeed, the n-th homology object HnA
is defined to be the n-th homology object HnN(A) of the associated proper chain
complex N(A). This process sends a short exact sequences of simplicial objects to
a long exact sequence in A (Proposition 2.4.2).
Since, via the nerve construction, any internal category may be considered as
a simplicial object, we can apply this homology theory to internal categories. More
precisely, recall (e.g., from Johnstone [82, Remark 2.13]) that there is an embedding
ner: CatA ,2 SA of CatA into SA as a full subcategory. Given a category A in
A, its nerve nerA is the simplicial object defined on objects by n-fold pullback
nernA = A1×A0 · · ·×A0A1 if n ≥ 2, ner1A = A1 and ner0A = A0; on morphisms by
∂0 = d1, ∂1 = d0 : ner1A ,2 ner0A, σ0 = i : ner0A ,2 ner1A; ∂0 = pr2, ∂1 = m,
∂2 = pr1 : ner2A ,2 ner1A and σ0 = (i, 1A1), σ1 = (1A1 , i) : ner1A ,2 ner2A;
etc. (See also Examples 2.2.2.) A simplicial object is isomorphic to an object in
the image of ner if and only if, as a functor ∆op ,2 A, it is left exact.
Definition 6.5.1. Suppose that A is semi-abelian, A is a category in A and
n ∈ Z. The object HnA = HnnerA will be called the n-th homology object of
A and the functor Hn = Hn◦ner : CatA ,2 A the n-th homology functor.
Proposition 6.5.2. Let A be a category in a semi-abelian category A. If
n 6∈ {0, 1} then HnA = 0, H1A = K[(d0, d1) : A1 ,2 A0 × A0] and H0A =
Coeq[d0, d1 : A1 ,2 A0]. Moreover, H1A = K[(d0, d1)] is an abelian object of A.
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f g
h1
h0
σ0◦∂1◦f
σ0◦∂0◦g
g
f
σ0◦∂1◦f
g◦f
k0
k1σ0◦∂0◦k1
k1
σ1◦k1
Figure 1. A relative homotopy from f to g, and two applications
of the Kan property.
Proof. Using e.g., the Yoneda Lemma (in the form of Metatheorem 0.2.7
in [14]), it is quite easily shown that NA = NnerA is the chain complex
· · · ,2 0 ,2 K[d1]
d0◦ker d1 ,2 A0 ,2 0 ,2 · · · .
By Remark 2.2.5, K[d0◦ker d1] = K[d0] ∩K[d1], which is clearly equal to
K[(d0, d1) : A1 ,2 A0 ×A0].
The last equality is an application of Corollary 2.2.13, and H1A being abelian is a
consequence of Theorem 2.4.6 or Bourn [27, Proposition 3.1]. 
A related issue concerns the existence of the so-called fundamental groupoid
functor
π1 : SA ,2 CatA,
a left adjoint to the functor ner : CatA ,2 SA. This will allow for a comparison
with the model structure from Chapter 7.
Proposition 6.5.3. The functor ner is a right adjoint.
Sketch of proof. To a simplicial object A one associates the internal groupoid
π1A induced by identifying 1-simplices that are homotopic, relative their vertices
(see Fig. 1). The composition of two such classes is defined as in Fig. 1: Using the
Kan property four times fills the left hand side tetrahedron and yields a 1-simplex
g◦f , of which the equivalence class is the needed composition of the classes of f
and g. This determines a functor π1, left adjoint to ner.
Proof. Given a simplicial object A in A, its fundamental groupoid has
A0 as objects of objects and A1 = A1/I[d2] as object of morphisms. We show that
this reflexive graph π1A it is indeed a groupoid; then the left adjointness property
quite easily follows. We shall use the fact that if A is a finitely cocomplete regular
Mal’tsev category, then CatA is reflective in RGA. The reflector RGA ,2 CatA
maps a reflexive graph d0, d1 : B1 ,2 B0 to the groupoid with object of objects
B0 and object of morphisms B1/[R[d0], R[d1]] (see [14] and Proposition 3.4.10).
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In the diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 K[q′]
∂2◦∂0◦ker q
′

 ,2 ker q
′
,2 A3
∂0

q′ ,2 R[∂0]×A1 R[∂1]
ϕ′

,2 0
A2
∂2

0 ,2 I[d2]
 ,2
ker ∂0◦im d2
,2 A1 q
 ,2 A1 ,2 0,
by the Kan property of A, the arrow q′ = ((∂0, ∂1)◦∂2, (∂1, ∂2)◦∂1) is a regular epi-
morphism. Also, the morphism ∂2◦∂0◦ker q
′ factors over I[d2]: Such a factorization
is induced by the (3, 0)-horn (0, ∂2◦∂2◦∂0◦ker q
′, ∂3◦∂2◦∂0◦ker q
′) in A.
This gives rise to the arrow ϕ′. To prove that π1A, as a quotient of a groupoid,
is itself a groupoid, we need a suitable regular epimorphism from A1/[R[∂0], R[∂1]]
to A1/I[d2]. Such a morphism exists as soon as{
ϕ′◦lR[∂0] = q◦k0 : R[∂0]
,2 A1
ϕ′◦rR[∂1] = q◦k1 : R[∂1]
,2 A1.
To see that these equalities hold, it suffices to note that I[d2] is the normaliza-
tion of the reflexive relation (R, r0, r1) on A1, defined as follows: It is the image of
(∂0◦pr1, ∂2◦pr2), a morphism from
{(h0, h1) ∈ A2 ×A2 | ∂1◦h0 = ∂1◦h1, ∂2◦h0 = σ0◦∂1◦∂0◦h0, ∂0◦h1 = σ0◦∂0◦∂2◦h1}
to A1 ×A1 (cf. Fig. 1).
Indeed, then q is a coequalizer of r0 and r1; using the Kan property on the
right hand side tetrahedron of Fig. 1, we see that lR[∂0] factors over q
′: There exists
a morphism y : Y ,2 A3 and a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 R[∂0] satisfying
lR[∂0]◦p = q
′◦y, and such that (∂2◦∂0◦y, k0◦p) factors over R. This proves that the
equality ϕ′◦lR[∂0] = q◦k0 holds:
ϕ′◦lR[∂0]◦p = ϕ
′
◦q′◦y = q◦∂2◦∂0◦y = q◦k0◦p.
A similar argument shows that ϕ′◦rR[∂1] = q◦k1.
The functor π1 : SA ,2 CatA is left adjoint to the functor ner: The unit
η : 1SA +3 ner◦π1 of the adjunction is (ηA)0 = 1A0 , (ηA)1 = q : A1 ,2 A1,
(ηA)2 = q◦(∂2, ∂0) : A2 ,2 ner2π1(A),
and (ηA)n = (q◦∂
n
2 , (ηA)n−1◦∂0) for n > 2. 
Proposition 6.5.4. Let A be a semi-abelian category and f : A ,2 B a func-
tor in A.
1. f is fully faithful if and only if H0f is mono and H1f is iso.
2. f is essentially RegEpi-surjective if and only if H0f is a regular epimor-
phism.
Hence an internal functor is a weak equivalence exactly when it is a homology
isomorphism.
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Proof. In the diagram
H1A
H1f

 ,2 ker (d0,d1) ,2A1
(i)
GF ED
(d0,d1)

f1

 ,2R[q]
(ii)

,2 ,2A0 ×A0
f0×f0

H1B
 ,2
ker (d0,d1)
,2B1@A BC
(d0,d1)
LR
 ,2R[r] ,2 ,2B0 ×B0
the arrowH1f is an isomorphism if and only if the square (i) is a pullback (Propo-
sition 1.6.5); square (ii) is a pullback if and only if (iii)
R[q]

(iii)
,2,2A0
f0

q=Coeq (d0,d1) ,2H0A
H0f

R[r] ,2 ,2B0
r=Coeq (d0,d1)
 ,2H0B
is a joint pullback, which (by Proposition 1.1 in [23]) is the case exactly when H0f
is mono. This already shows one implication of 1. To prove the other, note that if
f is fully faithful, then H1f is an isomorphism; hence (i) is a pullback, (ii) is a
pullback [75, Proposition 2.5], (iii) is a joint pullback and H0f a monomorphism.
For the proof of 2. consider the following diagrams.
(Pf )0
d1

f0 ,2 B1
d0 ,2
d1

B0
A0
f0
,2 B0
(Pf )0
(iv)
d0◦f0 ,2
d1

B0
r

A0
H0f◦q
,2 H0B
If H0f is a regular epimorphism then so is the bottom arrow in diagram (iv).
Accordingly, we only need to show that the induced arrow p : (Pf )0 ,2 P to the
pullback P of H0f◦q along r is regular epi. Now in the left hand side diagram
P
(v)r

,2 R[r]
p1

p0 ,2 B0
r

A0
f0
,2 B0 r
,2 H0B
(Pf )
(vi)
p ,2
f0

P
(v)
r ,2

A0
f0

B1 o
,2 R[r] p1
,2 B0
this pullback is the outer rectangle; its left hand side square (v) is a pullback.
Now so is (vi); it follows that p is a regular epimorphism, so being the arrow o,
universal for the equalities p0◦o = d0 and p1◦o = d1 to hold.
Conversely, note that r◦d0◦f0 = H0f◦q◦d1; hence if d0◦f0 is regular epic, so is
H0f . 
The notion of Kan fibration makes sense in the context of regular categories:
See Section 2.2. We use it to characterize the fibrations in CatA.
Proposition 6.5.5. A functor p : E ,2 B in a semi-abelian category A is a
fibration if and only if nerp is a Kan fibration.
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Proof. First note that, because a semi-abelian category is always Mal’tsev,
every category in A is an internal groupoid. We may now use M. Barr’s Embedding
Theorem for regular categories [7] in the form of Metatheorem A.5.7 in [14]. Indeed,
the properties “some internal functor is a fibration” and “some simplicial morphism
is a Kan fibration” may be added to the list of properties [14, 0.1.3], and it is well-
known that in Set, a functor between two groupoids is a fibration if and only if its
nerve is a Kan fibration. 
In his paper [74], Janelidze introduces a notion of crossed module in an ar-
bitrary semi-abelian category A. Its definition is based on Bourn and Janelidze’s
notion of internal semi-direct product [33]. Internal crossed modules also generalize
the case where A = Gp in the sense that an equivalence XModA ≃ CatA still exists.
Using this equivalence, we may transport the model structures from Theorem 6.4.5
to the category XModA. In case A has enough regular projectives and T is the
regular epimorphism topology, this has the advantage that the classes of fibrations,
cofibrations and weak equivalences have a very easy description.
We recall from [74] the definition of internal crossed modules. Given two mor-
phisms g : B ,2 B′ and h : X ,2 X ′, the map g♭h : B♭X ,2 B′♭X ′ is unique
in making the diagram
0 ,2 B♭X
g♭h

 ,2κB,X ,2 B +X
g+h

[1B ,0] ,2 B ,2
g

0
0 ,2 B′♭X ′
 ,2
κB′,X′
,2 B′ +X ′
[1B′ ,0]
 ,2 B′ ,2 0
commute. The category SplitEpiA of split epimorphisms in A with a given splitting
(PtA in [33] and in Definition 2.1.14 of [14]) is equivalent to the category ActA
of actions in A, of which the objects are triples (B,X, ξ), where ξ : B♭X ,2 X
makes the following diagram commute:
B♭(B♭X)
µBX ,2
1B♭ξ

B♭X
ξ

X
ηBXlr
{{
{{
{{
{{
B♭X
ξ
,2 X ;
here µBX is defined by the exactness of the rows in the diagram
0 ,2 B♭(B♭X)
µBX

 ,2κB,B♭X,2 B + (B♭X)
[in1,κB,X ]

[1B ,0] ,2 B ,2 0
0 ,2 B♭X
 ,2
κB,X
,2 B +X
[1B ,0]
 ,2 B ,2 0
and ηBX is unique such that κB,X◦η
B
X = in2 : X
,2 B +X . A morphism
(B,X, ξ) ,2 (B′, X ′, ξ′)
in ActA is a pair (g, h), where g : B ,2 B′ and h : X ,2 X ′ are morphisms in A
with h◦ξ = ξ′◦(g♭h).
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An internal precrossed module in A is a 4-tuple (B,X, ξ, f) with (B,X, ξ)
in ActA and f : X ,2 B a morphism in A such that the left hand side diagram
B♭X
 ,2κB,X ,2
ξ

B +X
[1B ,f ]

(B +X)♭X
[1B ,f ]♭1X ,2
[1B+X ,in2]
#

B♭X
ξ

X
f
,2 B B♭X
ξ
,2 X
commutes. A morphism (B,X, ξ, f) ,2 (B′, X ′, ξ′, f ′) is a morphism
(g, h) : (B,X, ξ) ,2 (B′, X ′, ξ′)
in ActA such that g◦f = f ′◦h. There is an equivalence between RGA and the cate-
gory PreCrossModA of precrossed modules in A. An internal crossed module
in A is an internal precrossed module (B,X, ξ, f) in A for which the right hand
side diagram above commutes. Here [1B+X , in2]
# is the unique morphism such
that κB,X◦[1B+X , in2]
# = [1B+X , in2]◦κB+X,X . If XModA or CrossModA denotes
the full subcategory of PreCrossModA determined by the crossed modules, then the
last equivalence (co)restricts to an equivalence CatA ≃ XModA. This equivalence
maps an internal category A to the internal crossed module
(A0, K[d1], ξ : A0♭K[d1] ,2 K[d1], d0◦ker d1 : K[d1] ,2 A0)
where ξ is the pullback of
[i, ker d1] : A0 +K[d1] ,2 A1
along ker d1 : K[d1] ,2 A1. Thus an internal functor f : A ,2 B is mapped to
the morphism
(f0, N1f) : (A0, N1A, ξ, d0◦ker d1) ,2 (B0, N1B, ξ
′, d0◦ker d1).
If the homology objects of an internal crossed module (B,X, ξ, f) are those of
the associated internal category, the only non-trivial ones are
H0(B,X, ξ, f) = coker f
and H1(B,X, ξ, f) = ker f (see Proposition 6.5.2).
Theorem 6.5.6. If A is a semi-abelian category with enough projectives then a
model category structure on XModA is defined by choosing we the class of homology
isomorphisms, cof the class of morphisms (g, h) with g in RegEpi and fib the class
of morphisms (g, h) with h regular epic.
Proof. Only the characterization of fib needs a proof. Given an internal func-
tor p : E ,2 B, consider the diagram with exact rows
0 ,2 K[d1]
(i)N1p

 ,2ker d1 ,2 E1
(rp)0

d1  ,2 E0 ,2 0
0 ,2 K[d1]
 ,2 ,2 (Pp)0
(ii)
 ,2

E0
p0

,2 0
0 ,2 K[d1]
 ,2
ker d1
,2 B1
d1
 ,2 B0 ,2 0
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where squares (i) and (ii) are a pullbacks (cf. Lemma 4.2.2 and its Corollary
4.2.3 in [14]). By [14, Lemma 4.2.5], N1p is a regular epimorphism if and only if
(rp)0 is regular epic, i.e., exactly when p is a RegEpi-fibration. 
Example 6.5.7 (Crossed modules of groups). In the specific case of A being
the semi-abelian category Gp of groups and group homomorphisms, the structure
on XModA coincides with the one considered by Garzo´n and Miranda in [56]. This
category is equivalent to the category XMod = XModGp of crossed modules of
groups. As such, XMod carries the model structure from Theorem 6.5.6.
6.6. Case study: the trivial topology
In this section we suppose that T is the trivial topology on C (as a rule, we
shall not mention it), and give a more detailed description of the model structure
from Theorem 6.4.5. It turns out to resemble very much Strøm’s model category
structure on the category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps [107]: Its
weak equivalences are the homotopy equivalences, its cofibrations are the functors
that have the homotopy extension property and its fibrations are the functors that
have the homotopy lifting property.
Proposition 6.6.1. An internal functor is a trivial fibration if and only if it
is a split epimorphic equivalence.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.4.6. 
It follows that every object of this model category is cofibrant. Since we al-
ready showed them to be fibrant as well, the notion of homotopy induced by the
model structure (see Quillen [101]) is determined entirely by the cocylinder from
Section 6.2. Hence the weak equivalences are homotopy equivalences, also in the
model-category-theoretic sense of the word.
Definition 6.6.2. Let C be a finitely complete category. An internal functor
p : E ,2 B is said to have the homotopy lifting property if and only if the
diagram
EI
pI ,2
ǫ1(E)

BI
ǫ1(B)

E p
,2 B
is a weak pullback in CatC.
Proposition 6.6.3. An internal functor is a strong fibration if and only if it
has the homotopy lifting property (cf. R. Brown [36]).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.6.1, Corollary 6.4.8 and the two-out-
of-three property of strong equivalences. 
We now give a characterization of cofibrations in the following terms.
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Definition 6.6.4. An internal functor j : A ,2 X is said to have the homo-
topy extension property if and only if any commutative square
A
H ,2
j

EI
ǫ1(E)

X
H
9D
f
,2 E
(..)
has a lifting H : X ,2 EI.
To show that a functor with the homotopy extension property is a cofibra-
tion, we need a way to approximate any trivial fibration p with some ǫ1(E). The
next construction allows (more or less) to consider p0 as the object morphism of
ǫ1(pE) : (pE)
I ,2 pE.
Lemma 6.6.5. If p : E ,2 B is an adjoint equivalence with right inverse
s : B ,2 E then the reflexive graph
pE =
(
E1
p0◦d0
,2
p0◦d1 ,2
B0i◦s0lr
)
carries an internal category structure.
Proof. The morphism m◦(p1 ×1B0 p1) : E1 ×B0 E1
,2 B1 is such that
d0◦m◦(p1 ×1B0 p1) = p0◦d0◦pr1 and d1◦m◦(p1 ×1B0 p1) = p0◦d1◦pr2. Since p
is an adjoint equivalence, it is a fully faithful functor; by Proposition 6.3.1, a
unique morphism m : E1 ×B0 E1 ,2 E1 exists satisfying m◦(p1 ×1B0 p1) = p1◦m,
d0◦m = d0◦pr1 and d1◦m = d1◦pr2. This is the needed structure of internal cate-
gory. 
Proposition 6.6.6. An internal functor is a cofibration if and only if it has
the homotopy extension property.
Proof. One implication is obvious, ǫ1(E) being a trivial fibration. Now con-
sider a commutative square such as .. above, where j has the homotopy extension
property and p ∈ fib∩we. By the hypothesis on j and Proposition 6.3.3, j0 has the
left lifting property with respect to all morphisms of the form δ1 : iso(A) ,2 A0
for A ∈ CatC. In particular, by Lemma 6.6.5, j0 has the left lifting property with
respect to p0◦d1◦j = ǫ1(pE)0 : iso(pE) ,2 B0. If
h′0 : X0 ,2 iso(pE)
denotes a lifting for the commutative square g0◦j0 = (p0◦d1◦j)◦(ι◦f0), then
h0 = d1◦j◦h
′
0 : X0 ,2 E0
is such that p0◦h0 = g0 and h0◦j0 = f0. This h0 induces the needed lifting for
diagram ... 
Proposition 6.6.1 may now be dualized as follows:
Proposition 6.6.7. An internal functor is a trivial cofibration if and only if
it is a split monomorphic equivalence.
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Proof. One implication is Proposition 6.4.11. To prove the other, consider
a commutative square such as .. above, and suppose that j : A ,2 X is an
equivalence with left adjoint left inverse k : X ,2 A. Let K : X ,2 XI denote
a homotopy from j◦k to 1X. Put H0 = m◦(H0◦k0, f1◦K0) : X0 ,2 iso(E), then
δ1◦H0 = f0 and H0◦j0 = H0. Proposition 6.3.3 now yields the needed lifting
H : X ,2 EI. 
Theorem 6.6.8. If C is a finitely complete category such that CatC is finitely
cocomplete (cf. Section 6.1) then a model category structure is defined on CatC by
choosing we the class of homotopy equivalences, cof the class of functors having
the homotopy extension property and fib the class of functors having the homotopy
lifting property. 
CHAPTER 7
Homotopy of simplicial objects
7.0. Introduction
The starting point of this chapter is the following theorem due to Quillen.
Theorem 7.0.1. [101, Theorem II.4.4] Let A be a finitely complete category
with enough regular projectives. Let SA be the category of simplicial objects over
A. Define a map f in SA to be a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) if Hom(P, f)
is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in SSet for each projective object P of A,
and a cofibration if f has the left lifting property with respect to the class of trivial
fibrations. Then SA is a closed simplicial model category if A satisfies one of the
following extra conditions:
(*) every object of SA is fibrant;
(**) A is cocomplete and has a set of small regular projective generators. 
The condition (**) concerns finitary varieties in the sense of universal algebra.
We shall focus on categories satisfying the first condition: This class contains all
abelian categories; more generally, a regular category satisfies (*) exactly when it
is Mal’tsev.
In particular, if A is semi-abelian and has enough projectives, SA carries a
model category structure. Our aim is to describe it explicitly, and to explain how
this model structure is compatible with homology of simplicial objects, as defined
in Chapter 2.
7.1. Fibrations and weak equivalences
In this section we give an explicit description of the weak equivalences and
the (co)fibrations occurring in Quillen’s model structure: In a regular Mal’tsev
category with enough projectives, the fibrations are just the Kan fibrations; when
the category is semi-abelian, weak equivalences are homology isomorphisms.
In fact, a priori, it is not entirely clear that Theorem 7.0.1 is exactly the same
as Theorem II.4.4 in [101], because there the projectives are chosen relative to the
class of so-called effective epimorphisms. A morphism f : A ,2 B in a finitely
complete categoryA belongs to this class when for every object T of A, the diagram
in Set
Hom(B, T )
(·)◦f ,2 Hom(A, T )
(·)◦k0 ,2
(·)◦k1
,2 Hom(R[f ], T )
is an equalizer. This, however, just means that f is a coequalizer of its kernel pair;
hence in A, regular epimorphisms and effective epimorphisms coincide.
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Fibrations are Kan fibrations. Recall from Chapter 2 the following defini-
tion: A simplicial object K in a regular category A is called Kan when, for every
(n, k)-horn
x = (xi : X ,2 Kn−1)
of K, there is a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a map y : Y ,2 Kn such
that ∂i◦y = xi◦p for i 6= k. A map f : A ,2 B of simplicial objects is a Kan
fibration if, for every (n, k)-horn
x = (xi : X ,2 An−1)
of A and every b : X ,2 Bn with ∂i◦b = fn−1◦xi for all i 6= k, there is a regular
epimorphism p : Y ,2 X and a map a : Y ,2 An such that fn◦a = b◦p and
∂i◦a = xi◦p for all i 6= k.
Also recall Remark 2.3.4 that in a regular category A with enough regular
projectives, a simplicial object K is Kan if and only if for every projective object
P and for every (n, k)-horn
x = (xi : P ,2 Kn−1)
of K, there is a morphism y : P ,2 Kn such that ∂i◦y = xi, i 6= k. This means
that K is Kan if and only if Hom(P,K) = Hom(P, ·)◦K is a Kan simplicial set, for
every projective object P . The similar statement for Kan fibrations amounts to the
following:
Proposition 7.1.1. Let A be a regular category with enough projectives. A
simplicial morphism f : A ,2 B in A is a Kan fibration if and only if it is a
fibration in the sense of Theorem 7.0.1: For every projective object P of A, the
induced morphism of simplicial sets
f◦(·) = Hom(P, f) : Hom(P,A) ,2 Hom(P,B)
is a Kan fibration. 
Thus we see that a regular category A satisfies condition (*) if and only if every
simplicial object in A is Kan. In the introduction to [7], M. Barr conjectures that
the latter condition on A means that every reflexive relation in A is an equivalence
relation. In [38], Carboni, Kelly and Pedicchio show the equivalence of this latter
condition with the permutability condition RS = SR for arbitrary equivalence
relations R, S on an object X in A—and this is what they call the Mal’tsev
condition. They moreover show that a regular category A is Mal’tsev if and
only if every reflexive relation in A is an equivalence relation, and thus they prove
M. Barr’s conjecture. Recall that this last property is the definition of Mal’tsev
category from Section 1.4.
Briefly, simplicial objects in a regular Mal’tsev category with enough projectives
admit a model category structure, where the fibrations are just Kan fibrations.
However, stronger conditions on A are needed for an elementary description of the
weak equivalences. We shall now focus on semi-abelian categories and describe the
weak equivalences using simplicial homology.
Our first aim is characterizing regular epic homology isomorphisms. To do so,
we need a precise description of the acyclic simplicial objects, i.e., those A in SA
satisfying HnA = 0 for all n ∈ N.
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Acyclic objects. What does it mean, for a simplicial object, to have zero
homology? We give an answer to this question, not in terms of an associated chain
complex, but in terms of the simplicial object itself. From now on, we suppose that
A is a semi-abelian category.
By Corollary 2.2.13, for any simplicial object A, H0A = Coeq[∂0, ∂1]. Hence A
being exact Mal’tsev implies that H0A = 0 if and only if
(∂0, ∂1) : A1 ,2 A0 ×A0
is a regular epimorphism. A similar property holds for the higher homology objects.
In order to write it down, we need the following definition (cf. Definition 2.3.1 and
Fig. 1).
Definition 7.1.2. Let A be a simplicial object in A. The object ∇nA of
n-cycles in A is defined by ∇0A = A0 ×A0 and
∇nA = {(x0, . . . , xn+1) | ∂i◦xj = ∂j−1◦xi, for all i < j ∈ [n+ 1]} ⊂ A
n+2
n ,
for n > 0. This gives rise to functors ∇n : SA ,2 A.
Recall from Notation 2.4.3 the definition of the simplicial object A− asso-
ciated to a simplicial object A, and consider the resulting simplicial morphism
∂ = (∂0)n : A
− ,2 A. Write ΛA for its kernel. The following result due to
J. Moore, well-known to hold in the abelian case (cf. Exercise 8.3.9 in [110]) is
easily generalized to semi-abelian categories:
Lemma 7.1.3. For any n ∈ N, Nn(ΛA) ∼= Nn+1A; hence Hn(ΛA) ∼= Hn+1A.

We also have to extend the notion of regular pushout to a more general situa-
tion.
Definition 7.1.4. A square
A′
f ′  ,2
v

B′
w

A
f
 ,2 B
(..)
in a semi-abelian category is called a RegEpi-pushout when the comparison map
to the associated pullback is a regular epimorphism (cf. Diagram ..). (The maps
v and w are not demanded to be regular epimorphisms.)
Remark 7.1.5. Using the Short Five Lemma for regular epimorphisms (e.g.,
Lemma 4.2.5 in [14]), one sees that the square .. is a RegEpi-pushout if and
only if the induced arrow K[f ′] ,2 K[f ] is a regular epimorphism. Any RegEpi-
pushout is a pushout, but a pushout need not be a RegEpi-pushout: A coun-
terexample may be constructed by choosing B′ = 0, v = in2 : A
′ ,2 B +A′ and
f = [1B, 0] : B +A
′ ,2 B in, say, Gp.
Lemma 7.1.6. For any n ∈ N, the diagram
∇n+1A
(pri+2)i∈[n+1]

pr1 ,2 An+1
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

∇nA
−
∇n∂
,2 ∇nA
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∂1y
∂0y ∂2y
y
∂1y
∂0y ∂2y
x1
x0 x2
Figure 1. A 2-simplex y, its boundary ∂y and a 1-cycle (x0, x1, x2).
is a pullback.
Proof. Via the Yoneda Lemma, it suffices to check this in Set. 
Proposition 7.1.7. A simplicial object A in A is acyclic if and only if for
every n ∈ N, the morphism (∂i)i∈[n+1] : An+1 ,2 ∇nA is a regular epimorphism.
Proof. We show by induction that, when HiA = 0 for all i ∈ [n − 1], the
morphism
(∂i)i∈[n+1] : An+1 ,2 ∇nA
is regular epic if and only if HnA = 0.
We already considered the case n = 0 above. Hence suppose that n ∈ N and
HiA = 0 for all i ∈ [n], and consider the following diagram.
0 ,2 Λn+1A
 ,2 ker ∂0 ,2
(∂Λi )i∈[n+1]

A−n+1
(∂i+1)i∈[n+1]

∂0  ,2 An+1
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

,2 0
0 ,2 ∇nΛA
 ,2
ker∇n∂
,2 ∇nA− ∇n∂
,2 ∇nA ,2 0
By the induction hypothesis on A, the arrow (∂i)i : An+1 ,2 ∇nA is a regular
epimorphism. It follows that so is ∇n∂, and both rows in this diagram are exact
sequences.
Using Lemma 7.1.3 and applying the induction hypothesis to ΛA, we get that
the arrow (∂Λi )i : Λn+1A
,2 ∇nΛA is a regular epimorphism if and only if 0 =
HnΛA ∼= Hn+1A. Now, recalling Remark 7.1.5, we see that Hn+1A = 0 exactly
when the right hand side square above is a RegEpi-pushout. By Lemma 7.1.6, this
latter property is equivalent to the induced arrow
(∂i)i∈[n+2] : An+2 = A
−
n+1
,2 ∇n+1A
being a regular epimorphism. 
The meaning of this property becomes very clear when we express it as in Fig. 1:
Up to enlargement of domain, A is acyclic when every n-cycle is a boundary of an
(n+ 1)-simplex.
Acyclic fibrations. A fibration is called acyclic when it is a homology iso-
morphism; here we give an explicit description. Note that, using the long exact
homology sequence (Proposition 2.4.2), regular epic homology isomorphisms may
be characterized as those regular epimorphisms that have an acyclic kernel. This
is why Proposition 7.1.7 is useful in the proof of
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Proposition 7.1.8. A regular epi p : E ,2 B is a homology isomorphism if
and only if for every n ∈ N, the diagram
En+1
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

pn+1  ,2 Bn+1
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

∇nE
∇np
,2 ∇nB
(..)
is a RegEpi-pushout.
Proof. We give a proof by induction on n. If n = 0 then ∇0p, as a product
of regular epimorphisms, is regular epic. By Remark 7.1.5, it is now clear that
Diagram .. is a RegEpi-pushout if and only if (∂0, ∂1) : K[p]1 ,2 ∇0K[p] is a
regular epimorphism, or, by Proposition 7.1.7, H0K[p] = 0.
Now suppose that n > 0. We first have to show that the arrow ∇np is a
regular epimorphism. To do so, consider an arrow x : X ,2 ∇nB. Then a regular
epimorphism q : Y ,2 X exists and arrows yk : Y ,2 En−1, such that for each
element k of the set
K = {∂j◦pri+1◦x : X ,2 Bn−1 | j ∈ [n], i ∈ [n+ 1]},
k◦q = pn−1◦yk. These yk assemble to arrows y
′
i : Y
,2 ∇n−1E that satisfy
∇n−1p◦y
′
i = (∂j)j◦pri+1◦x◦q. By the induction hypothesis, this yields a regular epi-
morphism q1 : Y1 ,2 Y and arrows zi : Y1 ,2 En satisfying pn◦zi = pri+1◦x◦q◦q1,
for every i ∈ [n+1]. By the careful choice of the arrows y′i (using the set K), these
zi induce the needed morphism z : Y1 ,2 ∇nE.
Considering the diagram
0 ,2 K[p]n+1
 ,2 ,2
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

En+1
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

pn+1  ,2 Bn+1
(∂i)i∈[n+1]

,2 0
0 ,2 ∇nK[p]
 ,2 ,2 ∇nE
∇np
 ,2 ∇nB ,2 0,
we see that .. is a RegEpi-pushout if and only if the morphism
(∂i)i : K[p]n+1 ,2 ∇nK[p]
is regular epic. The result now follows from Proposition 7.1.7. 
Proposition 7.1.9. For a simplicial morphism p : E ,2 B, the following are
equivalent:
1. p is an acyclic fibration;
2. p is a regular epimorphism and for every n ∈ N, Diagram .. is a RegEpi-
pushout.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7.1.8: By Proposi-
tion 2.3.5, a regular epimorphism is always a Kan fibration; conversely, it easily
follows from the definitions that a Kan fibration p such that H0p is a regular epi-
morphism is also regular epic (cf. [101, §II.3, Proposition 1 ff.]). 
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Weak equivalences are homology isomorphisms. We show that in the
case of a semi-abelian A, the weak equivalences in SA are exactly the homology
isomorphisms.
Recall from [101, Section II.4] that a weak equivalence in the sense of The-
orem 7.0.1 is a simplicial morphism f : A ,2 B such that Hom(P, f) is a weak
equivalence in SSet for every projective object P in A; and this is the case when
Hom(P, f) induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups
πnHom(P, f) : πn(Hom(P,A), x) ,2 πn(Hom(P,B), f◦x)
for all n ∈ N and x ∈ Hom(P,A)0 = Hom(P,A0). These homotopy groups are
defined in the following manner (see e.g., [98, Definition 3.3 ff.] or [110, Section
8.3]).
Definition 7.1.10. Let K be a Kan simplicial set, x ∈ K0 and n ∈ N. If
n ≥ 1, denote by x the element (σ0◦ · · · ◦σ0)(x) of Kn−1 and by Zn(K,x) the set
{z ∈ Kn | ∂i(z) = x for i ∈ [n]}; Z0(K,x) = K0. Two elements z and z
′ of Zn(K,x)
are homotopic, notation z ∼ z′, if there is a y ∈ Kn+1 such that
∂i(y) =

x, if i < n;
z, if i = n;
z′, if i = n+ 1.
The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on Zn(K,x) and the quotient Zn(K,x)/∼
is denoted by πn(K,x). For n ≥ 1 this πn(K,x) is a group.
The next lemma is essentially a higher-degree version of Corollary 2.2.13, and
shows how a homology object HnA may be computed as a coequalizer of (a restric-
tion of) the last two boundary operators ∂n and ∂n+1.
Lemma 7.1.11. Write Sn+1A =
⋂
i∈[n−1]K[∂i : An+1
,2 An] ⊂ An+1 and
S1A = A1, and for n ∈ N, let ∂
−1
n ZnA denote the inverse image
∂−1n ZnA
∂n
,2
∂n+1 ,2
∂−1n
⋂
i∈[n] ker ∂i

ZnAσnlr ⋂
i∈[n] ker ∂i

Sn+1A
∂n
,2 An
of ZnA =
⋂
i∈[n]K[∂i] ⊂ An along ∂n : Sn+1A
,2 An and ∂n+1, σn the induced
factorization of ∂n+1 : An+1 ,2 An and σn : An ,2 An+1. Then
∂−1n ZnA
∂n
,2
∂n+1 ,2 ZnA
qn  ,2 HnA
is a coequalizer diagram.
Proof. The composite
K[∂n]
 ,2ker ∂n ,2 ∂−1n ZnA
∂n+1 ,2 ZnA
is d′n+1 : Nn+1A ,2 ZnA; the result now follows from Proposition 2.2.12. 
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Proposition 7.1.12. Let A be a semi-abelian category. For any n ≥ 1 and for
any projective object P in A, there is a bijection πn(Hom(P,A), 0) ∼= Hom(P,HnA),
natural in A ∈ SA.
Proof. An isomorphism
πn(Hom(P,A), 0) ,2 Hom(P,HnA)
may be defined as follows: The class with respect to∼ of a morphism f : P ,2 ZnA
is sent to qn◦f : P ,2 HnA. This mapping is well-defined and injective, because
by Lemma 7.1.11, f ∼ g is equivalent to qn◦f = qn◦g; it is surjective, since qn is a
regular epimorphism and P a projective object. 
Theorem 7.1.13. If A is semi-abelian with enough projectives, weak equiva-
lences in SA and homology isomorphisms coincide.
Proof. If f is a weak equivalence then all πnHom(P, f) are isomorphisms; but
then the morphisms Hom(P,Hnf), n ≥ 1 are iso by Proposition 7.1.12. Now the
class of functors
Hom(P, ·) : A ,2 Set,
P projective, is jointly conservative: It reflects regular epimorphisms by definition of
a regular projective object, and it reflects monomorphisms because enough regular
projectives exist. Hence Hnf is an isomorphism.
Conversely, suppose that f : A ,2 B is a homology isomorphism. We may
factor it as f = p◦i, a trivial cofibration i : A ,2 E followed by a fibration
p : E ,2 B. We just proved that i is a homology isomorphism; as a consequence,
so is p. Thus we reduced the problem to showing that when a fibration is a homology
isomorphism, it is a weak equivalence.
Consider n ∈ N, P projective in A, and x : P ,2 E0. Then
pn◦(·) : πn(Hom(P,E), x) ,2 πn(Hom(P,B), p0◦x)
is an isomorphism: It is a surjection, because by Proposition 7.1.9, any map
b : P ,2 Bn satisfying ∂i◦b = pn−1◦x induces a morphism e : P ,2 En such that
∂i◦e = x. It is an injection, since for e, e
′ in Zn(Hom(P,E), x) with pn◦e ∼ pn◦e
′,
again Proposition 7.1.9 implies that e ∼ e′. 
We get that the model structure on SA is compatible with the one from Sec-
tion 6.5:
Corollary 7.1.14. The nerve functor ner : CatA ,2 SA is a right Quil-
len functor: It is a right adjoint that preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations.
Proof. The functor ner has a left adjoint π1 by Proposition 6.5.3. The preser-
vation of fibrations and weak equivalences follows from Proposition 6.5.5 and Defi-
nition 6.5.1. 
To conclude, we may summarize this section as follows:
Theorem 7.1.15. If A is a semi-abelian category with enough projectives then
a model category structure is defined on SA by choosing we the class of homology
isomorphisms, fib the class of Kan fibrations and cof = fib ∩ we. 
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7.2. Simplicial homotopy
In this section we explore several ways of dealing with simplicial homotopy and
with the homotopy relation induced by the model structure on SA.
Simplicial enrichment. It is well-known that for every category A, SA is an
S-category or simplicial category, i.e., a category enriched in the monoidal
category S = (SSet,×, 1). We recall the construction from [88] (see also [101]).
Notation 7.2.1. Let ∆[n] denote the simplicial set
Hom∆(·, [n]) : ∆
op ,2 Set.
As the primordial cosimplicial object (with faces ∂i : [n] ,2 [n+ 1] and degenera-
cies σi : [n] ,2 [n− 1]), ∆ induces a structure of cosimplicial object in S on the
sequence of simplicial sets (∆[n])n∈N: its faces are
∂i = Hom∆(·, ∂
i) : ∆[n] ,2 ∆[n+ 1]
and its degeneracies σi = Hom∆(·, σ
i) : ∆[n] ,2 ∆[n− 1].
Notation 7.2.2. Following [12], for any simplicial set X , let Elts(X) denote
the category of elements of X , the comma category (1∆op , X): its objects are pairs
([m], x) with x ∈ X([m]) = Xm, and a morphism ([m], x) ,2 ([n], y) is a map
µ : [m] ,2 [n] in ∆op such that X(µ)(x) = y. Let
δX : Elts(X) ,2 ∆
op
denote the forgetful functor: δX([m], x) = [m].
This construction is natural in X : Any simplicial map f : X ,2 Y induces a
functor Eltsf : Elts(X) ,2 Elts(Y ) that sends ([m], x) to ([m], fm(x)) and satisfies
δY ◦Eltsf = δX .
Definition 7.2.3. For simplicial objects A and B in A, the simplicial set
SA(A,B) defined by
SA(A,B)n = Hom(A◦δ∆[n], B◦δ∆[n])
determines a structure of S-category on SA. Faces and degeneracies for SA(A,B)
are obtained by precomposition: e.g., given ϕ : A◦δ∆[n] +3 B◦δ∆[n],
∂i(ϕ) = ϕ◦1Elts∂i : A◦δ∆[n]◦Elts∂
i +3 B◦δ∆[n]◦Elts∂
i.
An element of SA(A,B)0 is just a simplicial morphism from A to B (δ∆[0]
is an isomorphism). Recall that two simplicial morphisms f, g : A ,2 B in A
are called (simplicially) homotopic if, for every n ∈ N, there are morphisms
hi : An ,2 Bn+1 in A, i ∈ [n] such that ∂0◦h0 = fn and ∂n+1◦hn = gn, while the
identities
σi◦hj =
{
hj+1◦σi if i ≤ j
hj◦σi−1 if i > j
∂i◦hj =

hj−1◦∂i if i < j
∂i◦hi−1 if i = j 6= 0
hj◦∂i−1 if i > j + 1
hold. One may show that such a homotopy from f to g corresponds to an element
h of SA(A,B)1 that satisfies ∂0◦h = f and ∂1◦h = g. In its lowest degrees, a
homotopy may be pictured as in Fig. 2.
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h0
f0 g0
f1 g1
h1
h0
Figure 2. The two lowest degrees of a simplicial homotopy h : f ≃ g.
A cocylinder on SA. We recall the construction of a cocylinder for simplicial
homotopy, describe it in an explicit way and study some of its properties.
Recall (e.g., from [88]) that a cotensor of a simplicial set X by a simplicial
object B in A is an object BX together with a morphism
β : X ,2 SA(BX , B)
such that, for every A in SA, the exponential transpose of the map
SA(A,BX )×X
1×β ,2 SA(A,BX)× SA(BX , B)
◦ ,2 SA(A,B)
is an isomorphism
S(X,SA(A,B)) ∼= SA(A,BX).
Let FinSet denote the category of finite sets, and call a simplicial set finite when
it is an object of SFinSet. When A is finitely complete, SA has a cotensor for any
finite simplicial set X by any simplicial object B in A; the object BX is given by
the limit
BXn = lim(B◦δX×∆[n]),
for n ∈ N. This induces a functor B(·) : SFinSet ,2 SA from the category of finite
simplicial sets to the category of simplicial objects in A. Using that Bn is initial in
the diagram B◦δn, note that B = B
∆[0].
Definition 7.2.4. For any simplicial object B in SA, put
ǫ0(B) = B
∂0 , ǫ1(B) = B
∂1 : B∆[1] ,2 B
and s(B) = Bσ
0
: B ,2 B∆[1]. Thus we get a cocylinder
I = ((·)∆[1] : SA ,2 SA, ǫ0, ǫ1 : (·)
∆[1] +3 1SA, s : 1SA +3 (·)
∆[1])
on SA.
The purpose of this construction is, of course, that the cocylinder I characterizes
simplicial homotopy. As in Section 6.2, two simplicial morphisms f, g : A ,2 B
in A are homotopic with respect to the cocylinder I if and only if there exists a
simplicial morphism H : A ,2 B∆[1] (called a homotopy from f to g) such that
ǫ0(B)◦H = f and ǫ1(B)◦H = g. This situation is denoted f ≃I g.
Proposition 7.2.5. Two simplicial morphisms f, g : A ,2 B in A are sim-
plicially homotopic if and only if f ≃I g.
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Proof. A simplicial morphism H : A ,2 B∆[1] such that ǫ0(B)◦H = f and
ǫ1(B)◦H = g corresponds to a morphism Ĥ : ∆[1] ,2 SA(A,B) of simplicial sets
satisfying Ĥ◦∂0 = f̂ and Ĥ◦∂1 = ĝ—which, via the Yoneda Lemma, corresponds
to a simplicial homotopy h from f to g. 
We shall now describe this cocylinder in a more explicit way.
The cocylinder described explicitly. A family of split epimorphisms
(∂i : An+1 ,2 An)i∈[n+1],
part of a simplicial object, has some interesting properties. We study them by
making abstraction of the situation as follows.
Definition 7.2.6. A family of morphisms (∂i : An+1 ,2 An)i∈[n+1] is called
split if a family (σi : An ,2 An+1)i∈[n] exists such that, for every i ∈ [n], ∂i◦σi =
∂i+1◦σi = 1An .
Of course, a split family consists of split epimorphisms, and any family that
comes from a simplicial object (like the family considered above) is split. We need
some notation and a technical result.
Notation 7.2.7. Suppose that A has finite limits and consider a split family
(∂i : An+1 ,2 An)i∈[n+1]
in A. If n = 0, put AIn = A1 and, if n > 0, let A
I
n be the limit (with projections
pr1,. . . , prn+1 : A
I
n
,2 An+1) of the zigzag
An+1
∂1 'E
EE
EE
EE
E
An+1
∂1wyy
yy
yy
yy
∂2 'E
EE
EE
EE
E
· · ·
z $
An+1
∂nwyy
yy
yy
yy
An An An
in A.
Let ǫ0(A)n, ǫ1(A)n : A
I
n
,2 An and s(A)n : An ,2 AIn denote the morphisms
respectively defined by
ǫ0(A)0 = ∂0
ǫ0(A)n = ∂0◦pr1,
ǫ1(A)0 = ∂1
ǫ1(A)n = ∂n+1◦prn+1,
and s(A)n = (σ0, . . . , σn).
Proposition 7.2.8. Consider a split family (∂i : An+1 ,2 An)i∈[n+1] in a
category with finite limits and coequalizers A. Denote a coequalizer of ǫ0(A)n,
ǫ1(A)n : A
I
n
,2 An by
η(A)n = Coeq [ǫ0(A)n, ǫ1(A)n] : An ,2 A˜n.
Then η(A)n is a wide coequalizer of (∂i : An+1 ,2 An)i∈[n+1].
Proof. Our first claim is that for any i, j ∈ [n+1], η(A)n◦∂i = η(A)n◦∂j . Con-
sidering (1An , σ1◦∂1, . . . , σn◦∂1) : An+1 ,2 A
I
n, it is readily seen that η(A)n◦∂0 =
η(A)n◦∂1. Similarly, using
(σ0◦∂i, . . . , σi−1◦∂i, 1An+1 , σi+1◦∂i+1, . . . , σn◦∂i+1) : An+1 ,2 A
I
n
one shows that η(A)n◦∂i = η(A)n◦∂i+1 for any 0 < i ≤ n. This proves the claim
by complete induction.
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Next we show that if c : An ,2 C coequalizes (∂i)i∈[n+1] then c◦ǫ0(A)n =
c◦ǫ1(A)n. Indeed,
c◦∂0◦pr1 = c◦∂1◦pr1 = c◦∂1◦pr2 = · · · = c◦∂n◦prn+1 = c◦∂n+1◦prn+1,
which finishes the proof. 
Proposition 7.2.9. Let B be a simplicial object in a finitely complete category
A. Then the simplicial object BI defined by the face operators ∂Ii : B
I
n
,2 BIn−1
and degeneracy operators σIi : B
I
n
,2 BIn+1, for i ∈ [n], 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤
n+ 2 given by
∂I0 = ∂0◦pr2 : B
I
1
,2 BI0
∂I1 = ∂2◦pr1 : B
I
1
,2 BI0
σI0 = (σ1, σ0) : B
I
0
,2 B11
prj◦∂
I
i =
{
∂i+1◦prj if j ≤ i
∂i◦prj+1 if j > i
: BIn ,2 Bn
prk◦σ
I
i =
{
σi+1◦prk if k ≤ i+ 1
σi◦prk−1 if k > i+ 1
: BIn ,2 Bn+2,
coincides with B∆[1] from Definition 7.2.4. The morphisms mentioned in No-
tation 7.2.7 above form the simplicial morphisms ǫ0(B), ǫ1(B) : B
I ,2 B and
s(B) : B ,2 BI from 7.2.4.
Proof. We show that B∆[1] and BI are isomorphic; then choosing the appro-
priate limits allows us to get rid of all distinction between the two objects. Indeed,
the isomorphisms Hom(A,B∆[1]) ∼= Hom(∆[1],SA(A,B)) and
Hom(∆[1],SA(A,B)) ∼= Hom(A,BI)
are natural in A; hence a natural isomorphism Hom(·, B∆[1]) +3 Hom(·, BI) ex-
ists, and this induces an isomorphism B∆[1] ,2 BI . 
Homotopy vs. homology. Using a Kan property argument, we now give a
direct proof that homotopic morphisms of simplicial objects have the same homol-
ogy.
Proposition 7.2.10. Let A be a simplicial object in a semi-abelian category
A; consider
ǫ0(A) : A
I ,2 A.
For any n ∈ N, Hnǫ0(A) is an isomorphism.
Sketch of proof. We sketch the proof in the case n = 0. We have to show that
the diagram below is a RegEpi-pushout. Consider h = h0 and z = z2 as in Fig. 3;
then (up to enlargement of domain) using the Kan property twice yields the needed
(y0, y1) in N1A
I .
Proof. Using the Kan property, we show that the commutative diagram
Nn+1AI
Nn+1ǫ0(A)  ,2
d′n+1

Nn+1A
d′n+1

ZnA
I
Znǫ0(A)
 ,2 ZnA
is a RegEpi-pushout; then it is a pushout, and the result follows by Proposition 1.6.6.
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h
z
0
Z0ǫ0(A)◦z = d
′
1◦h
0
y1
y0
Figure 3. Using the Kan property twice to get (y0, y1) in N1A
I .
Consider morphisms z : Y0 ,2 ZnAI and h : Y0 ,2 Nn+1A that satisfy
d′n+1◦h = Znǫ0(A)◦z. We are to show that a regular epimorphism p : Y ,2 Y0 ex-
ists and a morphism y : Y ,2 Nn+1AI satisfying d′n+1◦y = z◦p andNn+1ǫ0(A)◦y =
h◦p. Put
h0 =
⋂
j
ker ∂j◦h : Y0 ,2 An+1,
zn+2 = z, zi = 0: Y0 ,2 ZnAI for i ∈ [n+ 1] and (zi0, . . . , zin) =
⋂
j ker ∂j◦zi, for
i ∈ [n+ 2].
We prove that if for k ∈ [n + 1], there is a morphism hk : Yk ,2 An+1 with
∂i◦hk = ∂k◦zik, i ∈ [n+ 1], then a regular epimorphism pk+1 : Yk+1 ,2 Yk exists
and a morphism yk : Yk+1 ,2 An+2 such that ∂k◦yk = hk◦pk+1 and
∂i◦yk =
{
zik◦pk+1, if i < k,
zi(k+1)◦pk+1, if i > k + 1;
in particular, for hk+1 = ∂k+1◦yk : Yk+1 ,2 An+1, ∂i◦hk+1 = ∂k+1◦zi(k+1), i ∈
[n+ 1]. This then proves the assertion by induction on k:
y = (y0◦p1◦ · · · ◦pn+2, . . . , yn+1) : Yn+2 ,2 Nn+1A
I
satisfies d′n+1◦y = z◦p1◦ · · · ◦pn+2 and Nn+1ǫ0(A)◦y = h◦p1◦ · · · ◦pn+2.
Indeed, putting xk = hk, xi+1 = zi for i > k and xi = zi for i < k defines an
(n+ 2, k + 1)-horn (xi)i in A
I that induces yk. 
Corollary 7.2.11. If f ≃I g then, for any n ∈ N, Hnf = Hng. 
Corollary 7.2.12. The cocylinder I is a cocylinder in the model-category-
theoretic sense: For any simplicial object A, the map s(A) is a weak equivalence. 
Simplicial homotopy as an internal relation. Although simplicial homo-
topy may be characterized in terms of a cocylinder, it need not induce equivalence
relations on hom-sets, not even when the ambient category A has good categori-
cal properties. Recall that in SSet, the simplicial homotopy relation on a hom-set
Hom(A,B) is an equivalence relation as soon as the simplicial object B is Kan.
Hence one would imagine that in a regular Mal’tsev category, every hom-set carries
a simplicial homotopy relation that is an equivalence relation. It is well-known
that this is not the case. We briefly recall the example of groups: The category Gp
forms a semi-abelian variety, hence is regular Mal’tsev, but nevertheless the relation
induced by simplicial homotopy need not be, say, symmetric.
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Example 7.2.13. Every reflexive graph d0, d1 : B1 ,2 B0 in Gp is the bot-
tom part of some simplicial object B, and the functor SGp ,2 Gp that maps a
simplicial object B to the group B0 has a left adjoint. Thus a diagram
B1
d0

d1

A0
h0
9C
f0 ,2
g0
,2 B0
i
LR
induces simplicial morphisms f, g : A ,2 B, and f ≃I g if and only if there
is a morphism h0 : A0 ,2 B1 that satisfies d0◦h0 = f0 and d1◦h0 = g0. Now
certainly, if f0 = d0 and g0 = d1, f ≃I g; hence it suffices to show that in Gp,
there exist examples of reflexive graphs that are not symmetric. For instance, the
non-symmetric reflexive graph in Set
ax 7B
y ,2b zw
can be modelled by
Z2 + Z+ Z3
d0
,2
d1 ,2
Z2 + Z3ilr
where the generators x, y and z are respectively mapped to a, a and b by d0 and
a, b and b by d1, and i maps the generators a and b to x and z, respectively.
The problem with this example is, of course, that when generalizing the Kan
property from Set to a regular category A with enough projectives, it becomes
relative to the class of projective objects. Note that in Set, every object is projective,
but not so in Gp, and this is exactly why Example 7.2.13 exists. Moreover, this
definition captures the situation in Gp very nicely in the following manner. For,
if U ⊢ F : Gp , Set denotes the underlying set/free group adjunction, every
simplicial group K has an underlying Kan simplicial set U∆
op
(K); by adjointness,
K is Kan, relative to all free groups F (X); and free groups are exactly the projective
ones.
One could argue that in a regular Mal’tsev category, every simplicial object is
Kan, internally; that hence a sensible thing to do is to consider simplicial homo-
topy internally. The aim of the next few arguments is to show that thus simplicial
homotopy indeed becomes an equivalence relation, but in a way unsuitable in prac-
tice.
The conceptual step of considering the homotopy relation internally instead of
externally may be taken as soon as A is a regular category. Indeed, one of the main
features of a regular category being the existence of image factorizations, for any
simplicial object A in A, the left hand side reflexive graph
AI
r(A) ,2,2
ǫ0(A)
%@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@ ǫ1(A)
%@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@ AK
γ0(A)
y γ1(A)
yA
u(A)
9D
s(A)@@@@@@
Ze@@@@@@
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may, in a universal way, be turned into the right hand side relation; thus arises a
cocylinder
K = ((·)K : SA ,2 SA, γ0, γ1 : (·)
K +3 1SA, u : 1SA +3 (·)
K)
on SA. We write f ≃K g if and only if f is homotopic to g with respect to this
cocylinder. Clearly, on hom-sets, the relation ≃K is weaker than the simplicial
homotopy relation ≃I.
Proposition 7.2.14. If A is a regular Mal’tsev category then for every A, B
in SA the relation ≃K on Hom(A,B) is an equivalence relation. 
In our analysis of this homotopy relation we shall, for convenience, suppose
that A is exact. If η : 1SA +3 (˜·) denotes the coequalizer of γ0, γ1 : (·)K +3 1SA,
we get the following characterization of the relation ≃K.
Proposition 7.2.15. Let f, g : A ,2 B be simplicial morphisms in an exact
Mal’tsev category. Then f ≃K g if and only if η(B)◦f = η(B)◦g.
Proof. The equivalence relation (γ0(B), γ1(B)) is a kernel pair of its coequal-
izer η(B). 
Hence an analysis of ≃K may be pursued by means of η and the functor (˜·).
Here the following proposition is very helpful; it follows immediately from Propo-
sition 7.2.8.
Proposition 7.2.16. For any n ∈ N and every simplicial object A, ηn(A) is a
wide coequalizer of ∂0, . . . , ∂n+1 : An+1 ,2 An. 
Proposition 7.2.17. If A is an exact Mal’tsev category then f ≃K g if and
only if η0(B)◦f0 = η0(B)◦g0. If A is semi-abelian, by Corollary 2.2.13, this is
equivalent to H0f = H0g.
Proof. Take 0 6= n ∈ N and i, j ∈ [n]. Then
∂˜i◦ηn(B) = ηn−1(B)◦∂i = ηn−1(B)◦∂j = ∂˜j ,
hence ∂˜i = ∂˜j . By the simplicial identities, as always, ∂˜0◦σ˜0 = 1A˜n−1 ; but now
also σ˜0◦∂˜0 = ∂˜0◦σ˜1 = ∂˜1◦σ˜1 = 1A˜n , meaning that the face operators ∂˜i of A˜ are
isomorphisms. Hence if ηn−1(B)◦fn−1 = ηn−1(B)◦gn−1, then
∂˜0◦ηn(B)◦fn = ηn−1(B)◦fn−1◦∂0 = ηn−1(B)◦gn−1◦∂0 = ∂˜0◦ηn(B)◦gn
whence the equality ηn(B)◦fn = ηn(B)◦gn; this proves the assertion by induction.

So we see that ≃K is an equivalence relation indeed, but it is unacceptably
weak! In a way, this of course just means that if, in a simplicial object, you identify
the two endpoints of every given edge, everything else collapses as well.
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